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ABSTRACT 
The vascular flora along a portion of the Upper Clinch River (UCR) in 
Claiborne, Grainger, and Hancock Counties, Tennessee was inventoried for two 
full growing seasons in 1994 and 1995. A total of 5 26 species and lesser taxa in 
108 families and 338 genera \vere documented. Three hundred and twenty-six 
taxa were determined to be county records. Six taxa are state listed as 
threatened or special concern species in Tennessee. 
Distributions of the taxa indicate a strong northern extraneous 
influence on the flora. However, intraneous elements still represent the 
single largest category. Northern taxa comprise almost 52% of the total11ora 
when all categories are considered. As well, introduced ta.xa constitute a 
relatively large percentage of the flora at 15%. 
The Clinch River has been designated as one of the most biologically 
important river systems in Tennessee. �!any of the prime habitats of the river 
are found in its upper stretches. Considering the importance of the CCR, no 
significant portions are under public domain. Similarly, no long-term 
systematic studies of the flora have ever been conducted. Hopefully, lhis study 
'v'lill help to further knowledge of the vascular plants of the region, and aid in 
the protection of the resources of this river in the future. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Clinch River is considered to be one of the most biologically 
important river systems in Tennessee. Much of this importance is due to the 
river's unusual diversity of aquatic organisms, particularly freshwater 
mussels. Few rivers in the state can match the number of mussel species 
knovvn to occur in the Clinch. Unfortunately, many of these mussels are 
classified as rare or endangered. As a result, the Clinch is recognized as the 
most significant river system in the state for federally and state listed aquatic 
species. It is this distinction that prompted the �ature Consen1ancy to declare 
the entire Clinch River Valley of "immense biological importance", a phrase 
they reserve for only 28 ecosystems worldwide (Nature Conservancy, 1994a). 
The Clinch River has been subject to much environmental degradation. 
Logging, farming, �md a series of dams have combined to alter much of the 
habitat. Hmvever, some portions of the river have remained in pristine 
condition, especially the region referred to here as the Upper Clinch River 
(CCR). While much of the Clinch River is trapped \'>ithin the confines of tvvo 
reservoirs, the UCR lies beyond these impoundments and contains over 200 
miles of free-flovving water. Beginning at slackwater on Norris Reservoir. 
this region stretches all the way to the Clinch River's headwaters in the 
mountains of southwest Virginia. 
For the purposes of this study, a section of the CCR within Claiborne. 
Grainger, and Hancock counties V\as selected. A \\ide variety of habitat types 
can be found Y..ithin the comple:x terrain of this area: cool mesic coves, river 
bluffs, dry rock outcrops, islands, <mel. gravel bars. Hum<.U1S have also left their 
1 
mark by pasturing and cultivating much of the flatter bottomlands along the 
river. Nevertheless, it is the unusual mix of ruderal and natural habitats in 
the landscape that makes the study area of great interest. 
Despite the importance of the UCR, no detailed studies of the region's 
flora have ever been attempted. Therefore, the primary goal of this research 
was to document as much of the vascular flora as possible within the 
boundaries of a study area representative of the region. Special effort was 
made also to seek out endangered plant species and assess the condition of 
their populations. Considering the important role plants play in the 
environment, a vascular plant inventory could yield valuable information in 
regard to the many endangered aquatic organisms of the area. In addition, 
this study may be useful as a baseline for further botanical and ecological 
inves ligations. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE UPPER CLINCH RIVER STUDY AREA 
Lo c a t i o n  
The Clinch River, the largest tributary of the Tennessee River, cuts 
across the northern portion of the Great \/alley of East Tennessee (Figure 1). 
The study area is located along a section of the river in Claiborne, Grainger, 
and Hancock counties (Figure 2) between 360 23' 45" and 360 28' 46" N latitude 
and 330 27' 33" and 830 16' 4 1" W longitude (Figure 3). The mid-point of the 
area, designated roughly b:y the intersection of the river -with the Claiborne­
Hancock county line, lies approximately 75 miles northeast of the city of 
Knoxville. Details of the site can be seen on two U. S. Geological Survey 7.5 
minute topographic maps: the Howard Quarter Quadrangle and the Swan 
Island Quadrangle. 
Bou n d a r i e s  
Due to the intricate terrain of the study area, precise boundaries were 
difficult to establish. Nevertheless, the following account describes the 
manner in -which the boundaries were ascertained. The study site consists of a 
long segment of the Clinch River and immediate portions of the adjacent ridge 
systems to both sides of the river. 
The southm.>st boundary of the study area is denoted by the L'. S. 
Highway 25E bridge. Coincidentally, the bridge also marks the approximate 
location of slackwater on :\"orris Reservoir. The northeast boundary of the 
study site lies at S\van Island about 20 river miles upstream. However, it should 
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Figure 1: Major Tributaries of the Tennessee River System 
(*Map adapted from Webb and Bates, 1989) 
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Figure 2: County J\ifap of Tennessee (study site counties in outline) 
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r.2:1-t 
be noted that Swan Island is not included \\ithin the confines of the study area. 
The northwest and southeast  boundaries fall along a complex system of 
ridges that roughly follovv the course of the river. In the field, the boundary 
line along these ridges was g enerally delineated by the crest of a ridge. 
However, for p urposes of map making, the boundary line follows the high e s t  
continuous contour line of th e  ridge system on the CSGS 7.5 minute 
topographic maps. For areas in which the ridge system beC<:une disj unct, a 
straight line was draV'.n from the point of discontinuation to the highes t  
continuou s  contour line of the next ridge. Elevation varies along each o f  the 
boundaries from 1 200 feet to 1600 feet above sea level. 
In a few p laces, several minor ridges are complete ly contained in the 
s tudy area due to severe contortions in the course of the river. These ridges 
can be found n e ar Grissom Island, Manning Ferry, and Lawson Bend. Overall. 
the s tudy area consists of approximately 5,000 hectares of land. 
Ac c e s s  
Given the relative remo teness  of the region ,  the study area contains a 
v\ide array of roads and trails imperative to acce ss. .\Iuch of the study site can 
be reached ""ithin a reasonable distance by auto mobile.  However, road 
condi tions v ary from p aved highways to gravel and dirt. Often where a road 
ends, a trail or p a th begins to f urther access. Regardless,  several places are 
completely inaccessible by car or foot due to the rugged terrain of the area. ln 
s uch cases, the river itself serves as the only viable means of transport . 
. .\ map of the area's roads and trd.ils can be seen in Figure 4. Road no.unes 
have been given in accordance with the Howard Quarter and Svvan Island 
Quadrangle maps.  For instances in which road names were not given, the 
names were assigned by the au thor b ased upon the most noticeable landform 
of the area. �Iinor roads and trails \vere not assigned any names. Reference s  
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to unnamed routes are by association to a particul<:tr map locality·. It should be 
noted also that many of the secondary roads indicated on the 7.5 minute 
topographic maps are no longer present or have fallen into private hands. 
Only roads that allow viable transport by automobile are depicted in Figure-+. 
Roads 
The primary route to the study site is via U.S. Highway 25 As the 
major link bet\veen the tovvns of Bean Station and Tazewell, this paved tvvo­
lane road crosses the Clinch River and forms the southwestern boundary of 
the study area. At this junction, two unnamed gravel roads turn off the 
highway and run parallel for less than a mile on opposite sides of the river. 
Both roads deadend, but provide access into a floristically rich area designated 
as First Bend. 
Along the southeastern boundary·, Dry Valley Road runs approximately 
11 miles from tr. S. Highway 25E to Chinquapin Church Road. Though located 
mostly outside the boundaries, this paved and gravel secondary road does enter 
lee Bend and Paw Paw. At lee Bend. the route runs atop the ridge and 
overlooks the river. Access to drier upland habitats with rock outcrops and 
cedar-pine forests can be made along this segment of road. At Paw Pa\v, the 
road actually cuts bet\veen the river and the adjacent ridge. This section lies 
close to the banks of the river and provides access to both lowland riparian 
forests and mixed mesophytic forests. 
�umerous side roads branch from Dry Valley Road, but only Manning 
Ferry Road penetrates the study area. From its starting point, this gravei roac.i 
runs approximately 3.5 miles until it deadends at private property not far frnrr� 
the ri\·er. The ferry was closed in the 1950's. so traffic on the road has been at 
a minimum for some time (personal communication with property ovvner). 
OveralL the road descends almost straight dovvu from the ridge top cutting 
throuzh a variety of habitat types. 
From Chinquapin Church Road, Lawson Bend Road provides access to a 
long stretch of forested river bottom. Starting at ridge top, the road runs about 
t\vo miles before ending at a private drive. One other route, Yellow Branch 
Road, splits from Lawson Bend Road through another stretch of river bottom. 
These t\vo roads provide access to over a mile of rich, mesic bottomland forests. 
Caney Valley Road is a paved secondary byvvay that runs along the 
entire course of the northwestern boundary. From U. S. Highway 25E, the road 
continues for approximately 1 4  miles before entering the study area at Lawson 
Bend. Here, the road cuts between the river and adjacent ridge exposing a 
large sandstone formation. 
Five other gravel roads branch from Caney Valley Road to deadend near 
the river. The first of these, Patterson Branch Road, forms a 3.5 mile loop that 
connects to a graveled drive. The drive provides the only automobile acc-:'::s to 
Posey Bend, a very floristically rich area. Further down, Grissom Island 
Church Road cuts through a gap in the ridge to terminate at a water gaging 
station at the river's edge. The other half of Manning Ferry Road also cuts 
across the ridge and ends near the river. Both of these provide access to a 
variety of upland and lowland habitats. Barnard Cemetery Road runs along a 
straight two mile section of flat bottomland. Most of the area is in pasture and 
is the largest ruderal habitat of the study site. Finally, Big Creek Road foliows 
the banks of Big Creek for about a mile before the creek empties into the river. 
The road provides the only extended access to one of the major tribut�cuies of 
the Clinch. 
Trails_ 
1\ot many established trail systems are present. The few trails that do 
exist ;;rre mostly remnants of secondary roads that became privatized and 
abandoned to the forest. The longest of these is a half mile trail at Lavvson 
Bend that was a gravel road connecting to Yellow Branch Road. This trail runs 
10 
uphill from mid-slope to the top of the ridge through several forest r_ypes. The 
next longest trail lies along the northeast-facing slopes of Posey Bend. Here. 
an old wagon road squeezes between the steep hillside and the river for about 
one third of a mile before ending at an open field. Finally, along the northern 
half of :\fanning Ferry Road, a short trail lies along a connector road to the old 
ferry landing. The trail is almost overgrown and runs about 200 yards 
through lowland riparian forests to the river. 
A couple of other trails have been indicated in Figure 4, but both should 
be more correctly identified as footpaths. The more prominent of these lies 
aJong the north-facing banks of the river at First Bend. Though disjunct at 
certain points, this path is well worn for about a half mile around the bend. A 
few minor paths also branch upslope from this path to several bluff areas. At 
Lawson Bend. another \Vell-worn footpath originates near the river bottom at 
the base of a large waterfall. Located just beyond the mid-point of Lawson 
Bend Road, the path ascends about 175 yards to the top of the falls. Though 
steep and treacherous, the path provides access to one of the larger coves in 
the study area. 
R iver 
�Iany areas of the study site can only be accessed by river. Due to the 
difficult terrain, a canoe is often the only viable means of transport. Travel 
on the river is one-directional for the most part, as the current is too swift to 
paddle upstream. Motor boat traffic is restricted on this portion of the Clinch 
also due to the shallow water. However, heavy rains during the spring season 
'Nill occasionally permit some rnotor boats to reach into the l.JCR from :-.iorris 
Reservoir for about a mile. 
During the late summer season. water levels <rre often so low as to make 
travel by canoe difficult. :.Jumerous shoals and rocky areas interrupt the river 
and C<U1 be quite treacherous. In such places, it is necessary to portage the 
1 1  
canoe. Only four sites are suitable for put-in or take-out. The first is at 
La\vson Bend, which is the furthest site upstream. Two other sites, Paw Paw 
and Grissom Island Church, provide access to the lower half of the river. The 
final site at First Bend is only a take-out point near the southv·:estern 
boundary. 
P hysi o g r a p hy 
The study area lies entirely vvithin the confines of the Ridge and Valley 
Physiographic Province (Fenneman, 1938). Extending over 1,200 miles, this 
province stretches from central 1�labama to New York state. In Tennessee, the 
Ridge and Valley is delineated by the Blue Ridge ?--fountains to the east and the 
Cumberland Plateau & Mountains to the west. Overall, the province averages 
only about 40 miles in width throughout the state. 
ln the northern section of the Ridge and Valley in Tennessee, ridges 
dominate the landscape more than in the southern section (Fenneman, 1938). 
The valleys are more narrow and contain fewer lowlands. Several prominent 
ridges dominate the terrain in this area, namely: Clinch, Powell. and Wallen 
Mountains. Most minor ridges are associated in some way V\-ith these larger 
ridge systems. A primary characteristic of all these ridges is that they trend 
in a parallel northeasterly direction and are roughly uniform in height. As a 
result of this terrain, the major rivers of the area run in a similar pattern, 
with their drainages entering perpendicularly from the adjacent ridges. 
Drainage 
There are 49 streams that drain directly into the Clinch River \Vithin 
the confines of the study· are8. Most of these streams are minor and are 
unnamed on the Howard Quarter and Swan Island Quadrangle maps. However, 
five larger streams are named: Big Creek. Big War Creek, Caney Valley Creek, 
Patterson Branch, and Yellow Branch. Of these, Big \Var Creek is the only 
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major stream. The flow of water is enough to float a canoe during much of the 
year. The other four streams are not navigable but have a considerable flow 
of water in comparison to the other minor stre;;uns. Furthermore, Big Creek, 
Big War Creek, Caney Valley Creek, and Patterson Branch culminate from 
drainages of ridge systems outside of the study area. The remaining streams 
all arise from ridge systems immediately adjacent to the Clinch River. 
Topography 
The topography of the UCR is very complex. Overall, the river and its 
associated ridge systems trend in a northeast to southwest direction. However, 
the flow of water through time has carved an intricate pattern into the 
landscape. Slope aspect can vary greatly, especially in the lower section of the 
UCR where the river forms a series of winding bends. At Grissom Island, the 
river almost completely curves back into itself forming an oxbow. Though, in 
the upper section, the river straightens and the slopes become less variable. 
The elevation of the surrounding ridges range from a maximum of 
about 1, 700 feet to approximately 1,300 feet. The river itself lies at an elevation 
of just over 1,000 feet where it enters �orris Reservoir. Slopes are quite steep 
for the most part vvith many over 70% in grade. Others are segmented \\ith 
individual steps varying from 5% to 50% in grade. 
In some areas, the ridges have eroded away into cliffs \'Vith a resultant 
talus slope below. Often, the cliffs are quite prominent with several over 150 
feet in height. It is not uncommon for these precipices to arise straight from 
the river's edge. In other upslope locations, rock outcrops and boulder fields 
are present. Both cliffs <md rock outcrops tend to occur along the cut b,>.nk in 
the deepest bends of the river. 
While steep ridges dominate the landscape of the region, other 
topographic features include various islands, gravel bars, and floodplain 
areas. Some of these can be rather ephemeral vvith the rise and fdll of water 
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levels in the river. However, these areas still constitute a significant portion 
of the study site. 
Geology 
The UCR forms a unique area geologically as it cuts through the Ridge 
and Valley province. Overall, this portion of the province is characterized by 
a series of long parallel ridges that trend toward the northeast. According to 
Vest ( 1963), the topography resulted directly from the deposition of 
sedimentary rocks into nearly horizontal layers. These layers subsequently 
developed under a variety of deformations into long narrow belts that repeat 
(Figure 5). :More resistant sedimentary rocks such as sandstone form the 
ridges while less resistant sedimentary rocks such as limestones and shales 
underlie the floors of the valleys. However, the entire area is extensively 
faulted and folded vvith various combinations of sedimentary rocks present in 
different areas. 
The rock strata range in age from lower Cambrian to upper Ordovician 
(Table 1). All three major types of sedimentary rocks (sandstones, shales, and 
limestones) are present, but the study site is primarily underlain with 
Chick<ounauga limestone and Knox dolomite from the middle and lower 
Ordovician. Approximately a third of the study area is underlain with 
Conasauga limestone and shale from the upper and middle Cambrian. Also, a 
limited amount of shale, siltstone, and sandstone of the Rome Formation from 
the lower Cambrian can be found. 
The Ordovician age rocks consist of the Chickamauga and Knox Groups. 
\Vithin the Chickamauga Group, four unnamed units of strata predominantly 
from a limestone sequence are found. Combined, these strata are 2,000 feet 
thick approximately with individual stratum ranging from 350 to 625 feet 
(Hardeman, 19GG). 
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Figure 5: Geology of the Upper Clinch River Study Area 
(*Map adapted from Hardeman, Jl)66) 
Table 1: Rock Formations of the Upper Clinch River Study Area 
System Name 
G 
s::: 
.� Chickamauga Unit IV u 
·-
6 M Group Och Unit III  
"0 Unit II 
� Unit I 0 
L On Mascot DoL 
Knox Group Kingsport Fm. 
Ole Longview Dol. 
Chepultepec Dol. 
Copper Ridge Dol. 
u Maynardville Ls. 
s::: Nolichucky Sh. 
("\$ Conasauga Ccl Maryville Ls. ...... 
� M Group Rogersville Sh. .0 
s Rutledge Ls. 
("\$ Pumpkin Valley Sh. u 
Rome Formation Cr 
L 
(*Table adapted from Vest, 1963) 
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Thickness 
in Feet 
6Y -J 
6CX) 
350 
500 
Omn 550 
Ok 225 
Olv ,..,--IJ 
Ct 725 
Ccr 9(() 
Cmn .:550 
Cn 475 
Cm 400 
erg 250 
Crf 150 
Cpv 250 
800 
The Knox Group consists of five units of strata: Mascot Dolomite, the 
Kingsport Formation, Longview Dolomite, C hepultepec Dolomite, and Copper 
Ridge DolomHe. The Mascot Dolomite consists of light-gray, fine-grained 
cherty dolomite about 550 feet thick. Similar!), the Kingsport Formation is  
composed of  a gray. fine-grained cherty dolomite, but also contains a dense, 
basal gray limestone sequence approximately 2 2 5  feet thick. Longview 
Dolomite is a siliceous. gray, fine-grained dolomite about 275 feet thick with 
interbeds of gray l imestone in the upper part. Chepultepec Dolomite is a light­
gray, fine-grained, moderately cherty dolomite that is 725 feet thick and also 
contains a fine-grained limestone in its upper part -vvith quartz sandstone beds 
at the base. Finally, Copper Ridge Dolomite is a coarse, dark gray, knotty 
dolomite \\dth abundant chert that is approximately 900 feet thick (Hardeman, 
1966). 
The C ambrian age rocks of the study area consist of the previously 
described Copper Ridge Dolomite of the Knox Group, the members of the 
Conasauga Group, and the Rome Formation. Maynardville Limestone of the 
Conasauga Group i s  a thick-bedded, bluish-gray nodular limestone abo ut 350 
feet thick with a thinly bedded, no ncherty dolomite in its u pper part. 
�olichucky Shale is a pastel-colored, flaky clay s hale -1-75 feet thick vvith shaly 
limestone lenses and a thin blocky siltstone near the middle. Maryville 
Limestone is a gray, ribboned (silt and dolomite), fine-grained, evenly bedded 
limestone 400 feet thick. Rogersville Shale is a l ight-green, fissile clay s hale 
250 feet thick with some limestone in its upper part. RutLedge Limestone is  a 
medium-dark gray, ribboned limestone that is medium-grained and well­
bedded. but only about 1 SO feet thick. Pumpkin Valley Shale is a dull·br0\\11 to 
maroon s hale ¥vith numerous interbeds of siltstone 2 5 0  feet thick. The Rome 
Formation is composed of variegated shale and siltstone about 800 feet thick 
\vith sandstone, limestone, and dolomite limited to certain portions of the 
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formation (Hardeman, 1966). 
Minerals 
mineral resources of the Clinch River Valley consist primarily of 
coal, zinc, limestone, dolomite, shale aggregate, and high-silica sand (Clinch­
Pmvell River Valley Association, 1963). Of these, only zinc. limestone, dolomite, 
and shale aggregate are found in any sizable quantities within the UCR. Coal 
seams are restricted to the Povvell River watershed to the north-vvest and to the 
lmver portions of the Clinch below Norris Reservoir (Luther, 1959). Similarly, 
deposits of high-silica sand are limited to the eastern side of Clinch .Mountain 
a.Tld to portions of WcJden Ridge to the west (Hershey, 1960). 
Rocks that contain high-magnesian dolomite are considered to be the 
dominant mineral resource (Clinch-Powell River Valley Association, 1963). 
Other minerals such as zinc are known to occur along the northeastern fringe 
of Lawson Bend (Maher, 1958). Also, shales that may be "bloated" for 
lightweight aggregate have prospects in this area (Clinch-Powell River Valley· 
Association, 1 963). It should be noted that none of these mineral resources 
have been mined \Vithin the confines of the study site though. However, rocks 
that contain high-calcium limestones have been mined for v;;rrious uses in 
areas nearby. Currently, a limestone quarry is in operation near the F. S. 
Highway 25E bridge in Grainger County. Future plans for the exploration of 
mineral resources are not known. 
S o i ls 
The soils of the CCR have been partially mapped through a soil <,urvt�y 
of Hancock and Hawkins counties, Tennessee (L S. Dept. of Agricultu:·e, 1 �!"';2). 
This survey covers approximately 60 percent of the study site and provides 
much information about rhe soiis of the area. While a significant amount of 
the study area was no1 included, it is reasonable to assume that many of the 
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same soil series will be found given the repetitive geologic features of the 
area. 
Four main soil associations have been described vvithin the included 
portions of the study s ite: the Fullerton-Claiborne-Clarksville association, the 
Lehew-Wallen-Calvin association, the Talbott-Rock Outcrop association, and 
the �Iontevallo-Talbott-Rock Outcrop association. Generally, these associations 
contain soils \\ithin the orders of Ulti sols, Inceptisols, and Alfisols. Ultisols are 
described as having a day-enriched B horizon and a base saturation of less 
than 3 5  p ercent. Inceptisols are mineral soils that have formed mostly in 
young, but not recent  material. Finally, Alfisols are described as soils that 
have an accumula ti on of aluminum and iron wi th argillic and natric horizons, 
and a base saturation of m ore than 3 5  percent. The four associations are 
comp rised mostl y  of eigh t soil  series which cons titu te a majority of the soils 
\\ithin the study site. However, many other soi l  s eries can be found scattered 
throughout the area (U.  S .  Dept. of Agriculture, 197 2). 
The Fu1lerton-Claiborne-Clarksville association i s  charac terized by 
dominantly cherty soils more than six feet deep over dolomitic limestone on 
high hills and ridges. This association is dominated by three major soil series. 
The Fullerton s eries c onsists of relatively deep, well-drained soils on slopes 
ranging from 5 to 35 percent. Permeabilicy and water capaci ty are moderate, 
\\dth most of the profile being strongly acidic. OveralL Fullerton soils are well 
suited for hay and pasture, and many have been converted to that usage. The 
Clai borne series consi s ts of soils on high hills and ridges that are similar b ut 
somewhat less cherty and more strongly acidic. Due to a high available water 
capacity, Claiborne soils are often used for crops such as corn and tobacco 
along lower slopes. The Clarksvil le series consists of cherty, deep, well­
drained soils on narrow ridge crests and steep slopes nmging from 5 to 40 
percent. Permeability and water capacity of these soils  are moderate to lmv 
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and acidity is often very high. Clarksville soils are commonly referred to as 
"gravelly ridgeland" and most of the acreage is in woods (U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture. 1972). 
The Lehew-Wallen-Calvin association is characterized by shaly and 
gravelly soils one to three feet deep over shale and sandstone on steep to very 
steep hills and ridges. The Lehew series consists of "channery", moderately 
deep, excessively drained soils on slopes of 25 to 60 percent. Permeability is 
somewhat high, and available water capacity is low. Reaction of these soils is 
strongly to very strongly acidic, and natural fertility is low. Most of the 
acreage of Lehew soils is in forest with the remainder in pasture. Wallen soils 
are similar in most respects to Lehew soils except that they are found on steep 
sandstone and siltstone ridges. In many places, hard sandstone bedrock is 
present at a depth of only 28 inches. Soils of the \Vallen series are mainly in 
forests dominated by oaks, hickories, and Virginia pine. The Calvin series 
consists of moderately deep, shaly soils on hillsides, ridges, and low irregular 
hills that slope from 15 to 60 percent. These soils are of moderate permeability 
and have a low available water capacity. Calvin soils are also strongly acidic 
and respond poorly to agricultural management (C. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
1972). 
The Talbott-Rock Outcrop association is characterized by soils less than 
three and a half feet deep over limestone and rock outcrop in long narrow 
valleys. The Talbott series consists of moderately deep, clayey, red soils on 
slopes ranging from 5 to 50 percent. Permeability is moderately low. and 
vvater capacity is medium. The soils are of medium to lovv acidity, and most 
commonly grown crops are fairlyc well suited to these soils. Hovvever, much of 
the area is in pasture and hay with a small amount of forest land. Rock 
outcrop areas are interspersed with Talbott soils on limestone valley floors and 
on moderately steep hillsides near the edges of valleys. \Vithin this complex, 
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rock outcrop comprises anywhere from 1 5  to 40 percent of the area. Pasture is 
found along lower slopes with rock outcrop, but steeper slopes are 
predominantly forests (G. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1972). 
Similarly, the "'fontevallo-Talbott-Rock Outcrop association is 
characterized by soils less than three and a half feet deep over shale or 
limestone, and limestone outcrops in long narrow valleys. In this association. 
�Iontevallo soils are typically side by side 'With the Talbott soils described 
previously. This series consists of shallow, shaly, droughty soils underlain by 
multicolored fissile shale. Slopes range from approximately 8 to 50 percent. 
Permeability is moderate and available water capacity is low. The soils are 
strongly acidic and respond poorly to agricultural management. Rock 
outcrops are more extensive in this association than in the Talbott-Rock 
Outcrop association. In places, rock outcrop can cover as much as 80 percent 
of the area. As a result, t-Iontevallo soils often support scrubby woodland and 
pasture (G. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1 972). 
Fourteen other soil series are found within the boundaries of the study 
site: the C:loudland. Dewey, Etowah. Greendale, Hamblen, Ha}ter, Lindside, Litz, 
Melvin, Minvale, Nella, Sensabaugh, Sequoia, and Staser series. Most of these 
are silt-loam soil types that occur in low bottomlands along the river. 
Permeability is often moderate and the available water capacity high. These 
soils are not as strongly acidic and respond well to agricultural management. 
Much of the land containing these series has been convened to agricultural 
use. Crops such as corn, tobacco, and hay are commonly found. Often, the 
areas containing these soil series are prone to flooding (G. S. Dept. of 
Agriculture, 1972). 
Cli m a t e  
The regional climate of the Ridge and Valley province i n  Tennessee is 
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directly influenced by the topography of the adjacent physiographic 
provinces. vVith the Cumberland Plateau & Mountains to the west and the Blue 
Ridge province to the east, precipitation �unounts are significantly less for the 
Ridge and Valley. As prevailing weather patterns move storms from west to 
east across the state, moist air is pushed up and over the plateau where it 
condenses more readily than in the lower elevations of the Ridge and Valley. 
To the east, the tall mountains of the Blue Ridge also impede the progress of 
moist air, producing greater precipitation for that province as well. As a 
result, many weather systems pass across the Ridge and Valley province 
leaving lesser amounts of precipitation (Dickson, 1960). 
Rainfall for the entire Clinch-Powell Valley averaged about 49 inches 
per year over the 1,766 square mile area of the watershed from 1935 to 196 1. 
Annual precipitation for the CCR vvas estimated to be somewhat less during 
this period at 45.31 inches (Table 2). This estimate was based upon 
measurements taken at Tazewell, Tennessee located about 10 miles west of the 
study site. The vvettest year during the 27 year interval of measurements at 
Tazewell was 195 1 with over 62 inches of rainfall. The driest year was 1941 
vvith approximately 35 inches. On average, April was the rainiest month at 
5.27 inches. October was the driest month vvith only 2.39 inches. Average 
monthly runoff measurements vvere also at a maximum and minimum for the 
months of April and October at 3.30 inches and 0.44 inches respectively 
(Clinch-Powell River Valley Association, 1963). 
Temperature data at Tazewell from 1935 to 196 1 indicated an average 
annual air temperature of 58 degrees Fahrenheit. The two coldest months on 
average for this period were December and janu<-try at 40 degrees Fahrenheit. 
jul.Y ru'ld August were the hottest months on average at 78 and 77 degrees 
Fahrenheit, respectively (Clinch-Powell River Valley Association, 1963 ). 
\Vater temperature data for the Clinch River above Tazewell closely 
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2: Precipitation, Runoff, and Temperature Data For Tazewell, Tennessee ( 193 5-1961) 
Average Average 
Month Precipitation (in.) Runoff (in.)* 
uary 4.24 2.69 
February 4.06 3.02 
March -+.SO 3.30 
April 5.27 2.27 
rvtay 4.19 1.73 
June 4.04 0.93 
July 3. 50 0.84 
August 3.86 0.76 
September 2.82 0.38 
October 2.39 0.44 
November 2.96 0.7(> 
December 3.48 1.76 
45.31 18.88 
·*(An·rage Runoff and Water Temperature Values arc 
Average 
\Vater Temp. mr.\ * 
Average 
Air Temp. ( 
41 
42 
48 
58 
_,, I '-
80 
8 2  
81 
7() 
64 
51 
43 
61 
the Clinch 
40 
42 
48 
58 
()7 
78 
77 
71 
CD 
47 
40 
58 
above Tazewell.) 
followed that of the air temperatures during this period. The average annual 
water temperature was 6 1  degrees Fahrenheit, three degrees higher than the 
recorded air temperature average. Similarly, January and July had the 
highest and lmvest monthly water temperature averages at 4 1  and 80 degrees 
Fahrenheit. All other monthly water temperature averages were either 
greater or equal to their corresponding monthly air temperature averages .  
This trend suggests that the river has some capacity to buffer itself against 
changes in air temperature (Clinch-Powell River Valley Association, 1 963 ) .  
Precipitation and temperature data were also collected at Tazewell from 
1 966 to 1993 (Table 3 ) . Average annual precipitation during this 2 8  year 
interval was SO. 9--t inches, almost s ix inches greater than the average annual 
precipitation for the preceding 2 7  year intervaL December had the highest 
amount of precipitation on average for this period at 5 . 1 5  inches. October had 
the lowest average precipitation at 3.2 1 inches ( Earthlnfo, 1 9 9--t ) .  
The average annual maximum air temperature from 1 966 t o  1993 was 
66.8 degrees Fahrenheit. Similarly. the average annual minimum air 
temperature was -+ 1 .0 degrees Fahrenheit. july and January \Vere also the 
hottest and coldest months on average during this period. 
The two year period of this study was fairly typical in regard to climatic 
averages. For 1 99--t,  precipitation measurements vvere belmv par across the 
Ridge and Valley ( approximately 1 .5  i nches ) .  Air temperature measurements 
for the same year vvere slightly above the annual average of 5 8  degrees 
Fahrenheit from 1 93 5  to 1 96 1 .  For 1 995 , precipitation and temperature 
measurements varied only marginaliy fro m  their long-term averages (U. S. 
Dept. of Commerce, 199-+:  1 99 5 ) .  
Veg e t a t i o n  
The vegetation o f  the Ridge cH1d Valley· province i n  Tennessee h as been 
2--t 
Table 3 :  Precipitation and Temperature Data For Tazewell, Tennessee ( 1 966- 1 9 9 3 )  
Average Average Maximum Average Minimum 
Month Precipi tation ( in . )  Air Temp. ( Of) Air Temp. (OF )  
january 4.49 43.7 2 1.2 
February 4.13 48.0 22.3 
March 4.9 1 58. 1  30.6 
April 4.01 68. 1 3 8.6 
May 4.99 75.1  48. 1 
j un e  3.85 82.5 56. 7  
1--.J j uly 4.68 86.0 6 1.8 U1 
Aug ust  4.07 84.8 6 1 .0 
September 3.43 79.2 53 .8 
October 3.2 1 68.8 39.8 
November 4.20 57.6 3 1. 1  
December 5. 1 5  47.8 24.5 
Total 50.94 ()(),8 4 1 .0 
classified by a number of botanists. \Veaver and Clements ( 1 93 8 )  placed the 
region v\lithin the Oak-Chestnut Association. Braun ( 1 9 50) also mapped the 
area as part of the O ak-Chestnut Forest Region, with the vege tation south of 
the Hiwassee River being classified as part of the Oak-Pine Forest Region. 
\Vith the loss of chestnut, Kuchler ( 1 964) provided a more contemporary 
classification scheme with placement of the entire Great Valley in the 
Appalachian Oak Forest. 
American chestnut ( Castanea dentata) played an important role in the 
forests of the Ridge and Valley. The disappearance of this tree from the 
c anopy initiated a series of changes in forest composition that continue today 
( �I<.=trtin, 1 9 89 ) .  Several researchers have studied the effec ts on vegetation 
v.ith the loss of chestnut. \Volfe ( 19 5 6 ) ,  Hardaway (1 962) , Thor and Summers 
( 1 97 1 ) ,  and Skeen ( 1 9 7 3 )  all concluded that an increase in v arious species o f  
pines,  r e d  maple (Acer rubrum),  a n d  black g u m  ( Nyssa syf'l,.acica) has 
occ urred. West ( 1 9 70) claimed more of a replacement by oaks, hickories, red 
maple, and tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) .  O ther researchers, Martin 
( 1 978)  and Shugart and West ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  also noted an increase in the number of 
oak species ,  primarily black oak ( Quercus velu tina) . chestnut oak ( Quercus 
montana [Q. prin us} ) .  and white oak ( Quercus alba) .  �Iartin ( 1 978,  1989J  placed 
particular emphasis upon the rise of white oak as a replacement specie�. 
\Vhite oak forests are the mos t  vvidespread in the Great Valley. By one 
e stimate, forty percent of old-growth forests in the c entral valley were found 
to be dominated by white oa.K. The species is also considered a primar_y 
constituent of successional forests ,  and is found in all but the most extreme 
habitat types ( :\fartin,  1 98 9 ) .  Co-dominants and major associates vary 
considerably among white oak comm unities. Martin ( 197 1 )  suggested a White 
Oak Complex V'<ith 2 5  different variants,  many of which are V'.idespread 
throughout the Ridge and Valley province. 
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Braun ( 1 9 50) also recognized t h e  i mportance of  whi te oak as a unifying 
species in the Great Valley. She noted that pure s tands of white oak vvere 
rarely present, b u t  the species vvas dominant or co-dominant in numerous 
communities. As wel l, white oak was found to dominate in all size classes. In 
other parts of the Ridge and Valley province, Braun noticed that white oak 
dominated in the Oak-Hickory and Oak-Pine regions, and was commonly 
present  in the �fixed .\ lesophytic Fore st region . 
While white oak forests occupy the majority of the landscape in the 
Great Valley, chestnut oak forests dominate many upland areas. These habitats 
are located along the drier, middle to upper slope s  of prominent ridges and 
lesser slopes with southerly exposures . In the central part of the valley, 
chestnut oak communities are often found on ridges associated \\ith the Rome 
Formation and on lower ridges underlai n  by dolomitic limestone from the 
Knox Group ( �lartin, 1 97 1 ; Martin and DeSelm, 1 9 76) .  Important constituents 
in these communities are black oak, tulip poplar, white oak, and shortleaf pine 
( Pin us echinata) . Hickories ( Carya spp. )  are also important members, but 
their contribution varies among ridge systems ( Crownover, 1 9 8 3 ) .  Herbaceous 
species in the chestnut oak fores t  are typically l ow in number, wi th the 
understory often dominated by ericac e ous shrubs (Condley, 198-+) .  
The .Mixed Mesophytic Forest ( sens u  Braun 1950)  is restricted in the 
Great Valley to mesic slopes and protected coves often oriented to the north 
and east. ::.rartin and DeSelm ( 1976)  found they were also associated \\ith knobs 
under l ain by calcareous shale, particul arly in the eastern valley. The 
dominant tree species in this forest type is beech ( Fagus grandifolia) . .\fajor 
associates inc lude tulip poplar. northern red oak ( Quercus rubra ) ,  su gar 
maple ( .--\cer saccharum) , basswood ( Tilia hererophylla) , and buckeye 
( Aesculus ocrandra) . Other spec i es include hemlock ( Tsuga canadensis) . \vhi te 
pine ( Pin us srrob us) , an d various  magnolias (Magnolia spp.)  in the more 
protec ted mesic areas ( .V1artin, 1 9 89) . It is the Mixed Mesophytic Forest in the 
Ridge and Valley that most often contains the undisturbed herb layers where 
many rare plants are found ( DeSelm. 1 984) . It is  likely these forests \vere more 
'Widespread on the lower slopes and terraces of many tributaries that are now 
impounded ( Martin, 1 98 9 ) .  
Successional forests also comprise a large portion o f  t h e  landscape in 
the Great Valley. \Vi th few exceptions, all the forests of the area have been 
logged at least once and could be c onsidered to be in a "successional" state. 
Hmve\·er, the successi onal forests referred to here have arisen as well-defi ned 
communities from abandoned pastures, croplands, and forests that were 
heavily logged. Many of these communities have existed for decades and may 
be very long-lived ( Martin, 1 98 9) .  
Pine communi ties form one of the more notable s uccessional forest 
types in the valley. Normally, pines e<m be found on the dry, exposed ridges of 
south and west-facing slopes .  However, successional pine communities may be 
found on upper slopes where heavy logging has occurred and on lower slopes 
vvith abandoned fields. The two p rimary species of this communi ty type are 
Virginia pine ( Pin us  virginiana) and shortl eaf pine. Other successional pine 
species are white pine and loblolly pine ( Pinus raeda).  Though white pine 
can occur naturally in small stands on lower mesic slopes and draws, it can 
also be found along vvith loblolly p ine on plan tations ac ross the valley 
( Martin, 1 97 1 ) . 
Another major successional forest type in the valley is dominated b y  
cedar l]uniperus virginiana).  Often, entirely closed forests o f  this species can 
be found, especially on areas of limestone and dolomitic limestone ( Tennessee 
Valley Authority, 1 94 1  ) . Cedars are commonly considered as indicators of 
shallm\· soils,  b ut the y  are not limited to such s i tes. The species frequently 
invad es old fields and pastures soon after more invasive vine and shr u b  
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speci es have established themselves (Smith, 1 96 8 ) .  Cedar communities can 
persist for v ery long periods of time with numerous stands of different age, 
composition, and densi ty present. Eventually, later stages of development 
begin vvith pines, tulip poplar, and other hardwoods i n tegrating wi th c edar 
( rvfartin, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
Tulip poplar communities also form a maj or successional forest type i n  
the Great Valley. Thi s  tree species i s  a permanent fixture in a variety o f  forest 
types, especially the Mixed Mesophytic Forest ( Braun, 1 950) . However, Martin 
( 1 9 7 1 )  recognized a Tulip Poplar Complex composed of old-growth tulip poplar 
communities in the c entral part of the valley. These communities are found 
on mesic dra·ws and the lower to middle slopes of upland areas. Though tulip 
poplar is shade intolerant, i t  can establish itself quite readily in cleared 
patches of forest.  Larger forest clearings often develop into communi ties that 
can persist for centuries ( Martin, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
Restricted and relic c ommunities make u p  t h e  remainder o f  the 
landscape of the Great Valley in Tennessee. In recent years, many of these 
communities have become endangered due to human activities such as 
logging, farming,  and dam b uilding. Others are limited simply due to low 
frequency of oc c urrence. Nevertheless. these communities are unique and 
form an integral part of the forest ecosystem. 
Riparian forests located al ong the flood plains and lower terraces of 
major streams have become one of the more endangered comm unity types in 
the valley. The soils associated -;,vith these areas are very rich and have long 
been exploited for agriculture. As well, impoundments built by the Tennessee 
Valley Authori ty have permanently· flooded the forest c ommunities of 
numerous streams. Today, smaller trac t s  of these riparian forests are present, 
but their vegetation still reflec ts the basic composi tio n  and struc ture o f  larger 
habitats ( :Vlartin, 1989 ) .  Typical dominants of these forests are sycamore 
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( Platanus occiden talis) , green ash ( Fraxin us pennsylvanica) , black willow 
( Salix nigra) , red maple, river birch ( Betula nigra) , and various elms ( Ulmus 
spp. ) .  Many communities also contain cane (Arundinaria gigan tea) as a 
dominant understory species. Before the vast destruction of many flood plain 
areas, cane was once present in large communities known as ''cane brakes".  
However, only s mall remnants of these c ommunities exist today ( DeSelm, 1 984) .  
Riv er bluffs also p rovide habitat for some unique forest communities in 
the Great Valley. White oak and Nlixed Mesophytic Forests typically dominate 
on the steep, rocky terrain of these areas. However, drier portions of the 
bluffs contain a distinc t forest type dominated by either southern red oak 
( Quercus falcata) or shumard oak ( Quercus shumardii) and chinquapi n oak 
( Quercus m uhlenbergii) ( Martin, 1989 ) .  On more mesic sites, hemlock c an be 
found in large stands, partic ularly on low slopes along river bends oriented to 
the north and northeast ( DeSelm, 1984) .  Northern whi te c edar ( Thuja 
occiden talis) communities are also present in the se areas and along rocky 
cliffs . It is  believed this species is a relic from the Pleis tocene that became 
trapped in small pocke ts of s ui table habitat with the retreat of the glaciers 
( \Valker, 1987 ) .  
Finally, other restricted communities O(: Cur o n  valley· uplands where 
rock outcrop and shallow soils create natural forest openings. These openings, 
called glades or barrens, are small and are typically assoc iated V\lith limestone 
from the Chickamauga Group ( DeSelm, 1993 ) .  Various herbs dominate these 
rock outcrop areas with c edar, pine,  and s hrub species on the periphery. 
Deeper soil areas support forests of mixed oaks, ash ( Fraxin us  spp.) ,  cedar, and 
pine U', lartin, 1989) .  Though i nfrequent, other forest openings such as bog s  
and marshes sometimes occur in place of glade and barren areas. Often, these 
c onununities contain flori stically significant species that occur nowhere else 
in the valley ( DeSelm, 1 98 5 ) .  
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W i l d l i f e  
Though the majority of the landscape in th e  CCR consists of steep 
ridgeland. many habitat types are present. From mature forests to open fi elds 
and the river itself, a large array of terrestrial, aquatic, and semi-aquatic 
habitats exist that support a diversity of species. 
Terrestrial habitat s  contain vertebrate species common throughout 
much of the southeastern United States. In forests and fields, small mammals 
such as the gray s quirrel, raccoon, chipmunk, cottontail rabbit, striped skunk, 
and groundhog are present. Other small animals such as rats,  mice, shrews, 
and moles are also abundant, but are not as evident. The largest animal spotted 
during the course of this study was a whitetail deer. 
Other vertebrate species found within the study area include reptiles, 
amphibians, and birds. Snakes in particular are quite abundant on the rocky 
talus slopes along the river. Species personally encountered include the 
copperhead, black rat snake, and northern water snake. Other venomous and 
non-venomous snakes are likely present, including the timber rattlesnake .  
Several lizards and turtles were also sighted in the study area, but were not 
identified. Similarly, many amphibians such as frogs, salamanders, and nevvts 
were seen along river banks and the damper portions of mesic woodlands. 
Avian fauna include a large number of songbirds, raptors ,  and water 
fovvl. \lore prominent species encountered include the great blue h eron, 
turkey vulture, wood duck, pileated vvoodpecker, and the red-tailed hawk. 
Game species such as ruffed grouse, quail, and wild turke y  are known from 
nearby hunting preserves. but were not observed. 
The river provides habitat to perhaps the greates t  diversity of animals 
in the s tudy area, as innumerable aquatic insects , fish, and molluscs can be 
found. Combined, the entire Clinch-Powell watershed contains over 1 2 5  
species of fish ( Te nnessee Valley Authority, 1996 ) .  \orris Reservoir, which 
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extends into the lmver portion of the study s ite, is stocked V'iith 1 1  species o f  
gamefish . These species i nrlude walleye, white crappie,  sauger, l argemou th 
bass, smallmout h  bass, rock bass,  channel c atfish, carp, s uckers, bluegill ,  and 
trout ( Clinc h-Powell River Valley Assosciation, 1963 ) .  I t  is  not knm\n by the 
author hovv many of these species are found \\ithin the s tudy site, nor the 
extent of their range. 
In addition , the Clinc h-Pnwell watershed is  home to 8 9  aquatic species 
listed as threatened or endangered by state and federal authori ties ( Tennessee 
Valley Authority, 1 996) . Many of these organisms are small species o f  fish 
such as darters, chub, and madtoms. However, freshwater mussels c omprise 
the majority of threatened and e ndangered species found. The Clinch River 
has perhaps the greatest diversity of fresh�t,·ater mussels in the world. 
According to the 1\ature Conservancy ( 1 99-+b), one ten-mile stretch of the 
Clin c h  n ear Kyles Ford, Tennessee ( not within the study area) contains more 
species of freshwater mussel s than the en tire European continent. It has not 
been determined how many mussel species inhabit the study area. Table 4 
provides a l isting of rare and endangered animal species known from 
Claiborne, Grainger, and Hancock Coun ties. 
Tab le 4: Rare and Endangered A.n imal Species of 
C lai borne, Grainger, and Hancock Counties, Tennessee 
Sc i e n ti fi c  Name 
Inverte brates: 
Cum berlandia monodon ta 
Cyprogen ia irrora ta 
Dromu s  dromas 
tpioblasma brevidens 
Epioblasma Glpsaeformis 
Epioblasma floren tina floren tina 
Epioblasma torulosa g ubernaculum 
Epioblasma triq uetra 
Epioblasma turgiduia 
Fusconaia cun eolus 
Fusconaia edgarian a 
llemistena la ta 
Io fl u vLilis 
Lampsilis a brup ta 
Lemiox rimosu s  
Le}angtonia dola belloides 
Medionidus conradicus 
Piech o ba s u s  cica tricos us 
Pleuro bema oviforme 
Ple urobema plen um 
Pleurobema ru brum 
Ptych obranch us s u b ten tum 
Quadrula cylindrica s trigillata 
Quadrula in termedia 
Quadrula sparsa 
Common Name 
S pec taclecase 
Eastern fanshell  pearlym ussel 
Dromedary pearlymussel 
Cumberlandian combshe l l  
Oyster mussel 
Yel l ow- b lossom 
Green - b l ossom 
Snuffbox 
Turgid-blossom 
Fine-rayed pig toe 
Shiny pig toe 
Cracki n g  pearlym ussel 
Spiny riversnai l  
Pink m ucket 
Birdv.ing pearlymusse l 
Slabside pearlymussel 
C umberl and moccasi nshell 
\Vhi te -v arty back 
Tennessee c l u bshell  
Rough pigtoe 
Pyramid p igtoe 
Fluted kidneysh e l l  
Rough rabbitsfoot pearlymussel 
Cumberland monkeyface 
Appalachian monkeyface 
Total:  2 5  species 
Vertebrates: 
rl.egoliu s  a cadicus 
Ammo crypta clara 
Cnemidoplwrus sexlin ea rus 
Cr_, p tolJran cl1 trs alleganien sis 
C)prinella monacha 
Erimyscax cahni 
Etheoswma sagitta 
Etheos wma tippecanoe 
Mus tela ni·valis 
.\fyotis grisescens 
Northern saw-whet owl 
\:Vestern sand darter 
Six--l ined racerunner 
Hell bender 
Spo tfin chub 
Slender chub 
Arrow darter 
Tippecanoe darter 
Least wea sel 
Gray bat 
Table 4 ( cont'd.):  R are and Endangered Animal Species of 
Claiborne, Grainger, and IL:mcock C ounties, Tennessee 
S c i e n tific  Name 
Verte brates (cont'd.):  
Myotis sodalis 
Xeoroma floridana 
Notropis ru bellus rubellus 
Nocurus flavipinnis 
Noturus s tanauli 
Nycticorax nycticorax 
Percina aurantiaca 
Percina macrocephala 
Phoxin us cum berlandensis 
Sorex cinereus 
Sorex fumeus 
Sorex longirosrris 
SynaptomJ/S cooperi 
Tyro alba 
Total: 
C ommon Name 
Indiana bat 
Eastern woodrat 
Rosyface shi ner 
Yellmvfin madtom 
Pygmy madtom 
B lack-crowned nig ht-heron 
Tangerine darter 
Longhead darter 
Blackside dace 
Common shrew 
S moky shre\v 
Southeastern shrew 
Southern bog lemming 
Common bcrrn -owl 
2 4  species 
( *Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, 1 99-J.) 
C HAPTER I I I  
HISTORY OF THE STU DY AREA 
Qu a t e rn ary Ve g e t a ti o n  
Climate change over the past two mil l ion years, the Quaternary Period, 
has produced major shifts in ::\orth American forest  composition. At  least 
twenty glacial episodes have occurred d uring this period . However, geologic 
evidence in the vicinity of the Ridge and Valley p rovince has been preserved 
for only the last three (Delcourt, P. and Delcourt, H., 1 9 84 ) .  Generally, fossil 
remains from the last glacial event date from approximately 20,000 years ago 
in eastern ::\orth America. Many· of these remains are in the form of pollen 
preserved v.ithin sedimentary depo sits. Vegetation reco nstructions based 
upon these pollen assemblages reflec t some of the maj or climatic changes that 
ha\·e occurred, and help provide an understanding of the prehistoric flora of 
the region ( \Vatts, 1980; \\bitehead, 1 9 7 3 ).  
With the last  ful l-glacial interval of the Plei stocene ( 20 ,000 to 1 6 ,5 00 
years ago ) ,  g lacial ice advanced southvvard across Pennsylvania to a maximu m  
o f  a bout - H  degrees north latitude ( Delcourt, P .  and Delcourt, H., 1 98-J.) . Tundra 
exi sted south of the ice fron t  for at  least 60 km and was comprised mostly of 
v::.u-ious grasses, ericaceous shru b s ,  and dvvarf birch ( Be tula glandulosa) 
(vVatts.  1 9 7 9 ) .  Also, geomorphic ev idence indica tes that alpine tundra occurred 
at high elevations of the Appalachi<.m y[ountains as far south as the Great 
Smoky .\fountains of Tennessee and North Carolina ( CL:trk, 1 968 \ .  
At lovver elevations \Vi thin the Ridge ;..md Valley province, boreal forest 
was present, and was dominated by j ac k  pine ( Pin us banksiana) and spruce 
( Picea spp. ) .  Studies of pollen and plan t macrofo ssils from sites at Bob Black 
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Pond, Quicksand Pond, and Green Pond verified that these boreal forests 
occurred a s  far south as northern Georgia (Watts, 1 9 7 0 ) .  Such evidence 
contradicted Braun's theory that brests in the southeaste rn United States had 
remained unchanged for several million years ( Brau n ,  1 95 5 ) .  
Temperate forests appeared a t  the sou thernmost limit of the Ridge and 
Valley near Birmingham, Ala bama ( Delcourt and Delcourt,  1 9 8 1 ) .  The ecotone 
there between the boreal and temp erate forests consisted of a mixed conifer 
forest type that resembled tJ1e present day �orthern H ardwoods Forest of the 
Great Lakes region. It  is also believed that some temperate species s urvived 
north of tbe ecotone in protected pockets along major Gulf Coast river 
drainages ( Delcourt, H. and Delcourt, P., 1 984 ) .  
T h e  late-glacial interval ( 1 6,500 t o  1 2,500 years ago) was marked b y  the 
beginning of a minor climatic ;,.varming event .  The event  initiated the melting 
of glacial ice near its maximum exten t  in p resent day P ennsylvania, and 
caused the Laurentide Ice Sheet to retreat to the north ( Dreimanis , 1 977 ) .  
Studies at  t\vo sites, Longswamp and Wigwam Creek Bog,  show that tundra 
persisted near the glacial boundary as it retreated throughout the 1ate-g larial 
interval ( Watts, 1 979;  Sirkin, 1 9 7 7 ) .  However, another site near the glacial 
boundary at Tannersville Bog contc1ined evidence tha t  boreal species such as 
aspen (Pop ulus tremuloides) , j uniper (Juniperus spp.) ,  alder (Aln us crispa) ,  
and spruce were beginning t o  invade t h e  new terrain by 1 3 , 3 00 years ago 
(Watts, 1979) .  
Other studies also suggest t h a t  the boreal fores t  followed the retreat o f  
the glaciers. At Crider's Pond i n  southern Penn sylv;mia, fossil e\·idence 
revealed a s ucce ssional state from tundra to boreal plants.  Pollen from species 
such as spruce, balsam fir (Abies balsamea) . alder, birch (Betula papyrifera) ,  
and aspen were dated at  approximately 1 5 ,000 years ago. In cen tral 
Pennsylvania at Panther Run, boreal forests  of spruce, j ack pine, alder, and 
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birch were established by 12 ,600 years ago (vVatts, 19 79).  
Further south ,  the boreal forest persisted through much of the l ate­
glacial interval. Howev er, elemen ts of the temperate fore st s lO\vly bZ::gan to 
displace boreal species. In northwe s tern Georgia,  fossil evidence from 
Quicksand Pond showed that a maj or increase in oak ( Quercus spp.)  
corresponded \\ith a significant decline in j ac k  p ine populations a t  1 3 ,500 
years ago ( vVatts, 1970 ) .  
The early Holocene interval ( 12 ,5 00 to 8,000 years ago) ushered i n  a 
further transition from l ate-gl acial to interglacial conditions. However, this 
transition was not synchronous throughout eastern North America ( Delcourt, 
P. and Delcourt, H., 1 9 84 ) . The extreme southern portion of the eastern United 
States experienced a maj o r  transition to interglacial vegetation by 12 , 5 00 years 
ago. However, areas closer to the original glacial maximum lingered with 
much of the glacial vegetation still i n tact  10,000 years ago. Variations in 
vegetational change during the early Holocene interval have been a ttri buted 
to differences in regional climate, as well as the biological tolerances and 
survival strategies of individual species ( Davi s  and Webb, 1975 ) .  
In the southern Ridge and Valley, fossil evidence a t  C ahaba Pond i n  
/-\labama p rovided evidence of regional vegetation during the early Holoce ne. 
Bet\veen 1 2 ,000 and 10,000 years ago, forest communities there were dominated 
by both mesic and hydric hardwood species. Common were species such as 
beech ( Fagus grandifolia) , Atlantic vvhite cedar ( Chamaecyparis rh;·oides) , 
hornbeam ( Osrrya /Carpin us), ash ( Fraxin us spp.) , hickory ( Carya spp. ) ,  oak, 
hemlock ( Tsuga canaden sis) , eastern white pine ( Pin us s trob us) , c ucumber 
magnol i a  ( Magn olia acumina ta} ,  and six species of maple ( Acer n egun do, A. 
p en sylvan ic um, A. spicatum, A. r u brum, A. saccharum, and A. sa ccharin um) 
( Delcourt er al., 198 3 ) .  
At approximately 10 ,000 years ago. the climate began to change from 
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being cool and moist to warm and dry. The warming resulted in the 
elimination of many cool-temperate species from the southern Ridge and 
Vall ey ( Delcourt,  P. and Delcourt, H., 1 984) . However, such spec ies '>Vere able to 
survive farther north in the prov ince and in the adjacent Blue Ridge and 
Cumberland Plateau provinces.  In these areas, cool-temperate forests and 
coniferous forests displaced boreal forests all the way into southwestern 
Virginia ( Delcourt and Delcourt, 1 979 ) .  
During the mid-Holocene interval ( 8 ,000 t o  4,000 years a go ) ,  the 
southern Ridge and Valley became much \Varmer and \Ve tter with the 
Hypsithermal period. Hydric trees and shrubs such as swe e tgum (Liq uidambaT 
s ryraciflua) ,  black gum ( ,\yssa s}·Jva tica) , and button bush ( Cephala.ruh us 
occiden talis) became established during this time. These species were found in 
the pollen record at Cahaba Pond in r\labama and at Quicksand and Bob Black 
Ponds in Georgia ( Delcourt et al., 1 98 3 ;  Watts, 1 9 70) . Fossil evidence from the 
t\vo sites in Georgia also indicated that aquatic plants from the southern coastal 
plain had become established as disjunc ts by the mid-Holocene ( Watts, 1 970) .  
Further north, the Ridge and Valley and other pro\·inces were warm but 
not as wet as areas to the south. Forests were dominated by oak, hickory, and 
ches tnut ( Casranea den ra ra. ) ,  and had spread as far as northern Pennsylv<Hlia 
by 5 ,000 years ago ( Delcourt e:md Delcourt, 1 9 8 1 ) . At Anderson Pond in Middle 
Tennessee, the pollen record indicated a reduction in mesic hardv,:ood species 
during this time. ( Delcourt and Delcourt, 1 9 7 9 ) .  Mesic species remained in the 
region throughout the mid-Holocene , but were restricted to steep slopes, 
ravines, and higher elevation areas ( Dekourt, P. and Delcourt, H. , 1 9 84).  
Also during the mid-Holocene interval, forest composi tion was 
significantly altered by a number of pathogen outbreaks. One of the most 
notable outbreaks of the time was a blight that str uck hemlock and decreased 
its pop ulation significantly throug hou t  eastern North America. It is estimated 
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that forests in the region took several thousand years to recover from the 
event ( Davis, 1978 ) .  
The late-Holocene interval 1 -+ ,000 years ago to presen t) proceeded under 
much the same climate as the mid-Holocene, as the s trong infl uence of the 
�Iari t ime Tropical Airmass continued over the southeastern United States 
( Delcourt, P. and Delcourt, H. ,  1 98 -J. ) .  Studies in the southern and central 
portions of the R idge and Valley showed that species such as o ak, hickor.y, and 
chestnut remained dominan t components of the forest ( Delcourt et al., 1 9 8 3 ;  
Watts , 1 9 7 0 ) .  Likewise, this vegetation has remained stable and v irtually 
uncha.'1.ged by climate over the past 4,000 years (Watts, 1 9 7 9 ) .  
D.Jeanwhile, t h e  northern p ortion of the Ridge a n d  Valley, along with 
adj acent provinces, experienced a southerly shi ft in the cool, moist  climatic 
zone of the north . This shift allowe d popuia tions of white pine. hemlock, a.nd 
birch to expand southward into the Great Valley. Also, higher elevations in 
the Appalachian Mountains became dominated with spruce and fir. Overall , 
this climatic shi ft ini tiated the e stablishment of the boundary of the .t\'orthern 
Hardwoods Forest and the Appalachian Oak-Chestnut  Forest to i ts present d ay 
level ( Delcourt, P. and Delcourt H .. 1 984;  Watts, 1 9 7 9 ) .  
N a t i v e  A m e r i c a n  In h a b i t a t i o n  
The first Paleoindians arrived about 1 2,000 years ago in  eastern North 
. \merica. However, evidence of impacts left by these early people on forest 
ecosystems is  obscure. Recen t excavations have documented evidence o f  
forest clearance ;m d  c ultiv ation along maJ or river valleys o f  the Ridge and 
\ alley province in Fa st Tennessee through the last 1 0,000 years ( Chapman et 
al., 1 98 2 ;  Delcourt et al., 1 9 8 6 ) .  
It  i s  believed that many types of deciduous  forests covered the landscape 
of the Great Valley d uring this  time. Oak and mixed mesophytic forests are 
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thought to have dominated u plands and drier t errace areas, while more hydric 
deciduous species occ upied lower terraces and flood p lains along rivers and 
streams ( Martin, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
Lowland areas were the first t o  be exploited by early native Americans. 
From the beginning of the Archaic Period ( 9, 5 00 to 2, 800 years ago) ,  
bottomland habitats served as seasonal settleme n ts for many Indi;;Ul groups. 
Hmvever. i t  vvas not until the Late Archaic Period ( 6 ,000 to 2,800 years ago) that 
cult ivation of these bottomlands occurred. The first cultivated plant in the 
area is presumed to have been squash. Ev idence of this cultigen i n tr oduced 
from .\fexico has been dated in the lower Little Tennessee River Valley from 
approximately 4,400 years ago ( Chapman et al., 1 9 8 2 ) .  
\Videspread clearing of bottomland forests for c u ltivation and 
settlements continued into the \Voodland Period ( 2, 800 to 1 .000 years ago } .  
Permanent villages arose for the first time alon g  river terraces in the Great 
Valley during this period ( Chapman et al., 1 9 8 2 ) .  In :�.labama, the pollen 
record indicated that maize was cultivated along mid-level stream terraces 
beginnin g  about 2 ,000 years before present ( Delcourt. P.  and Delcourt, H . ,  
1 98 4 ) .  
B y  t h e  :Vlississippian Period ( 1 ,000 t o  300 years ago) ,  native .\merican 
culture \Vas beginning to flourish in the Great Valley. Ceremonial mounds and 
palisaded villages vvere constructed in many areas . \'illages started to depend 
les s on gathered forest p lants and more on cultivated plants as a food sourc e. 
Excavated wood c harcoal i n  the Little Tennessee River Valley from this period 
was mostly from s uccessional species s uch as cedar, hop hornbeam ( Ostrya 
, ·irgin ia n a) ,  pine ( Pin us spp.) , and tulip poplar (Chapman et al., 1 9 8 2 l .  Such 
evidence suggests that the maj ori ty of available wood sources were probably 
successional forests that developed from earLier periods of c le aring and 
c u l tivation. By this time, many archaeological si tes show that cultivated 
. .j() 
fields and successional forests exi sted at least 1 .5 km from the ac tive flood plain 
(Chapman et al. , 1 98 2 ) .  
During the historic Overbil l Cherokee Period ( 3 00 t o  1 3 0  years ago) ,  
beans, corn , and squash were \\idely grm>n and provided a major portion o f  
the food c onsumed. B.y this  period, native ,;\merican culture had developed into 
well-organized tribes composed of multiple villages. Much of the southern 
Ridge and Valley- was controlled by the Cherokee and Creek Indian tribes. 
Approximately' 80 villages are knovv11 to  h ave been established in the area by 
these two tribes alone. Other tribes such as the Yuchi and Kaskinampo 
mai ntained a limited presence in the region as well ( Corlew, 1 9 8 1 ;  Delcourt er 
a!., 1 986; DeSelm, 1993  ). 
It was also d uring the Overbill Cherokee Period that the use of fire in 
the landscape became prevalent .  Such a practice may have played an 
important role in  the establishment of barrens in the south ern Ridge and 
Valley. As well , the use of fire may have been partially respon si ble for the 
spread of di sturbance species s uch as pine and cedar in the lands cape ( DeSelm, 
1993 ) .  
E ur o p e a n  C o l o n i z a t i o n  
B y  the time t he first European h unters and trappers arrived in the 
vicinity of the Great Valley in the mid-1 700's, pristine forests no longer 
completely bhmketed the region. Instead , early expl orers encountered a 
vegetational mosaic that had been manipulated by native Americans for 
several hundred years. Indian set tlement s  ;;m d cropl ands vvere presen t  on the 
flood plains and terraces of many rivers and streams. Open fields and fores ts 
in various stages of succes sion vvere also common throughout the landscape 
( �Iartin, 1 989 ) .  
The Cherokee Indicu1s claimed virtuallv all  o f  the Great Vallev as tribal  . - -
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land during this time. lni tial contac ts wi t h  Europeans had mixed res ult s ,  but  
the C herokee e\  entually e stablished good relations \"v'ith English traders. 
France and England h ad long been terri torial rivals  for trad e wi th the  Indians 
of the region. However, vvit h  the onset of the Frenc h and Indian War, the 
Cherokee.  unlike many tribes,  sided with England. By 1 1 5 1 ,  a British military 
garrison called Fort Loudon was established near present-day Knoxville \\ith 
permission of the Cherokee ( Corlew, 1 98 1 ) .  
Kevertheless, good relations between the English and the Cherokee 
\vere short lived and conflic t  ensued. In 1 7 59,  the firs t  Cherokee vVar led to a 
number of skirmishes, including t he besiege and destruction of Fort Loudon. 
However, vict ories by the Engl ish soon pressed the Cherokee to sue for peace 
in 1 1 6 1 .  With the Proclamation of 1 763 , the Eng li s h  colonial government 
barred sett lers from crossing t he Appalachi an .\ fountains .  partly to ease 
tensions v\ith the Indians ( Corlevv, 1 9  8 1 ) .  
The first Euro-:\merican se t tlers moved into the upper portions of the 
Great Valley of East  Tennessee around 1 769.  Knm\11 as the Wataugans, these 
early pioneers defied the territorial government i n  North Caroiina and crossed 
the mountains to begin n ew set tlement s .  There were several reasons for this 
early exodus of settlers. Many of the Wataugans were of Scotc h-Irish and 
German descent and had historically been at odds wit h  the English maj ori ty . 
. -\s welL m any people in wes tern North C arolina bel ieved they were not vvell 
represented by government  in comparison to c i tizens in the eastern h alf of 
the t erri tory. Therefore, many vvis hed to move beyond the influence of the 
territorial government. Also. an infl ux of n ew immigrants into the western 
half of .\rort h Carolina pn'ssured many people to u·ave l  farther i n  the pursuit 
of good land (Corlew, 1 98 1 ) . 
By 1 170, hundreds of people had moved into areas of upper East 
Ten nessee. The Wat augans found that  relations v\'it h  t h e  C herokee had 
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improved some\vhat, as the Cherokee seemed m ore than willing to cede land in 
exchange for trade. At least four different settlements were founded i n  the 
region by this time ( C orlew, 1 98 1 ) .  
The \Vataugans were very independent, and resisted attempts b y  the 
territorial governments of Virginia and North Carolina i n  1 7 7 1  to declare them 
as squatters on Indian land. An appeal to the Cherokee resolved the situation 
a.'1d the settlers were allowed to remain. Being alone on the boundaries of 
civilization, the Wataugans later established their O\vn body of government 
kno¥.n as the "\Vatauga Association" ( C orlew, 1 9 8 1 ) .  
By 1 7 74, grm\ing unrest in the c olonies over British rule resulted i n  the 
start of the Americ an Revolution. The Wataugans s upported the revolution but 
soon found th emselves in  a desperate situation. By 1 7 76, the British had 
managed to incite the Cherokee and o ther tribes to attack frontier settlements. 
Requests for assistance from the colonial government were largely ignored . 
;\evertheless,  the vVataugans remained and built several forts to defend their 
claims on the region. Though the settlers s ustained heavy losses, they 
managed to fend off Indian attacks until the colonial government relented and 
sent reinforcements ( Corlew, 1 9 8 1 ) .  
With the end o f  the Revolutionary War i n  1 7 8 3 ,  new state governments 
were urged to cede their frontier territorial rights to the federal government 
in order to raise money for the treasury. North C arolina initially agreed but 
later refused . t-vleanwhile, politic al disagreements delayed the statehood of 
;\orth Carolina. In limbo. W ataugans in present day G reene, Sullivan, and 
Washington Counties, Tennessee decided to establish their 0\\11 s tate of 
Franklin in 1 7 84 ( Corlew. 1 9 8 1 ) .  
Indian hostilities continued with the Wataugans through this time. 
Hovvev er, by 1 785 the Treaty of Dumplin Creek allowed settlers to move in to the 
heart of the Great Valley from south of the French Broad River to the Little 
-B 
Tennessee River. The state of Franklin was short lived after this and c ame to 
an end in 1 7 8 6. Better relations quickly ensued with the government of  North 
Carolina, which itself bec�me a state in 1 7 89 ( Corlevv, 1 9 8 1 ) .  
In 1 7 90, a second cession law \vas offered t o  the states b y  the federal 
government. .'Jorth Carolina agreed to give up the territory, and the area 
offi cially became known as Cnited States Territory South of the Ohio River. 
With an official s tatus. more settlers poured in to the region. The arrival of 
thousands of pioneers essentially led to the end of C herokee c ulture in Eas t  
Tennessee (Corlew, 1 9 8 1 ) .  
Throughout the 1 8th and 1 9 th centuries, settlers c leared and extensively 
farmed the flood plains, terraces, and lower ridges of the Great Valley. Fpland 
areas \Vere logged to build homes and p rovide other l umber. During this time, 
grazing in woodlands was a common practice ( .\Iartin, 1 9 8 9 ) .  Also, fire was 
often used in clearing forests for pasture. In fact, such b urning of  -..voodlands 
continued in Tennessee until the 1 9 30's  ( DeSelm, 1 99 3 ) .  
R e c e n t  Land Use 
The trend of  clearing fore sts for logging, farming.  and developmen t has 
continued through the 20th century. As a result, many of the floodplains, 
terraces, and lower ridges of the Great Valley have been completely cleared 
and developed. Despite s uch intense ac tivity, i t  is estimated that fifty percent 
of the Ridge and Valley in Tennessee is  s till fores ted ( Clinch-Powell River 
Valley· Association, 1 963;  Martin, 1 989 ) .  Most of these fores t  lands are in 
dissec ted upland areas. Though many forests  are early-successional, o thers 
are dosed vvith different age classes and distinct plant communi ties present 
( :Ylartin, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
I n  recent years, the amount of  fores t  land has i ncreased slightly i n  the 
Great Valley. This increase is due largely to the number of idle and abandoned 
farms that have been allow·ed to revert to forest. However, these gains may 
soon be offse t  by the rapid urban and industrial development that has 
prevailed throug hout the st ate ( ).Iartin,  1 98 9 ) .  
Regardless,  modern human infl uences h ase already profo undly 
changed the vegetation of the region. This change has even been r eflec ted in 
the pollen record from the p ast two to three h undred .Years. At several sites,  
pollen sequences have documented declines i n  pollen from many tree species . 
The record has also revealed an increase in pollen from early invasive species 
such as ragweed (Ambrosia spp.) ( Delcourt, P. and Delcourt, H., 1 984) . Suc h  
evidence clearly demonstrates how quickly modifications to the environment 
e:m result in dynamic changes in vegetation. 
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C HAPTER IV 
METHODS 
An inven tory o f  the flora o f  t he u pp e r  Clinch Ri\·er was conducted O\·er 
a tvvo year period in 1 99-+ and 1 99 5 .  Phmt collections were made approximately 
every tvvo \veeks from "'I<u-ch through October of each year. Howe\·er,  weekly 
trips were occasionally required during periods of more prolific flowering. 
Travel time to the study area \vas abou t  one hour each way, which permi tted 
trips to last vi rtually an entire day. Plant specimens were collected ty·pically 
from early morning until late afternoon. A total of 3 6  excursions \vere made 
throughout the course of  this study. 
The first g ro\vin g  season of 1 99-t \vas largely devo ted to widespread 
gathering of specimens across the study area. The second growing season o f  
1 9 9 5  allowed further investigati on o f  habitats previously found t o  be unique 
or high in species richness. Similarly, areas more acc essi ble by road s  or trails 
were surveyed first. Remote areas of  the s tudy site were investigated later in 
each season a s  soon as the riYer allov,:ed t ravel by canoe. 
An e ffort was made to co\·er as much territory as possible \\ithin the 
boundaries of the s tudy s ite. However, the immensity of the ;;rrea did not allow 
complete i nves t igati o n  of every segment of  the river. After c lo se examination 
of the quadrangle maps,  the study area was segregated i nto sections of si milar 
expos ure <cmd topographic relief. field investigations were then conducted ro 
prioritize s i tes within eac h  section acc ording to species richness and habi ta t  
type. Overall, plant  col lections foc used on the portions o f  the river l isted 
p rev iously in Fig ure 3 .  
Specimens gathered i n  the field were doc ume nted as t o  thei r  location 
relative to a p articular road , river bencl. or oth er noted landmark. Addi tional 
recorded information ind ucted habitat type, topography, exposure,  and 
associated taxa if pertinent.  Attempts were made to ob tain mul tiple collections 
of spec ies from different areas. 
Plants collected in the field were pressed ;md dri ed as soon as possible  
according to standard procedures at the l niversity of Tennessee Herbarium 
( TE:\:\ ) .  Taxa that  were l ikely to have important fea tures destroyed were 
identified prior to being pressed. All other taxa were identified upon 
completion o f  the dry·ing process. 
'\"umerou s  sources aided i n  the identification o f  specimens at  the 
herbarium. HoweYer, the follovvi n g  field manuals were used p ri marily to key 
phmts: G leason ( 19 5 2 ) ,  Gleason and Cronquist ( 1 99 1 ) ,  and Wofford ( 1989 ) .  All 
nomenclature follmved th at of \Vofford <.md Kral ( 1 99.3 ). Voucher specimens 
will be mounted v\ith labels containi n g  collection information and p u t  on 
deposi t at  TENN. 
Rare plan ts knOV\11 to occur \\ithin the region of the s tudy site were 
researched prior to collecting. When found, both federal and stare li sted 
spec ies were documented in th e field vvith a photograph. Status reports were 
prepared for each rare plant according to a format s imilar to that used by the 
Na ture Conservancy. These reports inc l ude i n formation on populations, 
locations. n umber of i ndividuals.  associated taxa. and poten tial threats to 
surv ival ( Appendix B ) .  
Furthermore, <.:t checklist  for all collected taxa was c ompiled i n  order to 
pro\·ide more detail on the: flora of the study site ( Appendix A). The checklist 
vvas arranged in alph abetical order by family and includes the scienti fic name 
of eac h  taxon, cormnon name( s ) ,  rela tive abundance vvi thin the study area, 
habitat( s ) .  fi eld col lection number( s ) ,  and c o u nty n ame( s ) .  Also, i nformation 
on importan t synonomy, the native range of exotic species,  and notation o n  
county records were given for appropriate taxa. 
Finally, distri b ution analysis of each member of the flora was conducted 
in accordance v\i th the metho ds of Oxendine ( 1 9 7 1 )  and Clemen ts ( 1 9 8 7 ) .  using 
county dot maps and Gray's Manual of  Botany, 8 th edition ( Fernald, 1950) , the 
range characteristics of each taxon was categorized as being int raneous.  
extraneous, interior, or introduced. Tzrxa \vere further divided into species 
\>\ith northern or southern affin ities  based upon their primary center of 
distribution. Statistics and a summary of the res uits of the se distributions were 
provided. 
C HAPTER V 
R E S U LTS 
S ummary o f  t h e  Upp e r  C l i n c h  R i v e r  Flora 
A total of 86 7 collec tions of vascular plants wt.:'re made in the upper 
Clinch River study area. From these collections, 5 26 species and lesser taxa i n  
3 3 8  genera and 1 0 8  families ·were identified (Table 5 ) .  Three hw1dred and 
twe nty-six species were determined to be county· records after revievving 
county dot maps at  TENN and the Atlas of Tennessee Vascular Plants, Volumes 1 
& 2 ( Chester et al., 1 993 & 1997) .  These first time collections represent 
approximately 62 percent of the total flora documented in the lJCR. 
Forty-four taxa were records in multiple counties. Hancock County had 
the most county records \.\ith 1 7 9. Grainger County and Claiborne County 
followed \A.dth 1 1-+ and 77 records, respectively. Of total collec tions made for 
this study, almost half ( 43%) were collec ted in the region for the first time. 
The larges t fam i ly in the flora vvas Asteraceae with 77 species and lesser 
taxa in 39 genera. Poaceae was the second largest family with 3 5  species and 
lesser taxa in 26 genera. The genus 'v'vith the most members was Carex with 1 3  
species.  
Angiosperms were by far the lar gest ta:xonomic group represented, 
comprising almost 95 percent of the f1ora. Dicots a lone constituted 7 7  percent 
of the total flora. Overall , the ratio of monocots to dicots vvas sl ightly less than 
1 to -l-. 
A more detai led account of the upper Clinch River flora is given in the 
form of an annotated checkli s t  in Appendix A 
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Table 5 :  Flori s tic Summary of the Upper Clinch River S t udy Area 
T a x o n o m i c  Number o f  N u mb e r  o f  N u m b e r  o f  S p e c i e s  
G r o u p  F a m i l i e s  G e n e r a  and L e s s e r  Taxa 
Pteridophytes 9 16 22 
Gymnosperms 2 4 5 
Ang iosperms: 
.\Ionocots/Dicots 16/81 5�'/26 1  92/406 
T o t a l s :  1 08 3 3 8  5 2 6 
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P l a n t Ha b i t a t s  a n d  C o m m u n i t i e s  
Descriptions o f  the follmving habitats and communiti e s  were t1ken in 
part from Martin ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  However, b ased upon observation and the general 
impressions of the author, c ertain portions of these descriptions were 
ammended. No attempt was made to measure or q u antify habitats. 
Furthermore, no attempt was made to determi n e  exact community c omposition 
through plots or other s tatistical methods of sampl ing. An o u tline o f  all 
habitats and communities can be seen in Table 6. 
Natural Habitats 
The n atural habitats described h ere <tTe considered to be present i n  
areas that h ave not been significantly al tered b y  recent h uman activity. Six 
principal natural habitats can be encou ntered wi thin the boundaries of the 
study site:  Ridge & Knob \Voodlands.  Rock Outcrops, River Bluffs, Terraces, 
Flood Plains, and Aquatic Zones. As well , each of these habitats m ay· be 
comprised of several distinct forest and community types. 
Ridge & Knob �roodlands 
Typically, the Ridge & Knob Woodlands habitat c onsists o f  xeric , open 
forests tha t  dominate from high ridge tops and knobs dmvn to mid-level 
terraces or often to the river itself. Forests wi thi n this upland h a bi tat are 
influenced by a n umber of environmental factors. Foremost among these 
factors is elevation.  which plays a p rim ary role in the s e gregati on o f  
communities. Other key factors include exposure, slope aspect, geolo gy, and 
soils. Three distinct forests c omprise this  habitat type: Chestnut Oa.k Fores ts, 
\\ihite Oak - Oak Forests, and �fixed Mesophytic Forests. 
The Chestnut Oak Forest occurs primari ly on upper portions of the 
highest ridges and knobs of the study area. Occasionally ,  it may extend 
down to the middle slopes of high ridges if t he appropriate e nvironmental 
S l  
Table G: Plant Habitats and Communities 
of the Upper Clinch River S tudy Area 
I .  Natural Hab i tats  
A .  Ridge & Knob Woodlands 
1. Chestnut Oak Forests 
2. White Oak - Oak Forests 
3. Mixed Mesophytic Forests 
B. Rock Outcrops 
C. River Bluffs 
1 .  Oak B luff Forests 
2. Mixed Mesophytic Forests 
a. Hemlock Comm uni ties 
b. Northern White Cedar 
D. Terraces 
E. Flood plains 
1 .  Sycamore - Ash - Elm Riparian Forests 
2. Island and Gravel Bar Communities 
F. Aquatic Zones 
I I .  R u d e r a l  H a b i ta ts 
A. Roads and Trails 
B. Pastures and Croplands 
( *Table adapted from �vfartin, 1989)  
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conditions exist. Also, it can be found on a few lesser ridgps that are very dry 
and exposed. Chestnut Oak Forests are somewhat limited in size and n umber 
due to the fact that few exceedin g ly elevated ridges are located ·with in the 
boundaries of the study area. 
As the name implies, the dominant tree of this forest type is chestnut 
oak ( Quercus montana) . Hovvever, only in the highest reaches of the study 
area d oes this species exist in relatively large stands. More frequently 
chestnut oak is encountered as a dominant in upland areas vvith other oak 
spec ies such as whi te oak ( Q, alba) and southern red oak ( Q. falcata) . 
Occasionally,  hicko ries such as mockern u t  hickory ( Carya tomentosa) and 
pig nut hickory ( C.  glabra) are present vvi th chestnut o ak along mid to upper 
level slopes. Overall, hickories do not maintain a strong presence '<'<ith 
chestnut o ak in the study area. AJso. on some dry. mid-level slopes, shortleaf 
pine ( Pinus echina ta) can occur in mixed stands. 
Understory taxa are few in the Chestnut Oak Forest, which is largely 
dominated by ericaceous shrubs. Species such as luwbush blueberry 
( \'accinium pallidum) and deerberry ( Vaccinium stamineum) are often 
encountered. likewise,  herbaceou s  plants are very infrequent. Spotted 
wintergreen ( Chimapl1ila macula ca )  and lyc opodiums such as ground pine 
( Lycopodium obscurum) and r unning-pine ( Diphasiastrum digitatum) are the 
primary taxa, but they are not abundant in any location. 
\Vhite Oak - Oak Forests are \\-idespread and generally occur along the 
middle to lower slopes of high ridges. Occasionally, thi s  forest  type extends to 
the top of lower ridges. As a single tree , white oak ( Quercus alba) is perhaps 
the most p revalent species encountered in the study area. lt has tremendous 
capac ity to inhabit a broad spectrum of landforms. \Vhite oak occupies almost 
every environment e xcept wet area s near the banks of the river and the very 
driest ridge tops. 
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There is considerable variation in the composi tion of o ther oak species 
fou nd \Vith white oak. For mid to upper slope areas, southern red oak ( Quercus 
falca ta) and chinquapin oak ( Q. m uh len bergii) can be found as c o-dominants.  
Upland \Vhite Oak Oak Forests are relatively dry and open, though not as 
much as the Chestnut Oak Forest. O ther arboreal taxa include sourwood 
( Oxydendrum arboreum) ,  pignut hickory ( Carya glabra) ,  mockernu t  hickory 
( C. tomen tosa) , and bittern u t  h ic kory ( C. cordifonnis). 
Understory taxa consist mostly of j uvenile members of the canopy, 
Alle ghen y  chinquapin ( Castanea plmJila) , highbush blueberry ( Vaccinium 
corym bosum) , and serviceberry (Amelanchier laevis) . Herbaceous species are 
few and are similar to those found in the Chestnut Oa..L.;. Forest. Hmvever, 
species such as hawkweed (Hieracium gronovii) , pussy-toes ( An tennaria 
plan taginifolia ) .  white thoroughwort  ( Eupatorium album var. \·aseyi) , and 
goldenrod ( Solidago nemoralis) are occasional. 
Lower slope areas contain a mix of vvhite oak, northern red oak ( Quercus 
ru bra) ,  and Shumard oak ( Q sh umardii).  Other canopy members are shagbark 
hickory ( Cary·a ovata) , sour g um ( Nyssa s_ylvarica) , and hop hornbeam ( Ost.ry·a 
virginian a ) .  Tulip poplar ( Liriodendron tulipifera) is  also present, espec ially 
in areas where logging has occurred. Generally, these forests  are rich and 
become more diverse in dovv11slope areas before blending into upper reaches 
of the :.-uxed Mesophytic Forest. For some aspects, lower slope White Oak - Oak 
Forests extend all the way to the river. 
\!em bers of this understory include flowering dogwood ( Com us 
florida) ,  roo t sprouts of American chestnut ( Cast;wea den tata) ,  redbud ( Cercis 
canadensis) , witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana),  strawberry bush ( EuonJ·m us 
american us) , maple leaf v iburn um ( Viburn um acerifolium), and bladdernu t  
( Staph_vlea trifolia).  Common h erbaceous species are vvild ginger (Hexas(vlis 
arifolia v ar.  ruthii) , liverleaf (Hepatica acu r.noba ) ,  Christmas fern 
( Po(vs tich um acros tich oides) , and wild yam ( Dioscorea villosa) . 
The Mixed Mesophytic Fores t  occurs on low slopes and mesic draws 
along the river. Generall;.•, i t  is l imited to \Ve tter portions of the s tudy area on 
slopes facing north or northeast. Hovvever, extensive mixed mesophytic 
forests can be found in protec ted bends of the river with o ther orientations. A 
slightly different version of this fore s t  type also appears on t al us slopes 
associated with certain river bluffs. It vvill be disc ussed in more detail \\ith the 
sec tion describing the River Bluffs habitat.  
Mixed mesophytic forests are not dominated by any single tree species.  
Instead a true mix o f  arboreal taxa share the upper canopy. Important species 
are beech ( Fagu s  grandifolia ) ,  sugar maple ( Acer saccharum ) ,  buckeye 
( Aesculus fla ·va) , hemlock ( Tsuga canadensis) , basswood ( Tilia h e terophylla) ,  
tulip poplar ( Liriodendron tulipifera ) .  and cucumber magnolia ( Magnolia 
acumin a ta ) .  Other species include northern red oak ( Quercu s  ru bra) , 
ironwood ( Carpin us caroliniana) , black walnut (]uglans n igra),  whi te ash 
( Fr;rdn us americana) ,  red maple ( Acer ru brum) , bigleaf magnolia (li,Jagnolia 
macrophJ-Jla) , blue ash ( Fra.xin u s  q u adrang ula ta) , hackberry ( Celtis 
occiden talis) , American elm ( Ulm us americana ) ,  red mulberry ( Morus rubra ) ,  
and yel lovv birch ( Be tula allegh aniensis) . 
Understory t<Lxa in the Mixed �Iesophytic Forest can be quite diverse as 
wel l .  Commonly encountered species are pawpaw (Asimina triloba) ,  
hydrangea ( Hydrangea arborescens) , spiceb ush ( Lindera benzoin) ,  
bladdernut ( Staphylea trifolia) , and boxelder ( Acer n egundo) . Other 
occasional understory taxa include Carolina buc kthorn ( Rh amn u s  
carolin ian:J.) and leathervvood ( Dirca palustris) .  1\:"umerous v iny species are 
also present such as poison ivy ( Toxicodendron radicans ) ,  cross vine ( Bignonia 
capreola ta) ,  Virginia creeper ( Partbenociss us q uinq uefolia) ,  grape vine ( \litis 
spp. ) .  Dutchman ' s  pipe ( ArisfOlochia. ma crophylla) , pepper v ine (A.mpelopsis 
cordata) ,  virgin's bower ( Clema tis virginiana) , and greenbrier ( Smilax spp.) . 
The Mixed �'Iesophytic Forest contains the richest assemblage of 
herbaceous taxa in the study area. Beginning in e;:rrly spring, a profusion of 
flowering species blanket the ground. Common to frequent plan ts include: 
tri llium ( Trillium grandiflorum, T. Iuteum, T. erectum) , longsp ur violet ( \/lola 
rostra ta) ,  Canada violet ( Viola canadensis) , toothv;ort ( Den taria heterophylla, 
D. lacinia ta) , bloodroot ( Sanguinaria can adensis) , wild ginger (Asarum 
canadense) , spring beauty ( Claytonia caroliniana, C. virginica ) ,  liverleaf 
( Hepatica acu tiloba, H. americana ) ,  twinl eaf (]effersonia diphylla) ,  Jack-in­
the-pulpit (Arisaema triphyllum) , squirrel corn (Dicen tra canadensis} , 
Dutc hman' s  breeches ( Dicen tra cucullaria) ,  Devil' s bit  ( Chamaelirium l u te um) , 
phacelia ( Phacelia bipinn a tifida) ,  vvil d  geranium ( Geranium macula tum ) ,  
phlox (Phlox divaricata, P. ova ta ) ,  rue anemone ( Thalictrum thalictroides) , 
bishop' s  cap ( 1\'fitella diphylla) ,  foam flower ( Tiarella cordifolia) ,  trout lily 
( Erythroni um american um) ,  wood sorrel ( Oxalis spp.) ,  dwarf crested iris ( Iris 
crista ta ) ,  celandine poppy ( Stylophorum diphyllum) , May apple ( Podophyllum 
pelta tum) ,  Solomon's  seal ( Polygona tum biflorum, P. p u bescen s) , false 
Solomon's  seal ( Smilacina racemosa) ,  and bell wort ( [iv ularia grandiflora) .  
Other later species include: Indian pink (Spigelia marilandica) ,  dwarf 
larkspur ( Delphinium tricorne) , black cohosh ( Cimicifuga racemosa) ,  b l ue 
cohosh ( Ca ulophyllum thalictroides) , alurnroot (Heuchera villosa ) ,  yellow 
mandarin ( Disporum lan uginosum} , aster ( Aster divaricatus}, and numerous 
sedges ( Carex spp.) .  Common fern species are walking fern (Asplenium 
r1J izopl1}''ll um) , northern maiden-hair fern (Adian tum peda tum) , and 
marg inal wood fern ( Dryopteris margina!is) . 
Rock Ou tcrops 
Along the upper slopes of some ridges in the study area, limes tone 
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outcrops of the Chickamauga Group have created natural openings in the 
forest. These openings are the result of extreme environmental conditions 
caused by shallow soils and other harsh micro-climatic factors. \Vhile some 
large areas of rock outcrop have become exposed artificially due to pasturing 
of upper slopes, several naturally occ urring sites exist. However, signs of 
man-made disturbance are present in varying degrees at every site. Often,  i t  
i s  difficult to assess whether a site i s  natural o r  man-made i n  areas where 
pasture has reverted back to forest. The size of rock outcrop areas also varies 
consid erably. A couple of sites are an acre or more in size, but most are much 
smaller. Overall, rock outcrop areas do not comprise much territory of the 
study site. 
Vegetation of the Rock Outcrops habitat is  sparse. Primarily, tree 
species such as Virginia pine ( Pin u s  virginiana) and eastern red cedar 
( Juniperus virginiana) s urround the p eriphery of these localities. The 
central portions of the outcrops are treeless exc ept  in areas vvith sufficient soil 
depth. Frequently, woody species common to marginal or disturbed habitats 
are also found scattered with the pine and cedar. These taxa include honey 
locust ( Gleditsia triacan tlws) , black locu s t  ( Robinia pseudoacacia) ,  vvinged elm 
( Ulm us ala ra) , sassafras ( Sassafras albidum) , and fragran t sumac ( Rh us 
arom a tica).  
Herbaceo us taxa are also few in roc k outcrop habitats. Generally, 
various members of the Poaceae dominate most of the shallow soil areas. 
However, o ther herbaceou s  taxa include ebony spleemvort ( Asplenium 
pla tyn e uron ) ,  beggar's ti cks ( Bidens bipinna ta) , and several members of the 
mint  f<,unily ( Calamin rha nepeta, Men th a piperita, Prun ella vulgaris) . A few 
species in the study area are found exclusiv ely in this habitat type. They 
incl ude blue waxweed ( Cuph ea viscosissima) , bush clover ( Lespedeza 
proc umben s} , dovesfoot cranebill ( Geranium colum bin um) ,  panic grass 
( Panicum flexile) , and blunt-lobed cliff fern ( \foodsia obrusa) . 
A number of species associated vvith \vet areas were also encountered. 
Seeps and wet depressions were discovered at several rock outcrop si res and 
contained species such as: sedge ( Carex frankii, C. v·ufpinoidea} ,  bulrush 
( Scirp us a trovirens, S. pen dulus) , and umbrella sedge ( Cyperus s trigos us) . 
Ri ver Bluffs 
The River Bluffs habi tat occurs in limited areas along the river where 
steep slopes have eroded away leaving rocky cli ffs. Generally, these 
precipices extend from water level of the river to varying heig h ts up the 
slope. However, lesser slopes composed of fallen rock called talus  exist  at the 
bottom of some bluffs. These talus slopes are often developed enough to 
support large tracts of forest. At a few sites, the bluffs have eroded to the v ery 
top of the ridge. Several bluffs of one hundred and fifty feet or more exist in 
the s tudy area, although, the majority of the cliffs are fifty feet r)r less in 
height. 
Two distinct forest types can be found in the River Bluffs habitat. On 
top of many cliffs. the Oak Bluff Forest is present. Where talus slopes exist  
below, a unique version of the �fixed Mesophytic Forest can be found \\ith 
large hemlock communities and northern whi te cedar ( Th uja occiden talis) . 
The Oak Bluff Forest is composed of several species. Common dominants 
in this forest type are southern red oak ( Quercus falca ra) or shumard oak ( Q 
sh umardii) and chinquapin oak ( Q m uhlen !Jergii) . Typically, Oak Bluff forests 
develop in association vvith either the White Oa.k or \Iixed Mesophytic Forest 
depending on factors such as the height of the bluff, slope aspect, and 
exposure. On dry bluffs facing south or west. s pecies such as chestnut  oak 
( Q. mon tana) and eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana )  are common 
associates. Often, eastern red cedar trees establish themselves in crevices in 
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the upper rock face and appear to grmv directly from the side of the cliff. For 
mesic bluffs, associate species shift to those found in the �lixed Mesophytic 
Forest. Overall, most Oak Bluff Forests are dry and open vvith <m understory 
resembling that of upslope White Oak Forests. 
The Mixed Mesophytic Forest occurs mostly on the mesic talus slopes of 
bluffs oriented to the north or northeast. Dominant species are similar to 
those described previously for this forest type in the Ridge and Knob 
Woodlands habitat. However, there is probably less species diversity given the 
limited size of most talus slopes. Another difference is that hemlock ( Tsuga 
canadensis) seems to prefer these areas to other MLxed Mesophytic Forest sites 
in the study area. Large hemlock communities can be seen in several bluff 
areas along the river. Another species partial to these mesic cliffs and talus 
slopes is northern white cedar ( Th uja occiden talis) . This species is limited to 
only a few localities, and is restricted to the River Bluffs habitat. Northern 
white ced;;u- is often hidden by other trees on these talus slopes. It can be more 
easily seen c linging to low and mid-level bluffs in the study area. 
l'.-lany herbaceous species are also partial to the rocky bluffs just above 
the talus slopes in the Mixed Mesophytic Forest. Common flowering species are 
columbine ( A q uilegia canaden sis) , stonecrop ( Sedum rerna rum) , liverleaf 
( Hepatica acutiloba) , rockcress (Arabis laeviga ta) ,  spotted mandarin ( Disporum 
mac ula wm) , and sedge ( Carex eburnea) . :tvlany ferns are partial to the 
boulders and cliff faces of this area as well. Species such as wall-rue 
( A splenium ru ra-m uraria) ,  black-stemmed spleenwort ( A splen ium resiliens) , 
bul blet fern ( Cys topteris b ulbifera) , and purple cliff-brake ( Pellaea 
a rrop urp urea) can all be found. 
Terraces 
Terraces created from deposits of rich, alluvial soil on point bars along 
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the river are abundant throughout the study area. Commonly referred to as 
bottomland , these terraces have long been used for agriculture. Croplands and 
pastures prevail along most of these terraces, with forests limited to the 
periphery. 
Undisturbed bottomland forests are rare in the UCR. The fevv tracts that 
do exist are dominated mostly by mLxed mesophytic species. .More disturbed 
forests in terrace areas often contain large openings with clusters of species 
such as sweetgum ( Liq uidambar s tyraciflua) , black walnut (Juglans nigra) ,  
and occasionally butternut (juglans cinerea ) .  
A few terraces often contain large tracts of cane (Arundinaria 
gig an tea) . This species completely covers sections of many bottomland areas 
in the UCR. However, none of these tracts resemble the enormous 'cane 
brakes' described by early settlers to the region . 
Older terraces laid down by prior courses of the river also occur above 
bottomland areas, but are usually less expansive. The vegetation of these 
terraces can vary in different locations, but are typically covered with species 
common to the White Oak - Oak Forest. The flat terrain has allowed heavy 
logging to occur on many older terraces also. As a result, extant secondary 
forests dominated by tulip poplar ( Lirioden dron tulipifera) are often present. 
l'nderstory and herbaceous species vary v\ith the prevailing forest type. 
Floodplains 
Floodplains consist of low areas close to the river that are periodically 
inundated wi th water. The amount of water a particular floodplain is covered 
'.\ith and the duration of coverage varies with the season and the weather. 
Typically, flooding occurs during \\i nter and spring and recedes by th e middle 
of summer. Floodplains along the banks of the river ma:y be only a few yards 
'.\ide in some places while others are much more extensiv e. Generally. these 
areas consi st of very s i lty soils that remain muddy throughout much of the 
year. 
For the most part, floodpl ai n s  along the river are dominated by riparian 
forests consisting of  sycamore ( Pla tan u s  occiden talis) , green ash (Fraxin us 
pen n sy-l'llan ica) , and sl ippery elm ( Ulm us rubra) . Other common tree species 
are black \\illmv ( Salix nigra) and swamp willow ( S. caroliniana) .  Also, species 
such as  red maple ( A cer rubrum ) , silver maple (A. saccbarin u m ) ,  and silky 
cornel ( Corn us amom um) are occasionally found alon g the river's edge. 
Freq uent s hrub species along the banks of  the river i nclude sweetshrub 
( Calycan th u s  floridu s var. floridus, C. floridus v ar .  gla uc u s) , false indigo 
( Amorph a  fru ticosa) ,  button bush ( Cephalanth us occiden talis) , mock orange 
( Ph iladelph us hirs u tu s) ,  and ninebark ( Physocarpu s  op ulifoli us) . i\lso, 
gooseberry ( Ribes cynosba li) i s  sometimes located in the upper floodplai n s  of 
mesic bends in the river. 
Herbaceous species become more abundant in floodplai n  areas as drier 
conditions prevail later in the season. However, even i n  early spring, violet 
species such as blue marsh violet ( Viola c ucufla ta) , doVvny yellow violet ( V. 
p u bescen s) , and p ale viole t ( V. s tria ta) can be found along muddy banks in  
riparian forests. O th er s pring flowers include Virginia bluebell s  ( _\fenen sia 
virgin ica)  and s tar-of-Bethlehem ( Orn ith ogalum umbella t um ) . A number of 
ferns and fern allies are partial to these muddy areas also: sensitive fern 
( Onoclea sensibilis) , broad beech fern ( Th elyp teris h exagonoptera) , glade fern 
( Diplazium pycnocarpon) , scouring rush ( Eq uisetum hyemale) , and field 
horsetail (E arvense} . Later in the grmving season, species such as 
smartvveed (Polygon um caespitos um, P. p uncta tum, P. virgin ian urn) , river oats 
( Chasman thium la tifoli u m ) ,  p hlox ( Phlox p<:micula t.a) , sneezeweed ( Heleni u m  
a u tumnale) , and cardinal flower ( Lobelia cardinalis) can b e  found in  bloom 
along the banks of the river. 
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Other seasonally flooded locations include islands and gravel bars. 
Grissom Island is the only island large enough to support mature trees. 
However, even full-grow-n trees have a tenuous foothold on this island, as 
floods often wash away large chunks of ground. Nevertheless, small stand s  of 
sycamore ( Platan us occiden talis) , green ash ( Fraxin u s  pennsyl\·anica), and 
slippery elm ( Ulm us ru bra) continue to p rosper. Also, black \Villow ( Salix 
n ig ra)  and swamp willow ( S. caroliniana)  are common . along with button bush 
( Cephalan rh u s  occiden talis) . Smaller g round species are virtually non­
existent due to the flooding. H erbaceous taxa are restricted largely to vines 
such as swallowwort ( Cynanch um laeve) and pepper vine (Ampelopsis 
corda ta) .  Aquatic plants surround the periphery of the island, and will be 
disc ussed in  more detail in the next section. 
Small islands and gravel bars are much more common in the study area. 
HO\vever, most of these sites are rather ephemeral, and appear only during low 
water periods in the summer. Arboreal taxa are often absent in both areas, or 
consist only of scrubby forms of black willow, swamp \\illow, and slippery elm. 
Similarly, herbaceous species are composed mostly of ann uals, deep-rooted 
perennials , and aquatic p lants as these sites are scoured by the river 
throughout most of the year . 
Small island communities in the river tend to be more mesic than gravel 
bar communities. Typically, these areas are covered \\ith many sedges ( Carex 
spp.) , umbrella sedge ( Cyperus lancastriensis) , monkey flower ( Mim ulus 
ala ca) , and grasses such as canary grass ( Phalaris arun dinacea) , wild rye 
( Elynws virginic us) , and wood reed ( Cinna arundinacea) . Another frequent 
species that often blankets these areas is  the parasitic plant known as love 
vine ( Cuscu ta gronovii) .  Also, many emergent aquatic plants surround the 
margins of these small islands. 
Gravel bars occur mostly near the banks of the river and are often 
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relatively xeric environments. Communities are usually very open and 
contain many disturbance species. Such plants include hedge bindweed 
( Calystegia .sepium) . morning glory ( Ipomoea pandura ta, I. p urp urea) ,  
c ocklebur (Xanthium s trumarium) , thorny pigweed (Amaran th us spinos us) , 
beggar's ticks ( Bide11 s cern ua, B. poly-lepis) ,  fog fruit ( Phyla laiJ ceola ta) ,  and 
bur cuc umber ( Sicyos ang ula rus) . 
A q ua tic Zones 
Aquatic areas consist of those portions of the river that maintain year­
round water coverage. Generally, these areas can be divided into zones 
according to factors such as depth, c urrent, and water clarity. Three distinc t 
aquatic zones have been delineated in the study area based upon average 
summer water levels .  
The first z one consists of shallow water areas that occur near banks of 
the river, island perimeters, and some gravel bars. These areas are the most 
prolific for aquatic plants, as the depth and current of the river are not 
excessive. Emergent species such as water willow (Jus ticia americana) and 
lizard' s  tail ( Sa ururus cern u us) dominate in this zone. Other common species 
incl ude spike rush ( Eleocharis erythropoda ) ,  bulrush ( Scirp us a merican us, S. 
po(vphyllus) . and soft stem b ulrush (]un cus effu s us) . In some muddy-water 
areas along the river bank, spec ies s uch as water p rimrose ( L u dvvigia 
dec urrens) , water cress ( Na s turti u m  officinale) , and arrowhead (Sagitraria 
la tifolia) occur infrequently. Under very dry conditions, water levels in this 
zone often decrease leaving many t�na exposed on narrow mud flats. Hmvever. 
such conditi ons usually do not persist very long. 
The second zone is composed of shallow to medium-depth areas of clear, 
fast-moving water in the main c hannel of the river. Riffle areas and rocky 
rapids are typical of this zone type. Generally, the •vater depth varies from a 
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few inches to several feet in  these areas. Due to the strong c urrent, e mergent 
aquatic plants do not occur. However, submerged species such as eelgrass 
( V'allisn eria americana) . \Vater stargrass ( Jferera n rhera dubia) , American 
pondv.;eed ( Poramogeton n odosus) , and sago pondweed ( Poramogeton 
pectina tus) are very frequent. Typic,llly, these species are found alone or as 
clus ters of individuals. However, in protected rocky areas, water stargrass 
often exis ts in the form of large floating mats. 
The third aquatic zone occurs in deep areas of slmv-moving water in the 
main channel. Typical ly, this zone is found near broad b ends i n  the river 
where the c urren t slows. It also oc curs in several long,  unconstricted, 
straight sec tions of the river. vVater depths  in these areas are generally· i n  
excess of  several feet. As a result ,  aquatic plants are mostly· absent from this 
zone. One exception is ;.\merican pondweed ( Po tamogeton n odosus) which i s  
able to s urvive under deep, murky water conditions. While this spec ies does 
not live in  the very deepest portions of the river, i t  does occur i n  the 
shallower depths of the main channel. 
R uderal Habitats 
Ruderal habitats can be defined as areas that endure periodic  episodes 
of human distur bance. While muc h  of the study s i te has been disturbed . only 
areas such as roads ,  trails, pastures , and cropland are considered as ruderaJ . 
These regions comprise a sizable portion of the s tudy site and contain 
numerous species not found in natural habitats. 
Roads and Trails 
An extensive network of roads and trails are present in the study .1rea. 
Many of these routes pass through both natural and dist urbed locations 
creating a multi tude of different ruderal habitats. Generally.  ruderal sites are 
more extensive along major roads. However, minor roads ;md trails al so 
contain l arge numbers of disturbance species, a s  well as many species from 
surro unding n atural areas. 
Prim ary roads in the s tudy area are ditched and often have \Vide righ t­
of-\v;;rys tha t  are mO\ved several times a year. As a res ult, grasses are primary 
constituents of these areas. Such species as orchard grass ( Dactylis 
glomera ta) ,  fescue ( Feswca pratensis) . redtop ( Agros lis gigan tea ) ,  manna 
grass ( Glyceria s rria ta) , foxtail g rass ( Se taria pumila) , and brome grass 
( Brom us comm u ta tus) are all plentifuL Other taxa in these areas include 
common roadside weeds such as chicory ( Ciclwrium in tybus) , Q_ueen Anne's 
Lace ( Da ucus carota) , dandelion ( Taraxac um officinale) , plantain ( Plantago 
rug elli, P. virgini ca) , bush dover ( Lespedeza c un eara, L. virgin ica) ,  and 
buttercu p  ( Ran unculus b ulbosus) . 
Secondary roads in the study area contain more diverse assemblages of 
plants. These roads are mostly gravel and provide access to more remote 
locations. Furthermore, secondary roadsides are seldom mowed and are less 
disturbed generally. Gras ses also comprise a large portion of the vegetation, 
with species  such as cut grass ( Leersia virginica) ,  beard grass ( Erian th us 
alopecuroides) , bot tlebrush grass ( Elym us hys rrix) , and \\ild rye (Elym us 
villos us) often occurring in addition to many of the species found along 
primary roads. In open areas, other frequent taxa include butterfly weed 
( Asclepias tu berosa) ,  milkweed ( Asclepias syriaca) , curly dock ( Rumex 
crispus) , verbena ( \:'erbena simplex, V. urlicifolia) , moth m ullein ( Verbascum 
bla ttaria) , woolly mullein ( V. tl1apsus) , daisy fleabane ( Erig eron ann u us, E. 
s trigos us) , hypericum ( Hy-pericum perfora tum, H. puncta rum) , multiflora rose 
( Rosa m ul tiflora) , prairie rose ( R. scrigera) , blackberry ( R u bus occiden talis) , 
and bristly locust ( Robinia hispida) .  
In fores ted areas along secondary roads, species such as s potted touch­
me-not ( Impa tiens capen sis) , pal e touch- me-not ( J. pallidal .  wood nettle 
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( Laportea cana densis) , false nettle ( Boehmeria cylindrica ) ,  bellflower 
( Campan ula americana ) ,  great blue lobelia ( Lobelia siphilitica),  thimble\veed 
( An emon e  virginian a) ,  leaf c up ( PolJ·mnia canadensis) , b earsfoot ( PolJ·mnia 
uvedalia) ,  c up leaf ( Silphi um perfolia tum) , mistflower ( Conoclin um 
coelestin um) , and fire pink ( Silen e virginica) appear frequently. While these 
taxa occur also in several natural habitats, they are especially abundant along 
roadsides. 
Trails in the study area vary tremendously in the number and types of 
species that may be found. Some trails consist of nothing but narrow footpa ths 
through wooded areas. Other trails are composed of abandoned secondary 
roads or logging roads that have cut wide paths through the forest. 
Established woodland trails in upslope areas often cont..'l.in species such as 
barren strawberry ( H"aldsteinia fragarioides) , panic grass ( Panicum boscii) , 
little bl uestem ( Schizachyri um scoparium) , blue grass ( Poa cuspidata, P. 
sylvestris) , bedstraw ( Galium lanceola tum) , aster (As ter urophyllus) , whorled 
milhveed ( Asclepias quadrifolia) ,  rattlesnake root ( Prenan th es altissima), and 
wild comfrey ( Cynogloss um virgin ian um) .  
Bottomland trails along the river tend to c ontain greater numbers of 
disturbance species. :Ylostl:•, these trails consist of well-worn paths thro ugh 
we t wood s. However, openings do occ ur as floods often wash away trees 
leaving gap s  in the canopy . Also, many locals have cleared some sections of 
the bank as fishing spots. Frequent to occasional species along these trails and 
clearings include tick trefoil ( Desmodium cuspidatum, D. glu tinosum, D. 
n udiflorum, D. pa uciflorum) ,  buttomveed ( Diodia virginiana) .  Tennessee 
chic k\veed ( Stell aria co rei) , chickweed ( Stell aria media) ,  path rush (]un cus 
t en uis) , rush (]un cus dudleyi) , crowsfoot ( Ran unculus  a bortiv us) , hooked 
buttercup ( Ran un cul us rec urva tus) , mouse-ear chickweed ( Cerastium 
semidecandrum) ,  corn salad ( Valerianella radia ta) ,  periwinkle ( Vinca minor) , 
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yucca ( Yucca filamen tosa) ,  and grasses such as microstegium ( Microstegium 
vimin e um )  and arthraxon ( Arthraxon hispidus) . 
Pastures and Croplands 
Pastures and croplands comprise large portions of the study area. l'vfost 
pastures occur in upslope areas that have been extensively logged, while 
croplands exist primarily along terraces  of  the river. However, these 
generalizations are not always true,  as many hills are covered in grassy fields 
from their summit all  the way to the edge of the river. Likewise, crops such as 
corn are often grov'vn on upper s lopes. 
Many pasture and cropland areas have fallen into disuse vvith declines 
in agriculture.  As a result, a multitude of  disturbance species have invaded 
these sites. Common taxa include pokeweed (Phytolacca americana) . 'v'vild 
lettuc e ( Lacruca canadensis) , thistle ( Cirsium vulgare, C .  discolor) , spotted 
knapweed ( Cen taurea maculosa) , teasel ( Dipsacu s  fullon um) ,  horseweed 
( Conyza canadensis) ,  red c lover ( Trifolium pra tense) . white c lover ( T. repens) , 
sunflower ( Helian th us wberosus) , black-eyed S usan ( R udbeckia hirta, R. 
triloba) , ox-eye d;;usy ( Chrysan them um Ieucanthemum) , common ragweed 
( Ambrosia artemisifolia) ,  giant ragweed (A. trifida) ,  goldenrod ( Solidago 
canadensis, S. arg u ta var. caroliniana, S. gigan tea) , and ironweed ( Vernonia 
gig an tea) .  Also. many grasses occur such as barnyard grass ( Echinochloa 
cru sgalli) , vvild rye ( EJymus virginic u s) ,  broomsedge ( Andropogon 
i'irg in i c u s} ,  orchard grass ( Dactylis glomerata) ,  fescue ( Fesruca pratensis) , 
goose grass ( Eleusine indica ) ,  Timothy ( Phleum pra ten se) , purpletop ( Tridens 
Da v us) , and bent grass ( Agrostis perennans) . Areas \Vith fence rows often 
contain trumpet creeper ( Campsis radicans) , Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera 
japonica) , dewberry ( Ru b u s  flageJJaris, R. phoenicola.sius) , elderberry 
( Sambucus canadensis) , and smooth sumac ( Rh us glabra) . 
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R a n g e  C h a rac te r i s t i c s  
In order to access OYerall patterns i n  the di stribution o f  the flora, each 
taxon was assigned to one of four categories based upon its in dividual range 
characteristics ( Table 7 ) .  The categories were devised in accordance \\ith 
Oxendine ( 197 1 )  and Clements ( 1 987)  and are summarized below: 
( 1 )  Intraneous - Taxa v\ith ranges that extend ,,·ell beyond 
Tennessee. 
( 2 )  Extraneous - Ta.xa for \vhich Tennessee marks the limit of 
their range. 
( 3 )  Interior - Taxa that are n ative to the Appalachian 
provinces of the eastern U. S. and include 
Tennessee in their range. 
( 4 ) Introduced - Taxa that are introduced to the flora from o ther 
countries .  
In addi tion, all taxa were classified into northern or sou thern groups 
based upon whether their primary center of distribution was considered to be 
more northern or more sou thern as described by Fernald ( 1950) . Overall.  
there are seven groups of taxa: three intraneous groups, two extraneous 
groups, one interior group, and one introduced group. H owever. introduced 
species were not evaluated for centers of distribution. 
For the total flora, 2 7 2  taxa ( 5 1 .7%) have centers of distribution that are 
northern and 1 7 5  ( 3 3 .3%) have centers of distribution that are south ern. 
Seventy-nine taxa ( 1 5 .0%) are considered to be introduced species. Of the 
intraneous taxa, 109 ( 42 .4%} are northern and 148 ( 5 7.6% ) are southern . 
Similarly, for extraneous taxa. 15 7 ( 86.3 % )  clre northern and 2 5 ( 1 3 . , are 
southern. O nly 8 interior taxa were disco\ erect in the UCR. Li kev ..ise, th ese 
species comprise a very s mall percentage of the flora ( 1 .5 % ) .  Nevertheless ,  
for this  cate gory, 6 ( 7 5%) are northern and 2 ( 2 5%) are south ern. Further 
results of this analysis can be seen in Table 8 .  
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Category 
l n tra n e o u s  
I 
I I 
1 I I 
_D X IT.i!l1 eo !J...,'i 
I V  
v 
ln terlor 
V I  
l n  t rod uced 
V I I 
Table 7 :  Ran g e  Characteri s tic s o f  t h e  Upper C l i n c h  Ri ve r Flora 
R a n g e  
S - Florida and Texas north t o  Canada 
N - Canada south to Florida and Texas 
S - Florida to Texas north to New f!ngland 
or Upper Midwest 
N - N ew Eng l a n d  and/or Upper Midwest 
sou th to Florida and Texas 
Sample Taxon # of Taxa 
Lobelia cantinalis 52 
Crypco ta enia cana densis 79 
S'a ba tia angularis 54 
Desmodiu m  cuspida rum 27 
S - Florida and Texas t o  Cen t ral Midwest S'pigelia nwrilanctica 42 
north to Ken t u c ky, Ohio, or S. Ohio 
N Central States south to Florida and Texas S'olidago c urcisii 
S - Te n nessee nor t h  to New l �ng land and 
Nort h-Cen tral States 
N - New England or N orth-Centra l  States 
_,\ ris�H'l1Ja t ripflyil um 
Dioscorea villosa 
S - Horida and Texas north to Tennessee Cocculus carolinus 
N - Canada sout h to Ten nessee S'a r ureja v u lga ris 
S - Appalachian In terior north to Ohio, Phlox ovata 
Penn sylvania,  Ken t uc ky,  or Virg i n i a  
N - Appalachian In terior s o u th to 
Tennessee, C�eorg i a  and Alabama 
A.<; tilbe bi tern a ta 
ronicera japonica 
3 
1 1  
58 
14 
C)C) 
G 
2 
Pe rc en ta ge 
( 9.9%) 
( 1 5 .0% ) 
( 1 0.3 % )  
( 5 . 2%) 
8 .091! ) 
0.6%) 
( :!..091) ) 
( 1 1 .0%) 
( 2 .  
( 1 8 .8%> )  
( 1 . 1 %) 
( OA%) 
( 15 .0(16) 
Total S 2Ci ( 1 
Category 
Intran e o u s  
Exu·aneou s  
In terior 
Introduced 
Table 8 :  Sum mary of the Range 
Characteristics of the Upper Clinch River Flora 
Northern T axa S o u th e r n  Taxa To t a l  
109 1-1-8 7 --_:') i 
157 25 182 
6 2 8 
79 
To t al ( Pe rc e n t )  271  (5 1 . 7%) 175 ( 3 3 .3%) 5 2 6  
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P e r c e n t a g e  
C�------
( 48 .9%) 
(34.6%) 
( 1 .5%) 
( 1 5 .0% ) 
( 1  0 0 % ) 
R a r e  P l a n t s  
Table 9 lists rare plants found with the study area. The status o f  these 
plants was determined V\ith the aid of the Rare Plant List  of Tennessee 
(Tennessee Department of Environment and Con servation, 1997) .  Currently·, 
all six taxa are listed as threatened or special concern species at the s tate level 
in Tenne s see. The term threatened has been deflned by the state as, '' those 
species that are likely to become endangered in the immediate foreseeable 
future as a result of rapid habi tat destruction or commercial expl oitation".  
Likev\ise, a special concern species is  considered to be rare because the state 
represents the limit of its geographic range. Also, a species whose status is 
undetermined because of insufficient information may be listed as special 
concern. None of the six taxa are federally listed under c urrent guideline s  by 
the C. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
In addition, the state rare plan t list prov ides the global and s tate ranks 
of eac h  rare plant in accordance V\ith the Nature Conservancy. Appalachian 
bug bane ( Cimicifuga rubifolia) has the highest g lobal rank of any taxon in 
the rare plant list at G 3 .  Spec ies in this  category are considered to be rare and 
uncommon g lobally with only 2 1  to 100 occurrences and fewer than 1 0 ,000 
individuals. Ginseng ( Panax q uinq uefolius) has a G4 ranking. Species V\ith 
this designation are widespread, abundant, and apparently secure globally 
with usually more than 1 00 occurrences.  The global ran k of butternut 
(Juglans cinerea) has been approximated to be either G3 or G4. Heavy sedge 
( Carex gravida) . Canada lily ( Ulium canadense) , and heartleaf meehania 
( ;vreehania corda ta) are listed as G5. Species with this ranking are considered 
to be demonstrably widespread, abundant,  and secure g lobally V\ith stable 
populations. 
Heavy sedge ( Carex gnn ida) has been given the highest state rank S l . 
Species with this designation are critically imperiled i n  the s tate d ue to 
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Table 9: Rare Plants i n  the Cpper Clinch River Study Area 
F e d e r a l  S t a t e  G l o b a l  
T a x o n  S t a t u s  S t a t u s  R a n k  
Carex gravida s GS 
Cimicifuga rubifolia T G3 
]uglan s  cin erea T G3 , G4 
Lilium can adense T GS 
lvfeehania corda ta T GS 
Pan ax q uinq uefoli us S - CE G4 
LEG END 
State Sta tus 
S - ( Special Concern Species) 
T - (Threatened Species) 
CE - ( Commercially Exploited) 
G lobal Rank 
G3 ( Rare and Cncommon Globally) 
G4 - ( Widespread, Abundant, and Apparently 
Secure Globally) 
GS - ( Demonstrably Widespread, Abundant, 
and Secure Globally) 
S tate Rank 
S l  - ( C ri tically Imperiled in the State) 
52 - ( Imperiled in the State) 
S3 - ( Rare and Cncommon in the S tate) 
S4 - ( Widespread, Abundant, and Apparently 
Secure Within the Sta te, but of 
Long-Term Concern) 
S t a te 
R a n k  
S l  
S3 
S 2 , S 3  
S 2  
S2 
S 3 , S4 
extreme rarity or because other fac tors make them v ulnerable to local 
extirpation. Generally, s uch species have five or fewer known occurrences, 
or very few remaining individuals. Like"vVise. two other taxa in the list, Canada 
lily (Lilium canadense) and heartleaf meehania (Meehania cordata) are 
ranked S2.  The S2 rank also consists of those taxa that are imperiled because of 
rarity in the state or because other factors make them v ulnerable to local 
extirpation. Such taxa have six to twenty occurrences and less than 3 ,000 
individuals. Appalachian bug bane ( Cimicifuga ru bifolia) is listed as S3.  This 
rank is for those spec ies that are rare and uncommon in the state with twenty­
one to one hundred occurrences.  Ginseng (Panax q uinq uefolius) is listed as 
either S3 or S4. The S4 rank is given to those species that are widespread, 
abundant, and apparently secure within the s tate, but that are rare in some 
portions of their range and are of long-term concern. 
The Rare Plant List of Virginia (Virginia Department of Conservation 
and Recreation, 1996) was consulted to determine if any rare species from that 
state occurred in the study area as well. The headwaters of t11e Clinch River 
are located in southwest Virginia. Also, the study area is located less tllan 
nventy miles from the Virginia border. Thus, the probability of occurrence of 
rare species from Virginia was signific ant. Tvvelve species from the study area 
were found to be l isted as rare in Virginia. Table 10 lists these taxa along with 
their rankings. 
Table 10: Virginia Rare Plants in the Upper C linch River Study Area 
T a x o n  Federal S ta t u s  G l o b a l  R a n k  S ta te R ank 
Blcphilia hirs u ta 
Cal�vcan th u s  florid us 
var. floridus 
Calycan th us floridus 
var. gla u c u s  
Cimicifuga ru bifolia * * 
Dasysroma macrophylla 
Desmodi um cuspidatum 
var. c uspida tum 
Magn olia ma crophy"lla 
Philadclph us hirs u tus 
Phlox amplifolia 
Rosa se tigera 
Stellaria corei 
St),Joph orum diphJBum 
L E G END* 
Global R<U1 k 
G4? 
GS , T4 
G S , T4 
G3 
G4 
GS , T? 
GS 
GS 
G3,GS 
GS 
G4 
GS 
T-+ - ( Varie tv is Widespread, Abundant, and 
Apparently Secure Globally) 
! - ( Rank of Taxa is Unknown or Uncertain) 
S2 
S Z ?  
S l ? 
Sl , S 2  
Sl 
S2 
S l  
S 2 , S3 
S2 
S l  
S l  
*no te: Other rank descriptions were lis ted previously in Table 9 .  
**note: Taxon is also found in the Tennessee Rare Plant List. 
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C HAPT E R  V I  
D ISC USS I O N  
F l o r a  
In order to provide an estimate of the diversi ty of the UCR, published 
accounts of taxa collected from other areas along the river, as well as areas in 
close proximity, were compared to the results of this study. However, it is 
difficult to give a complete assessment of species diversity, as few other 
published studies of vascular plant occurrences have been attempted for the 
region. 
One of the p rimary sources used in this analysis is a report of the total 
flora on the Oak Ridge Reservation (Cunningham et aL, 1 99 3 ) .  This site 
encompasses almost 1 5 ,000 hectares of land that lay partially along a stretch of 
the lower Clinch River in Anderson and Roane Counties, Tennessee. Much of 
the Oak Ridge Reservation is relatively undisturbed, as little of the land has 
been used since 1942. Extensive efforts by the federal government have been 
underwav for a number of vears to document the entire flora on the 
.. -
reservation. 
�ine hundred and eighty-three verified species and lesser taxa have 
been collected from Oak Ridge through 1993 . It is not known what percentage 
of these taxa are from areas adjacent to the Clinch River. Nevertheless, some 
correlations can be made to the FC R flora. Analysis of the data showed that 397 
taxa occur in both sites. Thus, 75 percent of the taxa collected in the L�CR also 
occur on the reservation. 
It was expected that the Oak Ridge Reservation would contain a much 
larger flora given the greater size of the area and the greater diversity of 
75 
habitats. However, 25 percent of the UCR flora was not found at Oak Ridge. 
\Vhile it is possible that some of these species c ould be found at a later date, 
there is potential that many of the taxa may be typical of the UCR. 
1'\.nother primary source of c omparison comes from a vegetational s tudy 
of nearby Havvkins County,  Tennessee (Wolfe,  1 9 5 6 ) .  This study documented 
plants at a n umber of sites in v arious geologic zones that cut across the mid­
section of the county from Clinch Mo u n tain to beyond the Holston River. 
Many of these sites are underlain by the same rock strata as those in the LJCR. 
Likewise, m uch of the disturbance history of the lan dscape in Hawkins C o unty 
is similar to that of adj oining Hancock County. 
A total of 5 3 1 species were collected from the Hawkins County s tudy. 
Though these species were not gathered as part of a flora within a defined 
territory, the num ber of taxa collected is approximately equal to that from the 
UCR. H owever, analysis of the data showed that only 2 8 9  species ( <55%) were 
present in both studies. Such discrepancy is likely to be explained by the fact 
that the Hawkins County sites consisted of fewer riparian habi tats . 
Also , several stu dies ·.vith s maller collections of p lants were examined. 
The firs t study involv ed samples o f  taxa collected in c onj unc tion with 
northern white cedar (Wal ker, 1 9 8 7 ) .  For this i nvesti gation, ta .. xa were 
collected at three sites close to the CCR. Tvvo sites were along Norris Reservoir 
in Campbell Co u nty, and the other site was along the Pmvell River in Claiborne 
County, Tennessee. A total of 5 8  species were collected at these sites. Forty­
eigh t of these species ( 83%) were also found in the L;C R  nora . 
The second study involved a survey of ferns along limestone bluffs on 
:Norri s Lake i n  Campbell and Cnion Counties, Tennessee ( Bailey , 19(}9 l .  riftec:n 
species and l esser taxa of ferns were collec ted from this study. However, two of 
the '\orris Lake t<.t.xa. Asplenh1m pla ryn e uron var.  incis um and Aspleni um 
ru ta-m uraria var. ohionis, are varieties that are no longer taxonomical ly 
7G 
valid . Similarly, a third taxon, Asplcnosorus ebenoides, i s  now considered to be 
of hybrid ori gin. Of the twelve remaining taxa, nine ( 7 5%) were found in the 
CCR. 
Finally, the third study consisted of a compilaHon of submerged and 
t1oating aquatic species collected fro m  maj or rivers and reservoirs of the 
Tennessee River system (Webb and Bates,  1 989) .  The Clinch River was included 
on this l ist  with seven species. Four of these species are found in the study 
area. Of the three not found, two taxa, Hodea canadensis and Poramogcton 
crisp us, are limi ted to reservoirs and lakes. The third species, Zanniclwllia 
palustris, oc curs infrequently in river and stream habitats. O f  the twelve 
trib utaries included in this study, the Clinch River was ranked fo urth i n  the 
total numbe r  of sumberged and floating aquatic speci e s  that occurred. 
Overatl, the number of specie s  collec ted in the UCR seems to be 
consistent with collec tions from o ther studies. However, exac t conclusions o n  
total species diversity are difficult, given the d ispariti e s  that exis t  among all 
the sites. Nevertheless,  many of the taxa analyzed in these s t udies were found 
only i n  the UCR, which may support the notion that the region has a distinct 
flo ra. 
P l a nt H a b i t a t s  and C o m m u n i ti e s 
The composition of habitats and communities found in the UCR are 
virtually iden tical to those classifications given by ·:vranin ( 1 9 89)  for the Great 
Valley. A few exceptions do exi s t  however. Several taxa and forest types 
described by Martin are no tably ab'>ent from the UCR. In man y instances,  
these absences can be explained by various difference s in site factor�. 
HO\ve\·er, the ommission o f  several taxa from the study area remai ns 
u nresolved. 
The Ridge and Knob Woodlands habitat contains several v arian ts of the 
I I 
\vbite Oak - Oak Forest that are not present in the UC R. According to Martin,  
communities dominated by \Vhite oak and black oak ( Quercus velu tina) , can be 
found on the dry . exposed slopes of cherty· dolomitic ridges and upper river 
terraces. �1any such ridges and terraces can be found along the Clinch River. 
However. black oak was never collected in the study area. It is quite possible 
that this species does not occur. 
Similarly, I\Iartin reports that white oak - scarlet oak ( Quercus coccinea .• 
communities exist on the slopes of some older terraces with Waynesboro and 
Cumberland soils. Neither of these soil types are present in the study area, 
which may account for the absence of scarlet oak. Another possibility is that 
scarlet oak occurs only in limited numbers today, as many of these terraces 
have been heavily logged. 
Another community type consistin g  of white oak and mockernut 
hickory was linked by Martin to sites with non-calcareous shale. A major 
associate with this community is post oak ( Quercus stella ra) .  White oak and 
mockernut hickory are abundant in the study area. However, post oak was net 
found. The lack of sites underlain by non-calcareous shale in the CCR region 
may be a primary reason. 
In the Rock Outcrops habitat, several oak species including post oa.k and 
blackj ack oak ( Quercus marilan dica) are purportedly present in �hallow soils . 
Yet. both of these species \vere missing from the rock outcrops in the study 
area. The reason for this absence is uncertain. One possibility is the low 
number of rock outcrops and the high degree of disturbance of these sites in 
the tT R. 
Surprisingly, members of t h e  fricaceae are very underrepresent ed 
along ridges in the region. In fact, rhododendrons and mountain laurel are 
completely absent from the study area. Both ta .. xa are abundant on higher 
ridges nearby, such as Cli n ch ;\fountain. ;\'evertheless, neither group contair: s 
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species in the UCR. One cause for this may be the l arge amounts of limestone 
and dolomi te that u nderlie the region. 
In the Mixed rviesophytic Fores t, one charac teristic species. white pine 
( Pin us s trobus) , \vas searched for extensively but never located. �Iartin 
reported that whi te pine was present in mesic ravines and draws throughout 
the Great Valley . Hovvever, repeated a ttempts to find this tree were 
unsucessful .  White pine has a very distinctive growth pattern that is easy to 
spot from a distance. Thus, i t  is almost certain that this species does not  occur 
in the study area. 
Furthermore, another characteristic species ,  river birch ( Betula n igra) , 
appears to be absent from riparian forests along the river. Usually, this 
species can be found in  abundance near rivers and s treams with trees such as 
sycamore, ash, elm, and willow. Though the entire shoreline o f  the s tudy area 
was traveled by canoe, river birch was n ever encountered. I t  i s  unlikely that 
this taxon was missed, as it  has an unusual bark that i s  quite unique from o ther 
trees.  
Finally, bottomland forests described by Martin were not discovered on 
any floodplains or other \Vet depressions in the s tudy area. Dominants of this 
forest type are 'Ail low oak ( Quercus phellos) �md \vhite oak. Maj or associates 
include sou thern red oak, sweetgum, red maple, cow oak ( Querc us mich a lLxii) . 
and water oak ( Quercus nigra) .  \Vh ile many of these species are present in 
o ther community types, vvillow oak, cow oak, and \Vater oak were not fou nd in 
the FCR. However, it should be noted that most wetlan d  areas with these 
forests have been drained and c leared throughout the Ridge and Valley 
province. 
Exact reasons for the lack of representative species i n  some community 
types are unavailable . There is a possibility that the high degree of 
disturbance in the s tudy area may have extirpated some taxa. However, this 
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explanation is unlikely to account for such a large number of gaps in the 
flora. A very s trong prospec t  is that  the appropriate habitats for these ta"Xa do 
not exist v\i thin the CCR. Review of county dot maps from Tennessee confirm 
the absence of nearly all these species from Clai borne,  Grainger, and Hancock 
Counties. 
R a n g e  C h a ra c t e r i s t i c s  
Analysis of the range c harac teristics of the UCR flora show that most 
taxa ( 5 2% )  are northern in distribution. likEwise, extraneous taxa comprise 
almost 5 8  percent of these northerly species, and are the single largest  group 
of plants represented in the flora. Given the abundance of cool, moist habitats 
in the study are a, it is  understandable tha t  so many species from milder 
climates are p resent. 
Intraneo u s  elements constitut e  the largest c a tegory ( 49%) in this 
analysis, when b o th n orthern and southern taxa are consid ered . In o ther 
words, the majority of taxa in the study area can be found from Canada . .\:ew 
England. or the Upper Midwest to Florida and Texas. Sinc e  th e study area 
occurs midway between these ranges, it is  expected that many in t;-a neous taxa 
\Vo ul d  occur. There is a slight  maj ority of southern species in this c ategory. 
Therefore, many p lants probably have a c enter of distributjon south of 
Tennessee. 
S urprisingly, very few interior t axa were discovered through this 
investigation. There are oniy eight species in this c ategory. Wit h th e close 
p roximity of the Ridge and Valley p rovince to the Appalac hian In terior, it \\ a:� 
belie\ e d  that more representatives wou ld be present. !\ possi ble exp lan ation i s  
that many interior taxa are excluded d u e  t o  the u niform geology of the CCR 
r e g i o n .  
I n troduced t<lxa make u p  a relatiYely· large portion of the flora a t  1 .) 
percent. This percentage reflects the fact that  many sections of L�e study area 
are hig hly disturbed. Whi l e  many exotic species are sporadic in occurrence, 
others are vvidespread. The invasive tendencies of s uch taxa m ay pose a fut ure 
threat to the CCR. 
R a r e  P l a n t s  
:Mos t  o f  the rare plants i n  the study area were collec ted from only one or 
two locali ties. Also, many were limi ted to j u s t  a few individual s \\ithin each 
locality. \Vhile these taxa may occur in more s i te s  along the river. they are not 
likely to be abundant anywhere. 
Range analysis shmvs that all six of the rare p lants discovered are 
northern in distribu tion. Likewi se ,  five of these taxa are considered to be 
extraneous.  Thu s,  Tenn essee represents the southernmost limit of their range. 
Though not every· taxon i s  considered rare due to range l i mi tations alone, this 
is probably a primary factor. 
Other rare p lants know11 to occur in the three counties of the study s i te 
incl ude: .:\.merican barberry ( Berberis canaden sis) , Porter's  reed grass 
( Calamagrosris porteriJ ,  round-leaf watercress ( Cardamin e  rotund if alia) ,  
green-and-gold ( Chrysogon um ·drginia n um ) ,  showy lady' s  slip per 
( Cypripedi um reginae) , branch i n g  Whitlow-grass ( Dra ba ramosissima) , 
moun tain witch-alder (Foth ergilla major) , goldenseal ( Hydrastis canadensis) , 
large round-leaved orchid ( Pla ran rhera o rbicula la) ,  alderleaf buckthorn 
( Rhamn us alnifolia) , Carey· saxifrage ( Saxifraga careJ·;;ma) , rock skullcap 
( Scu rellaria sax:.:!lilis) , ovate catchfly ( Silen e ova ra ) ,  shining ladies' tresses 
( Spiran th es lucida) , and lea therleaf meadm\Tue ( Thali crrum coriace um).  As 
well , spreading false-foxg love ( A ureolaria pa tula) is known to occ ur along 
segments of the lower Clin ch River. i\evertheless, none of these species was 
encountered in the s t udy area. 
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N o tewo r t h y  P l a n t s  
Five plants collected in the CCR study area arc worthy of special 
attention: mountain maple ( .Acer spica tum) . mullein foxglove { Dasys toma 
macrophylla) ,  purple loosestrife ( Lyrhrum salicaria ) ,  skullcap (Scute/J:Jria 
serra ta) , and northern white cedar ( Th uja occiden talisL A plant may be 
considered noteworthy for any of the follovving reasons: (1) the tcLxon 
represents a physiographic record .  ( 2 )  the taxon represents a significant 
range extension in the state, ( 3 )  the taxon is rare in distribution throug hout 
the state. Table 11 lists each of the noteworthy plants above and provides a 
brief description of their relevance to the UCR. 
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Table 1 1 : l\ oteworthy Plant s o f  the Opper Clinch River Study Area 
T a xo n  
Acer spica wm 
Das�vsroma macrophylla 
Lythrum salicaria 
Scu rellaria scrra ta 
Th uja occiden ralis 
S i g n i fi c a n c e  
Represents a physiographic record for the 
Ridge and Valley province of Tennessee. 
Occurs main ly in the Blue Ridge province. 
Represents only the second co llec tion 
within the Ridge and Valley province in 
Tennes see. Both collections are from the 
Clinch River. !\tore common in Middle 
Tennes see and westward. 
Exotic invasive plant of wetland areas 
whose populations are in need of 
monitoring . Collected for the first time 
along the Clinch River. 
Represents a phy·siographic record for the 
Ridge and Valley province of Tennessee. 
More common northvvard and in the 
Blue Ridge province.  
Populations in TennesseE: represent the 
most southerly extension of this taxon. 
?vlore common in the Northern L S. and 
Canada. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. 
ANNOTATED CHECKLIST OF THE 
VASCULAR F LORA OF THE UPPER CLINCH RIVER 
The format of this checkli st is taken in part from .\:1urrel l ( 1 9 8 5 )  and 
C lements ( 1 98 7 ) .  Plant families are arran ged alphabetically wi thin fo ur 
taxonomic groups: 
P t e r i d o p h y t a  ( Ferns & Fern Allies)  
S p e r m a t o p h y t a  
Gymnospermae ( Gymnosperm s )  
Angiospermae ( An giosperm s )  
\ fonocotyl edoneae ( �Ionocots)  
Dicotyledoneae ( Dicots)  
Genera are arranged alphabetically v.i thin their respective family. 
Like\-\ise, species and lesser taxa are arranged alphabetically within each 
g e n u s .  
The scientific name and authority of each taxon is  provided in 
accordance \-\ith Wofford and Kral ( 1 993 ) .  However, taxonomic identifica.tions 
were made ""ith the aid of several manuals: Wofford ( 1 9 8 9) , Gleason & 
Cronquist ( 1 99 1 ) ,  and Gleason ( 1 9 5 2 ) .  Com on names are given fer many taxa, 
b u t  no a ttemp t was made to prepare a l isting of names beyond those listed i n  
the aforementioned manuals. 
Frequency designations for this checklist  represent the relative 
occurrence of each taxon V\ithin the s tudy site as perceived hy th2 author. 
These desi gnations are given merely as an estimate of general abundance, n o t  
a s  a measurement of total abundance. The terms used are from M urre ! I  ( 1 985 l 
;;md can be interpreted as follows: 
Very R a r e  A single local i ty, few individuals 
R a r e - One or two locali ties, generally small populatio11 s 
S c a r c e  - Several localities, or scattered small populations 
I n fr e q u e n t - Scat tered localities throughout 
O c c a s i o n a l  - \Vell distri buted but not  anywhere abundant 
F r e q u e n t Generally encoun tered 
C o mm o n - Ch.u acteristic and dominant 
Habitat descriptions are p atterned after Martin ( J 989 ) .  However. some 
modifications to these descriptions have been made by the author to better 
:-cf1ect  the s tudy area (See Figure 6 ) .  Other habitat conditions such as 
com unity type, slope aspect, moisture, and substrate m ay also be given where 
a p p ropri,lte.  
Finallv. some t axa in the checkl i'>t  contain comments on reh:;\·ant 
taxonomy, s}"Iwnomy, and reference i nformation. Exotic taxa are indica ted by 
listing their native range ( s ) .  Plant collection n umbers, along with c o u n try 
names. are given for herbarium reference. County records are denoted v\i th 
J.n a',terisk ( * )  after t h e  county name. All specimens are on deposit at t he 
l"niversity of Tennessee Herbarium ( TE.\':\ ) .  
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ANNOTATED C HECKLIST OF THE VASCUL1\ R 
FLORA OF THE UPPER C LINCH RIVER 
PT E R I D O PHYT A 
A S P L EN I A C E A E  
A s p l e n i u m  
p la tyne uron ( L. )  Bri t t o n ,  S terns,  & Pog gen b.; Ebony 
Spleenwort. Frequent. Mesic to subxeric woods, rock o utcrops. In 
rocky areas generally. # 1 6 3 ,  #3 79 Grainger, Hancock. 
r e s i l i e n s  K u nze;  Black-stemmed spleenwort. Occasional. Rocky 
slopes in mesic woods. Mostly on rocky ledges. #23 ,  !7 2 20 Claiborne, 
G rainger. 
r h i z o p hy l l u m  L; Walking Fern. Frequent. Mesic woods on limestont� 
rocks and boulders. Often on talus slopes along river. [Camprosorus 
rhizophyllus (L.) Link] . ""'29 Grainger. 
r u t a - m u r a r i a  L.; \Vall-rue. Infrequent. On calcareous rock outcrops. 
and boulders in mesic woods.  # 1 ,  #22 1 C laiborne, Grainger. 
D RYO PT E R I D A C E A E  
D ryopteris  marg inalis  ( L) A .  G ray; �Iarginal vVood Fern. Frequen t. 
yfesic rocky woods. Often on talus slopes along river. 1, -"i l G S  
Grainger, H ancock. 
P o l y s ti c h u m  acros t ic h o i d e s  ( Mi c h x . )  Sc h o t t; Christmas Fern. Com on . 
Yiesic to xeric woods throughout the study area. # 10 1 ,  7"'1 64, #24G 
Claiborne, Grainger, Hancock. 
E QU f S ETAC EA E  
E q u i se t u m  
a rv en s e  L . ;  Field Horsetai l. Frequent. �Iuddy banks along the ri\er. 
Often partially submerged. "=20 1 Claiborne. 
hyemale var.  affin e  ( En g e l m . )  A. A. Eaton; Scouring Rush . 
Frequent. ivfoist areas along the river in mesic �;voods. #2 7 Grainger."' 
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LYCOPO D I AC EA E  
D i p h a s ias trum d i g i ta t um ( A .  Brau n )  Holub ;  Runn ing-pine . 
Infrequent. Xeric wooded slopes and roadside embankments. 
[LJ·copodium digitatum A. Braun] . 1 1 1  Claiborne.* 
H up e r z ia l uc i d u l a  ( Mi c h x . )  T revi s . ; Shining Club-moss. Scarce. Mesic 
rocky woods on north facing slopes. [L_vcopodium lucidulum Michx.] .  
# 1 5 8  Grainger.* 
Lyc o p o d i u m  o b s c urum L.; Ground Pine. Infrequent. Subxeric woods en 
upper slopes and ridge tops. Often covering entire patches of grou.ed . 
48 G raing er.* 
OPH IOG LOSSAC EAE 
B o t r y c h i u m  
bi t e r n a t um ( Sav . )  U n derw.; Southern Grape Fern. Scarce. Open 
woods along lower slopes. ::t3 87 Grainger.* 
v irg i n ia n  urn ( L )  Sw.; Rattlesnake Fern . Infrequent.  Rich vvoods 
along the river. #1 1 6  Hancock. 
P O LYPO D IACEA E 
Polypodium p olypodioides  ( L. )  Wa t t  v ar. mich a u xianum Weath . ;  
Resurrection Fern. Occasional. On c alcareous rock outcrops. #2 2 
Grainger.  
S I NO P T E R I D A C EA E  
Ad i a ntum pedatum L.: ::\orthern �!aiden-hair Fern. Occasional. \Iesic 
slopes along the river. #96 Grainger. 
P e l l a e a  a t r o p u rp u rea ( L. )  L in k; Purple Cliff-brake. Scarc e. Calcareous 
rock outcrops and ledges in mesic woods. #14 1 Hancock. 
T H E LY P T  E R I D A C E A E  
T h e l yp t e r i s  
h e x a g o n o p tera ( Mich x . )  Wea th . ; Broad Beech Fern . Frequen t. 
Low woods, often along trails and streams . #1 1 4  Hancoc k. 
n o v e borace n s i s  ( L . )  Nie uwl .; �ew York Fern. Occasional. Rich 
woods. often clumped along trails and other clearings. r:- 1 90 Hancock."'" 
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WO ODS IACEAE 
Cystop t e r i s  b u l b i fera ( L. )  B e rn h .; B ulblet Fern. Occasional . �Iesic 
woods along ledges and boulder areas. Partial to tal us slopes n ear the 
river also. #2 8 2  Hancock. 
D i p l a z i u m  pyc n o c arpon ( S pr en g . )  M .  Bro un; G lade Fern. Infrequent. 
Mesic woods along river bottoms. Encountered mostly along roads and 
trails that cut through these areas. [Homalosorus PJ'Cn ocarpos 
( Spreng . )  Pic. Serm.; Athyrium pJ·cnocarpon (Spreng. )  Tidestr.]. #142 
H ancock. 
Onoc l ea s e ns i b il i s  L.;  Sensitive Fern; Frequent.  ).1uddy areas along the 
river bank. # 1 5 5  Grainger.* 
Woodsia o b tu sa ( Sp re n g . )  Torr.; B lun t-lobed Cliff Fern. Rare. Rock 
outcrops in open cedar-pine woods. #1 76 Hancock. 
GYMNOSP E RMAE 
C U P R E S SAC EAE 
j u n i p e r u s  v i r g m1ana L . ; Eastern Red Cedar. Common. Fields and dry open 
woodlands. Very common on roadsides. #45 Grainger. 
T h uj a  oc cidentalis  L.; Arbor Vitae, Northern White Cedar. Scarce. 
Restricted to north-facing cliff faces and rocky l edges. Though t  to be 
g lacial relics from the Pleistocene. #3 24 Hancock. 
P i n  u s  
PI N A C E A E  
e c h i n a  ta M i l l . ; Shortleaf Pine. Frequent. Dry slopes and fields. 
Large s tands present in some locations. #-t7 Grainger.* 
v i r g l D i a n a  M i l l . : Virginia Pine, Scrub Pine. Frequent. Dry slopes 
and fields. #202,  # 2 2 2  Claiborne, Grainger. 
T s u g a  cana d e n s i s  ( L. )  Carriere:  Eastern Hemlock, Canadian Hemlock. 
OccasionaL .Mesic woods along river on north-facing s lopes and river 
bluffs. 2 5 2  Hancock. 
ANG IOSPERMAE ( MONOC OTS ) 
A G A VAC E A E  
Y u c c a  fi lamen tosa L. ;  Spanish Bayonet, Adam's Needle. Occasional. River 
banks and rocky woods along roadsides. #3 1 8  Claiborne.* 
A L IS M ATAC E A E  
S a g i tt ari a l ati fol ia  Wi l l d . ; Arrowhead. Very rare. Onlv a few individuals 
seen along the river in one area of murky water. [Sagittaria la tifolia 
Willd. var. p u bescens] . #2 98 Hancock.* 
A R A C EA E  
Arisaema triphyllum ( L.)  S c h ot t; Jack-in-the-Pulpi t, Indian Turnip. 
Common. Mesic woods throughout the study area. #49 Grainger. 
C O M ME LI NACEAE 
Commelina v i r g1111c a L. ;  Day Flower. Infrequent. Low woods and wet 
areas along the river. #234 Claiborne.* 
C a r  e x  
C Y P E R A C E A E  
amph i b o l a  S teud.; Sedge. Frequent. Rich woods along the river. 
=92 Grainger.* 
blanda D ewey; Sedge. Common. Rich woods along the river. # 1 3 5  
Grainger .*  
complanata Torr. & Hook.: Sedge. Frequent. Low mesic woods alon ::'  
th e  river and along trails. #98, # 1 2 3  G rainger, Hancock.* 
c r e b r i fl o r a  W ie g a n d; Sedge. Infrequent. Rich rocky woods along 
the river. # 105 Grainger.* 
e b urnea B oo t t: Sedge. OccasionaL Rocky limes tone outcrops and 
ledges in rich \Voods. #25 Grainger.* 
fes t u c a c e a  Wi l l d .; Fescue Sedge. OccasionaL Mesic woods and 
c learings along the river. #208 G rainger.* 
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fra n k i i  K u n th;  Frank's Sedge . Frequent. Wet depressions in  fields 
and roadside ditches. # 1 72 ,  # 5 1 2  C laiborne, Hancock.* 
gravida L. H.  Baile y: Heavy· Sedge. Very rare. Only a few individuals 
seen in a clearing near the river . #249 G rainger.*· 
l ur ida Wah l e n b . ; Smaller Hop Sedge. Frequent.  ·wet depressions in 
fields and roadside ditches. # 1 3 3  Hancock.* 
p e dunc u la ta Wi l l d . ; Longstalk Sedge. Very rare. Several scattered 
individuals along a wooded trail near the river. #1-t Grainger. 
rosea Willd. :  Roseate Sedge. Occasional. Mesic \voods along the river. 
# 1 07 Grainger. 
sparganioides Wil ld.  var.  a g g re g a ta ( Mack. )  G l e ason; Sedge. 
Occasional. Rich wooded slopes. [C. aggrega ta Mack.]. # 1 20 Hancock.* 
v u lp i n o i d e a  Mic h x .; Fox Sedge. Occasional. S tream margins, ditches.  
and other wet depressions. #2 1 7  Hancock.* 
C y p e r u s  
l a n c a s tr i e n s i s  P o r t e r; Umbrella Sedge. Scarce. Gravel bars and 
sandy clearing s along the river. # 34 5  Grainger.* 
s tr i g o su s  L . ; Umbrella Sedge. Common. Wet areas i n  fields and along 
roadsides. #299, #42 6  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
E leocharis  e ry thropoda S t e u d .; Spike Rush. Occasional. Along banks of 
the river and other \vet areas. # 3 06 Hancock.* 
S c i r p u s  
am e r i c an u s  P e r s . ; Bulrush. Infrequent. Islands and gravel bars 
along the river. f.Iostly in shallow water areas. 2 Claiborne.* 
a tr o v i r e n s  W i l ld .; Black Bulrush. Occasional. Creeks and wet 
depressions. # 1 69 Hancock.* 
p e nd u l u s M u h l .; Bulrush. Scarce. Wet depressions in open areas. [S. 
linea tus sensu auctt., non Michx.J . # 1 70 Han cock. 
p o l y p h y l l  u s  V a h l; Many-leaved Bulru sh. Oc casional. Islands, gra' t:l 
bars, and o ther wet depressions. #5 1 0  C laiborne.* 
D IOS C O REAC EAE 
D i o s c o re a  v il l o sa L: \Vild Yam. Common. S ubxeric - mesic woodlands 
througho u t  the study area. [D. q ua ternata (Walter) ]. F. G mel.J . #79, 
70 Grainger, Hancock.* 
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H YD RO C H AR ITAC E A E  
Val l i s n e r i a  a m e r i c a n a  M i c h x .; Eelgrass. Occasional. Submerged aquati c 
in shallow areas of the river. #3 03 Hancock. 
I R I D AC E A E  
B e l a m c a n d a  c h i n e n s i s  ( L. )  DC.; B lackberry Lily. Scarce .  Dry roadsides 
and fencerows along ridge tops. Native to East Asia. #3 65 Hancock .* 
Ir i s  cr ist a t a  S o l .; Dwarf Crested Iris .  Frequent.  Rich mesic woods. Often 
along trails and on roadside banks. #32 Hancock.* 
S i s y r i n c h i u m  
ang u s t ifol i um M i l l . ;  B lue-eyed Grass. Frequent. Woodlands, along 
trails and roadsides. # 103 Grainger.* 
at lan t i c um E. P. B i cknel l; Blue-eyed Grass. Occasional. Roadsides 
and clearings along the river. [S. nashii E. P. Bicknell, S. mucrona tum 
.\lichx. var. a tlan ticum ( E. P. Bicknell ) H. E. ,Ahles] . # 1 5 2  Hancock.* 
JUNC AC E A E  
j u n e  u s  
dudl e y i  Wieg and; Rush. Scarce. Along open streams and wet areas .  
#2 1 6  Hancock.* 
e ffu s u s  L.; Soft Rush. Occasional. �ruddy bank s  and wet areas along 
the river. #5 1 3  Claiborne.* 
t e n u i s  Will d . ; Path Rush. Frequent. Road margins. trails, and other 
disturbed areas. U. anthelatus (F. ]. Herm. ) R. E. Brooks; ]. macer Gray] . 
:.:' 1 3 7 ,  # 1 5  1 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
L IL I AC E AE 
Al l i u m  canadense L. ;  Wild Onion. Occasional. Fields and open disturbed 
areas. #7 7 Grainger. 
Chamael i ri urn I uteum ( L. ) A.  Gray; Devil's Bit. Frequent. Rich me sic 
woods throughout the study area. it70 Grainger.* 
D i s  p o r u m  
Ian u g i n o s u m ( M i c h x . )  G .  N i c h o l son; Yellow Mandarin. Frequent. 
Rich mesic woods on north-facing slopes. # 5 3  Grainger. 
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m a c u l a  t u m  ( B u c k l e y ) B r i t to n; Spotted Mandarin. Infrequent. 
Rich mesic woods on north-facing slopes. Often in rocky areas.  #5 5 
G rainger.  
E r y th r o n i u m  a m e r i c a n u m  K e r G awl. ;  Trout Lily, Dog-tooth Violet. 
Occasional. Rich woods, often on talus slopes near the river. [E. 
americanum KerGawl. ssp. harperi ( W. Wolf) C. R. Parks & Hardin.] . 1 
H ancock. 
H e m e ro c a l l i s  ful v a  ( L )  L.; Day Lily. Very Rare. A couple of small 
popu lations found along a dirt road at First Bend. Native to Eurasia. 
# 1 73 Grainger.* 
L i l i u m  c an ad e n s e  L .; Canada Lily, Wild Yellow Lily. Very Rare. Only a few 
individuals found in rich mesic woods along Lawson Bend Road. #242 
H an c ock.* 
O rn i th o g a l u m  u mb e ll a t u m  L . ;  Star-of-Beth lehem. Occasional. Muddy 
areas along banks of the 1iver. Native to Europe. #86 G rainger.* 
P o l y g o n a  t u m  
b i fl o r u m  ( Wa l t e r )  E l l i o t t; Solomon's Seal. Common. Rich woods 
throughout the study area. [P. canalicula tum ( Muhl . )  Pursh; P. 
commu ta tum ( Schult.f.) A. Dietr.] . #76 Grainger. 
p u b e s c e n s  ( Wi l l d . )  P u r s h ;  Solomon's Seal. OccasionaL Rich mesic 
woods. #6 1 Hancock.* 
S m i l a c i n a  rac e m o s a  ( L )  D esf.; False Solomon's Seal. Common. Rich 
woods throughout the study area. [Maian th emum racemosum (L) Link] . 
#83 Grainger. 
T r i l l i u m  
e r e c t u m  L . ;  Red Trillium, S tinking Benj amin, Wake Robin. Common. 
Rich mesic woods along the river. Both red and white color forms 
believed to be present. #56 Grainger.* 
g ra n d if l o r u m  ( M i c hx . )  s a l i s b . ; Large-flowered Trillium, \Vh i te 
Wake Robin. Frequent. Rich mesic wooded slopes along the river. #23 
Hanc o c k . *  
l u t e u m  ( Mu h l . )  H a r b .; Yellow Trillium. Common. Rich woods along 
the river. Often on talus slopes. #24 Grainger. 
s u l c a t u m  T. S. Patri ck; Southern Red Trilli um, Barksdale's Tril lium. 
OccasionaL Rich mesic wooded slopes along the river. #25 Hancock. 
Uv u l a r i a  g ran d i fl o ra S m ith;  Belhvort. Frequent. Rich woods along the 
river. Often on talus slopes. #3 2 Hancock. 
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O R C H IDACEAE 
Goodyera pubescens ( Wi l l d . )  R .  B r.; Rat tlesnake Plantain. Occasional. 
Dry open woodlands. #400 Gntinger. * 
Tipularia d i s c o l o r  ( P ursh)  N u tt . :  Cr;;me-fly Orchid. Occasional. Open 
woodlands along the river. #3 64 Grainger.* 
POAC EAE 
A g r o s t i s  
g i g  a n  tea R o th; Common Redtop. Infrequent. Fields and other 
disturbed areas along the river. N"ative to Europe. [A. alba L.; A. 
stolonifera L. var. major (Gandin) Farw.] . #2 8 1  Hancock. 
perennans  ( Walter)  T u c k.; Cpland Bent Grass. Occasional. 
Woodland margins along the banks of the river. #300 Grainger. 
A n d r o p o g o n  v i r g i n ic u s  L.; Broomstraw, Broomsedge. common. Fields, 
roadsides, and other disturbed areas along the river. #3 03 Grainger. 
Arthraxon h i s p i d u s  ( Th u n b . )  Maki no; Frequent. vVet woods along the 
river. Native to Southeast Asia. [A. hispidus ( Thunb.) Makino var. 
cryptan therus ( Hack.) Honda]. #256,  #483 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
A ru n d i n a ri a  g i g an tea ( Wa l t e r )  M u h l.: Cane. Common. Wet woods and 
river banks. # 158  Hancock.* 
Brachyelytrum erectum ( Sc h re b. )  P.  Beauv.; Occasional. FJch wooded 
slopes and woodland margins along the river. #2 80, #3 26 Grainger. 
Hancoc k . *  
B r o m u s  c ommutatus  S c h rad.; Brome Grass. OccasionaL Roadsides and 
other disturbed areas near the river. Native to Europe. [B. racemosus 
L] . # 1 97 Grainger. 
Chasmanthiu m  lati fol ium ( Michx . )  H. 0. Yates; River Oats. Common. 
Rich woods along the river. [Uniola latifolia Michx.] . #349 Gra.lnger.* 
C i n n a  a r u n dinacea  L.: Wood Reed. Frequent. Small islands, grave! bars, 
and clearings near moist woods. #24 7 Hancock.* 
Dac tyl is  g l omera ta L.; Orchard Grass. Common. Fields and roadsides 
throughout  the study area. Native to Europe. 1 0  Grain ger.* 
Echinochloa cr usgal l i  ( L . )  P. B eauv .: Barnyard Grass. Frequent. \Iuddy 
banks along the river. Native to Eurasia. #287 Grainger.* 
E leusine indica ( L. )  Gaertn . ;  Goose Grass. Common.  Fields, margins, and 
banks of the river. Old World Native. # 2 5 8 ,  # 302 Claiborne. Grainger."' 
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E l y m u s  
h y s t r i x  L . ; Bottlebrush Grass. Frequent. Forest margins especi ally 
along roadsides. [H:vstrix pa tula �Ioench ] .  ='268 Hancock.* 
r i p a r i u s  W i e g a n d; Wild Rye. Infreq uen t. Moi st  woods alon g the 
river. #3 46 Grainger. * 
v i l l o s u s  M uh l .  ex Will d . ;  Wild Rye. Occasional. Woodland margins 
and roadsides along the river. #260,  # 2 66 Claiborne, Hancock. 
v i r g 1 m c u s  L.: Wild Rye. Occasional. Wet \voods and banks along the 
river. [E. hirs u tiglumis Scribn.; E. jejun us ( Ramaley) Rydb.] .  #202 , ,::-348 
C l ai borne, G rainger.* 
Eri a n t h u s  alo p ec u ro i d e s  ( L. )  El l i o t t; Beard Grass. OccasionaL Fields and 
roadsides near wet woodland margins. #3 33 ,  #473 Claiborne, G rainger.* 
F e s t u c a  p r a ten s i s  H uds.;  Fescue. Frequent. Fields and pastures along the 
river. Native to Europe. [F. elatior L.] . #63,  #2 5 7  Claiborne, Hancock.* 
G l y c e r i a  s tr i a ta ( Lam. )  H i tc h c . ;  Ylanna Grass. Frequent. Fields and 
roadside ditches . . .::f62,  #264 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
L e e r s i a  v i r g i n i c a  W i l l d .; Cut Grass. Occasional. Low area s  along the river 
and wet roadside ditches. #262 Claiborne. 
Mi c r o s t e g i u m  v i m i ne u m  ( Tr i n . )  A. C am u s; Occasional . Low wet areas 
along the river. :\"ative to Tropical Asia. [Eulalia viminea ( Trin.) 
Kuntze] . # 3 0 1 Grainger. 
P a n i c u m  
a n c e p s  Mi c hx . ;  Panic Grass. Frequent. Roadsides and open areas 
near the river. 25 Grainger. 
b o s c i i  P o i r . ;  Panic Grass. Frequent. Dry \Voods upslope. Often along 
trail s. [P. boscii var. molle ( Vasey) Hitchc. & Chase; Dicanthelium boscii 
( Poir.) Gould & Clark] . .H l 2 7 Hancock. 
c a p i l l a r e  L. ;  Pan ic Grass. Occasional. Banks of the river. ""2 9 6  
Grainger.  
d icho t o m u m  L.  v ar .  y a d ki n e n s e  ( A s h e )  L e lo n g; Panic Grass. 
Rare. \Vetlands along the river. [P. yadkin en se Ashe;  Dican th elium 
dichoromum ( L ) Gould var. dichoromum] . 1 1  Graing er.*  
fle x i l e  ( Ga t t . )  S c r i b n .; Panic Grass. Scarce. Rock outc rops and 
upland pastures. 4266 Grainger.* 
P h a l ar i s  a r u n d i n a c e a  L.; Reed Canary Grass. Occasional.  Islands. gravel 
bars, and banks of the rh·er. # 1 99 C laiborne. 'A· 
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P h l e u m  pratense L.; Timothy. Frequent. Pastures and fields throughout 
the study area. Kative to Europe. # 146 Clai borne.* 
P o  a 
c u spida ta N u tt. ;  Woodland Blue Grass. Occasional. Rich wooded slop-_:s 
along the river. z20 Grainger. 
sylve stris  A. G r ay; Woodland Blue Grass. Frequent. Banks of the 
river. Also, along wooded trails and roadsides. #106 Grainger. 
S c h i z ac hyrium s c o p a r i u m  ( Mi c h x . )  Nash; Little B luestem. Frequent. 
dry woods and fields. Partial to trails and woodland margins. 
[An dropogon scoparius Michx.] .  #2 7 7  Hancock.* 
Secale c e reale L.; Rye. Scarce. Bottomland fields.  Probably escaped from 
cultivation. Native to Europe. #2 3 0  Claiborne.* 
S e taria  pumila  ( Po ir . )  Roem. & Schult.; Foxtail Grass. Frequent. 
Roadsides, fields, and margins. Native to Europe. (S. gla uca (L. )  P. 
Beauv . ; S. lutescens ( \Veigel) F. T. Hubb.] . #269, #3 1 5  Claiborne. 
Hancock.* 
Sorg h a s t r u m  n u ta n s  ( L. )  Nash;  Indian Grass. Occasional. �fargins and 
trails near dry woodlands. #4 7 8 Grainger.* 
Tridens flavus ( L. )  A. S. H i tc h c . ; Purpletop. Common. Roadsides, fields. 
and other openings. [ Triodia flava ( L.) Smyth] . #465 Grainger.* 
P O N T E D ERIA C EA E  
H e t e ranthera  d u b i a  ( Ja c q . )  Macmil l . ;  Water S tar G rass. Occasional. 
Submersed aquatic plant. Partial to shallow riffle areas of the river. 
#2 1 5 ,  #3 0 1  Clai borne, Hancock.* 
POTAMOG ETONACEAE 
Po t a m o g e t o n  
n o d o s u s  Poir. ;  American Pondweed. Frequent. Submersed aquatic 
plant in varying depths of water in the river. # 2 1 2 ,  #299 Claiborne, 
Hancock. * 
p e c t i n a t u s  L.;  Sago Pondweed. Infrequent. Submersed aquatic plan : 
of shallow to mid-level depths of the river. #3 02 Hancock. 
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S MI L A C A C E A E  
S m i l a x 
bona-nox L. ;  Catbrier, Greenbrier. Frequent. Distur bed woods and 
roadsides. #50 Grainger. 
ec irrata ( Engelm. ex Kun th)  S. Watson var.  h ugeri  ( Smal l )  H .  
E .  Ahle s; Catbrier, Greenbrier. Infrequent. Rich woods along the 
river. [S. h ugeri (Small) Norton ex Pennell ] .  # 1 1 3 Hancock.* 
g la u c a  W a lter; Catbrier, Greenbrier. Common. \Voodland margins 
and fields. #49 Grainger. 
TYP H A C E A E  
Typha l a tifoli a  L; Cat-tail. Scarce. \Ve t roadside ditches and seeps. #254 
Claiborne.* 
ANGIOSPERMAE ( DICOTS) 
A C A NTH A C EAE 
jus tic i a  amer i c a n a  ( L. )  Vahl; Water Willow. Common. River banks, 
islands, and gravel bars. #2 9 5  Hancock.* 
R u e l l i a  s tre p e n s  L; Wild Petunia. Occasional. Roadsides and trails near dry 
woods. #2 1 5 ,  #3 76 Grainger, Hancock.* 
A c e r  
A C E R A C E A E  
n e g  undo L . ;  Box Elder. Common. Rich forests along the river. # 1 6 8  
Hancock.* 
r u b r u m  L; Red Maple. Common. Low woods and banks of the river. 
# 1 2 2  Hancock.* 
sa c c h a r i n u m  L.; Silver Maple. Occasional. Flood plains and b;,mks 
the r iver. # 2 5 1 Hancock.* 
s a c c h a r u m  M ar s h al l; Sugar Yiaple. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. #2 8,  # 5 2 3  Grainger, Hancock.* 
10+ 
s p i c a t u m  Lam.; Moun tain Maple. Very Rare. Less than ten 
individuals found in low rocky woods at Posey Bend. Probably d isj unct 
from the B l ue Ridge provi nce. # 1 4 8  Claiborne. 
A M AR A N T H A C  b \ E  
Amaran t h u s  s p i n o s u s  L.;  Thorny Pig\veed. Frequent. Open areas near the 
river, gravel bars, and muddy banks. Native to Tropical America. A 
Pantropical weed. # 3 3 4  Grainger.* 
R h u s  
A NA C A R D IA C E A E  
a r o m a ti c a  A i ton;  Fragrant Sumac. Occasional. Rock ou tcrops in 
upland fields. #2 68 Hancock. 
g l ab r a  L; Smooth Sumac. Common. Fields and woodland margins. 
#2 5 3 ,  #343 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
A N N O NACEAE 
A s i m i n a  tri l o ba ( L. )  D unaJ;  Pavvpaw. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. #66 Grainger. 
A P I A C E A E  
C h ae r o p h yl l u m  t a i n tu r ie r i  H o ok . ;  Wild Chervil. Frequent. Roadsides and 
fields. # 1 1 4  Hancock."k 
C ic uta mac u lata L.; vVater Hemlock. River and stream banks, islands, and 
gravel bars. #2 1 4, #424 Clai borne, Hancock.* 
C ryp totaenia c a n a d e n s i s  ( L . )  DC .; Honewort. Frequent. Wet woods along 
the river. # 1 70 Hancock.*  
Daucus carota L.; vVild Carro t, Queen Anne' s Lace. Common. Fields, 
roadsides, and other waste places. Native to Eurasia. #148 Clai borne. 
O s m o r h i z a  c layto n i i  ( M ic h x . )  C .  B .  Cl arke; Swee t Cic ely . Rich v\oods 
often along s treams. # 1 25 Hancock.* 
S a n i c u l a  
c an a d e n s i s  L.; Snakeroot. Common. Rich woods, often along trails. 
245 8 Hancock.* 
o d o r a ta ( Raf. ) Pryer & Phi l l i p pe; Snakeroo t Frequen t. Lm\ woods 
along the river. (S. gregaria E. P. Bicknell] . #99 Grainger. * 
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Tae n i d ia i nteg errima ( L . )  D rude; Yellow Pimpernel. Occasiona l. 
Roadsides and dry woodland trails. # 130 Hancock.* 
Thaspium barbinode ( Mi c h x . )  N u tt . ;  �[eadow Parsnip. Common. Rich 
woods along the river. # 1 24 Hancock.* 
A P OCYNA C EA E  
Apocynum c a n n a b i n u m  L. ;  Indian Hemp. Occasional. Dry gravel bars and 
open woods. #2 1 1  Clai borne. 
Vinca minor L.; Perivvinkle. Infrequent. Roadside banks and o ther 
disturbed areas. #9 2 Claiborne.* 
A RA L I A C EA E  
Panax q uinquefol ius  L . ;  Ginseng, Sang. Very Rare. Only a couple o f  
plants found along a rich wooded slope a t  Lawson Bend. # 1 1 5  
H ancock.* 
A R ISTO L O C H IA C E A E  
A r i s t o l o c h i a  m a c r o p h y l l a  Lam.; Dutchman's Pipe. Frequent. Rich woods 
along the river. [A. durior Hill] . #7 3 Grainger.* 
Asarum c anade nse L. ;  Wild Ginger. OccasionaL Rich woods. Often on talus 
slopes. # 1 2 8  Hancock. 
Hexastyl is  arifolia ( Michx. )  Smal l v ar. ruthi i  ( As h e )  H. L B lomq.; 
Little Brown Jug . Frequent. Woodlands <llong the river from low to mid­
slope. #64 Grainger. 
A S C L E P I A D A C EA E  
A s c l e p i a s  
quadrifo l i a  Jac q . ; Whorled Milkweed. OccasionaL \Voods along the 
river. #1 1 9  Hancock. 
syriaca L.; Milkweed. Frequent. Fields, roadsides, and o ther open 
disturbed areas. ;:=2 1 2  Hancock.* 
tuberosa L.;  Butterfly Weed . Frequent. Roadsides and fields. # 1 99 
Grain ger. 
Cynanch u m  laeve ( M ic hx . )  Pers . ;  Swallmv-wort. Occasional. Islands, 
gravel bars, and other dis turbed sites. [Ampelamus albidus ( Nutt.) 
Britton] . #207 Claiborne. 
lOG 
A S T E R A C E A E  
Age r i tina a l tissima ( L )  R. M. King & H .  Rob. ; \vl1i te Snakeroot. 
Common. Rich woods along the river. [Eupatorium rugosum Houttuyn; 
E. roanense Sma ll] . 1 1 ,  F- H4, #520 Claiborne, Grainger, Hancock. 
A m b r o s i a  
a r t e mi si i fo l i a  L. ;  Common Rag\veed. Common. Fields and otber 
disturbed sites. #489 Grainger. 
trifida L; Giant Rag\\·eed. Common. Fields and other d isturbed sites. 
#390 Grainger. 
An tennaria  p l a n  taginifo l i a  ( L . )  R i c h a rd s o n; Pussy-toes, Ladies·­
tobacco. Occasional. Dry open woods and roadsides. #36 Hancock.* 
Artemisia annua L; Sweet Wormwood. Occasional. Fields and other 
disturbed sites. Native to Asia and Eastern Europe. #290 Grainger.* 
A s t e r  
divaric a tu s  L . ; \Vhite Wood Aster. Common. Woodlands along the 
river. #4 1 9 ,  #5 2 7  G rainger, Hancock.* 
l a n c eo l a t u s  W il l d .;  Aster. Frequent. Roadsides and o tber open 
disturbed areas. (A. simplex Willd.] . #5 1 9  Grainger. 
l at e ri fl o r u s  ( L. )  B ri t to n; Calico Aster. Common. Open distllrbed 
sites, roadsides, and trails. #2 59,  #3 2 1  Claiborne, Grainger. 
n o v a e -a n g l i a e  L .; New England Aster. Occasional. Trails and roads 
through wet woods along the river. [ Virgulus nova e-angliae (L.) Reveal 
& Keener] . #533  Hancock. 
o n ta r i o n i s  Wiegand;  Bottomland Aster. Infrequent. Open river 
banks near wet woods. 22 Grainger. 
urophy l l u s  Lin d l .; Aster. Occasional. Rich woods along trails. [A. 
sagittifoli us Willd.J . #2 74, #3 2 8  Hancock.* 
B i d e n s  
b i p i n n a ta L . ; Spanish Needles. Common. Open woods and roadsides 
along the river. #2 7 2  Hancock. 
cern u a  L.; Beggar's Ticks. Infrequent. :-ruddy banks of the river. 
:tS 3-l- Grainger. 
fro ndosa L.; Beggar's Ticks. Frequent .  Wet seeps and grav el bars. 
#267, #47 7  Grainger, Hancock.* 
polylepis  S. F. B l a ke; Beggar' s Ticks. Infrequen t.  Grd ><:� l b<Jrs near 
\Vet wood s. #48 8  Grainger.* 
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Cacal ia  m u h l e n b e r g i i  ( Sc h .  B i p . )  Fe rnald; Great Indian Plantain. 
Infrequent. Roadsides near rich woods. 89 Clai borne .* 
C e n taurea macu l o s a  Lam. ;  Spotted Knapweed. Frequent. Fields and other 
open disturbed sites. Native to Europe. # 1 8 9  Grainger. 
C hrysan t h e m u m  I e uc a n t h e m u m  L. ;  Ox-eye Daisy. Common. Fields and 
roadsides. Native to Eurasia. [Leucan th em um vulgare Lan.] . # 1 3 7  
G rainger. 
C i c h o ri u m  inty b u s  L.; Chicory. Common. Fields, roadsides, and other oper. 
disturbed sites. Native to Europe. #2 47 Grainger.* 
C i r s i u m  
discolor  ( Muhl.  e x  Wil ld . )  S p r en g .; Thistle. Occasional. Fields and 
open woods along the river. [Carduus discolor Muhl. ex Willd.] . #398 
Grainger.  
v u l g are ( Savi )  Ten . ;  Bull Thistle. Frequent. Fields and other open 
disturbed sites. Native to Eurasia. #2 32 Claiborne.* 
Conocl inum c o e l e s tinum ( L. )  D C . ; Mistflower. Occasional. Wet meadows 
and openings along the river. [Eupatorium coelesdn um L .] #3 8 1  
G rainger .*  
C o ny z a  c anaden s i s  ( L. )  Cronq u i s t; Horseweed. Frequent. Fields, 
roadsides, and o ther open disturbed sites. [Erigeron canadensis L.] . 
#3 96 Grainger. 
Core o p s i s  maj o r  Walter; Tickseed Sunflower. Frequent. Roadsides, fields. 
and dry open woods. # 1 46, #23 1 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
D o e l l i n g e r i a  i nfirma ( Mi c h x . )  Greene ;  Aster. Common. Rich woods 
along the river. Often on trails. [Aster inflrm us Michx.]. #3 2 9  
Grainger .*  
Ecl i p ta pro st rata  ( L. )  L . ;  Infrequent. Muddy banks along the river. Ne\\ 
World Native. Now Pantropical Weed. [E. alba (L)  Hassk. ] .  #3 2 8  
Grainger . *  
E l e p h a n t o p u s  
c a r o l i ni a n  u s  Ra e u sc h . ; Elephant's Foot. Frequent. Woods along the 
river. Often near openings and trails. 9 2  Grainger. 
tome n t o s u s  L . ;  Elephant's Foot. Infrequent. Dry \voodland marg i ns. 
#23 0  Grainger. 
E r i g e r o n  
an n u u s  ( L )  Pers . ;  Daisy Fleabane. Common. Roadsides and fields 
throughout the study area. # 1 9 5 ,  78 Grainger, H<.mcock. 
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p h i l a de lp hi c us L; Daisy Fleabane. Infrequent. fields and roads 
along the river. #75 Grainger.* 
p u l c h e l l u s  Mic hx. ;  Robin's Plantain. Occ asionaL Trails along rich 
wooded slopes. # 1 3 1 Hancock. 
s trigosus  Muhl .  ex Wil ld . ;  Daisy Fleabane. Common. Roads, fields, 
and o ther disturbed places. #26 1 Hancock. *  
E u p a t o r i u m  
a l b u m  L .  var. v aseyi ( Porter)  Cronq u i s t; Whi te Thorouglnvort. 
Occasional. Dry upland woods and fields. #3-1-4 Grai nger. 
h y s s o pifo l i u m  L.; Hyssop-leaved Thoroughwort. Infrequent. Dry 
fields and open areas. [E. hyssopifolium L. var. lacinia tum A. Gray] . 
#476 Grainger.* 
p er fo l iatum L.; Boneset. Occasional. Open wet areas near seeps and 
streams. #5 1 1  Claiborne.* 
p u r p u r e um L.; Joe-pye-weed. Common. Rich wooded slopes . 
[Eupatoriadelph us p urpureus ( L.) R. M. King & H. Rob.] . #262 , #330 
Grainger, H ancock.* 
s e s s i l i fo l i u m  L .; Upland Boneset. Occasional. Dry \voodland margins. 
#460 Grainger.* 
G alinsoga quadriradiata Ru iz & Pav .; Peruvian Dai sy . Cle arings alon g  
the river. Native to  Central & South America .  [G. cilia ta ( Raf.) Blake] . 
#294, #3 6 1  Grainger, Hancock.* 
H e l e ni u m  a u tumnale L.; Sneeze\veed. Occasional. River banks and open 
wet areas. #240, #5 1 4  Claiborne, Hancock. 
H e l i a n  t h u s  
decapeta lus  L.; Sunt1ower. Occasional. Fields and \voodland margins 
near the river. #242 Hancock.* 
mic ro c e p halus Torr. & A. G r ay; Sunflower. Frequent. Fields. d ry 
woodland trails, and roadside banks. #4-1- 1 ,  #45 2  Clai borne, Hancock.* 
tuberosu s  L.; Jerusalem Artichoke. OccasionaL Fields,  road sides.  and 
other open areas. #245,  "::-309 Claiborne, Ha.ncock.'< 
H i erac i um g ro n o v i i  L . ;  Havvkvveed. Occasional. Dry fields and roadsides.  
#3 89 Grainger .  
Iva ann u a  L. ;  Marsh Elder. Infrequent. Gravel bars and open disturbed 
si tes along the river. May not be native to North Ame rica. #463 
Grainger .*  
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K r i g i a  h i  flora ( Wa l te r) S .  F. Blake;  Dwarf Dandelion. Occasional. Fields 
and roadsides along woodland borders. #5 3 ,  #106 C Lai borne, Hancock.* 
L a c t u c a  
c an a d e n s i s  L; Wild Lettuce. Common. Fields and roadsides. #3 1 6  
Claiborne. 
fl o r i dana ( L )  Gae r tn .; Woodland Lettuce. Occasional. Fields and 
roads near forest margins. #393,  #430 Clai borne, Gainger.* 
s e r r i o l a  L .; Prickly Lettuce. Common. Fields and other open disturbed 
sites. Native to Europe. [L scariola L.]. #3 83 Grainger. 
Li a tris  s q u arro s a  ( L )  Mic hx.; Blazin g  Star, Gay Feather. Infrequen t. Dry 
fields and openings along the  river. #34 1  Grainger. * 
Po l y mn i a  
c a n a d e n s i s  L.; Leaf Cup. Frequent. Wet woods along roadsides. # 1 90 
Grainger. 
u v e d a l i a  L.;  Bearsfoot. Common. Woods and fields near the river. 
Often along trails and roadsides. #145,  #384 Claiborne, Grainger. 
P r e n a n t h e s  al t i s  s i m a  L. ;  Rattlesnake Root. Frequent. \Voods along the 
river. #279, #499 Grainger, Hancock.* 
R u d  b e c k i a  
fu l g i d a  A it o n; Orange C oneflower. Infrequent. Open areas along the 
river. # 3 5 6  Grainger. 
h i r t a  L.; Black-eyed Susan. Common. Fields and roadsides throughout 
the s tudy area. #2 1 3  Hancock.* 
lac i n i a t a  L .; Coneflower. Occasional. River banks and vvet fields. 
#2 25  Grainger. 
tri l o ba L. ;  Thin-leaved Coneflmver. Occasional. \Voodland borders and 
fields along the river. #23 7, #3 5 7  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
S e n e c i o  
anonymus A. W. Wood; Squaw-weed. Common. Fields and other open 
areas. [S. smallii Britton] .  #59 ,  #226 Claiborne. Hancock.* 
a u r e u s  L.; Golden GroundseL Infrequent. \Vet woods along the river. 
#34, #85 Grainger, Hancock. 
obovatus M uh l .  ex Wi l l d .; Groundsel, Ragwort . Occasional. Rocky 
wooded slopes. #10  Grainger. 
1 10 
S i l p h i u m  
p erfo l i a t u m  L.; Cup Leaf. OccasionaL Wet woods along the river. 
#3 16 Grain ger.* 
tr ifo l i a t u m  L . ; Rosin 'vVeed. Infrequent. \.Voodla.nd borders and fields 
along the river. # 1 9 7  Hancock.* 
S o l i d a g o  
arguta A iton var.  caroliniana A .  G ray; Goldenrod. Frequent 
Fields, roadsides, and dry open \voods. #3 3 1  Grainger.* 
canade n s i s  L; Goldenrod. Common. Fields and other open places. [5. 
altissima L.] .  #3 73 Hancock.* 
c urtisii  Torr.  & A. G ray; Goldenrod. Occasional. Rich \mods along 
the river. #3 20 Grainger."· 
fl e x i c a u l i s  L.; Goldenrod. Occasional. Rich woods along tl1e river. 
#297,  #508 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
g i g  an t e a  Ai ton; Goldenrod. Common. Fields and roadsides . .  :£399, 
#423  Grainger, Hancock.* 
n e mo ral i s  A i to n ;  Goldenrod. Frequent. Dry woods and fields. #462 
G rainger.*  
rugosa Aiton ssp.  a s p e ra ( Ai to n )  C ronquist ;  Goldenrod . 
Frequent. Fields and woodland borders. [S. rugosa var. aspera ( Ai ton) 
Fernald] . 3 45 9  Grainger.* 
u l m i fo l i a  M uh l .; Goldenrod. Roadsides along dry woodlands . .!r42 2  
Hancock.*  
Sonchus asper ( L . )  Hil l; Prickly Sow Thistle. Frequent. Disturbed areas 
along the river. Native to Europe. #2 44 Hancock.* 
Taraxac u m  o ffic inale W e be r; Common Dandelion. Common . Pastures �me. 
other dis turbed areas. Native to Eurasia. # 3 3  Hancock/' 
Tu ss i lago  farfara L.; Coltsfoot. Scarce. Upland trails and clearings. Nat:i·d: 
to Eurasia. # 1 94 Hancock. 
V e r b e s i n a  
a lt e rn i fo l i a  ( L . )  B r i t to n; Flatseed Sunflower. Frequent. Openings 
along the river. #2 6 3 , #494 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
o c c i d e n t a l i s  ( L )  Wal t e r; Yellow C rmvn-beard. Frequent. Fields, 
vvoodland margins, and other disturbed sites. #464 Grainger.* 
v i r g 1 m c a  L.; Flatseed Sunflower. OccasionaL Fields and clearings 
along the river. #406, #505 C laiborne, Grainger.* 
1 1 1 
Vernonia gigantea ( Walt . )  Trel .  ex Branner & Cov i l le; Ironweed. 
Occasional. Fields and roadsides near wet woods. [V. altissima Nutt.]. 
13 Claiborne.* 
Xan t h i u m  strumarium L.; Common Cod.lebur. Frequent. Gravel bars and 
open disturbed sites along the river. New \Vorld :\ative. #49 1  Grainger. 
B A L S A M I N A C E A E  
I m p a t i e n s  
c a p e n si s  M e er b . :  Spotted Touch-me-not. Common. Rich vvoods along 
roads and trails. #405 Claiborne. 
p al l i d a  N u t t . ; Pale Touch-me-not .  Common. Rich woods along roads 
and trails. # 1 60 Hancock. 
B ER B E R ID A C EA E 
Caulophy l l u m  t h a l i c t r o i d e s  ( L. )  Michx. ;  Blue Cohosh. Common. Rich 
vvoods along the river. #5 2 Grainger. 
Jeffe r s o n i a  diphyl la  ( L )  P e rs. ;  Tv.inleaf. Rich woods along the river. 
Often on talus slopes. #35 Hancock. 
Podophyllum p e l tatum L . ;  May Apple. Rich woods along the river. Also, 
persisting in some flelds and pastures. #72 Grainger. 
B E TU LAC EA E  
B e t ula a l l e g h a n i e n sis  B r i t to n; Yellow Birch. Rich \voods close to the 
river. [B. lutea F. J'.liclL'<.]. #145 Hancock.* 
C a r pi n u s  caroliniana Wal t e r; Blue Beech, Ironwood. Common. LO\v woods 
along the river. (C. caroliniana \Val ter ssp. virginiana ( Marshall) 
Furlow] . #8-t Grainger. 
O s trya v i r giniana ( Mi l l . )  K. Koch;  Hop Hornbeam. Common. Rich woods 
along the river. #9 Grainger.* 
B TG N O N I A C EA E  
B i g n o nia c apreo l ata L.; Cross Vine. Common. Open woods  and forest 
margins. [A.nisostich us capreolata ( L.) Bureau] . #88, #2 3 8  Claiborne. 
Grai n ge r . -� 
Campsis  radicans ( L )  Seem.  e x  B ureau; Trumpet Creeper. Common. 
Roadsides, fencerows, and thickets. #186,  #23 7  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
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B OR A G  I NACE A E  
Cyn o g l o s s u m  v i r g m t a n u m  L; \Vild Comfrey. OccasionaL \:v'oodland trails 
and other clearings. # 1 1 7  Hancock.* 
L i thosp e r m u m  c a n e s c e n s  ( M i c h x . )  Lehm. ;  Hoary Puccoon. Scarce. Dry 
roadside embankments. #5 7 Hancock.* 
Mertensia  virginica  ( L. )  Pers .  e x  Link; Virginia Bluebells. Scarce.  
Flood plains near rich woods. #2 1 Hancock.* 
Myos o t i s  mac rosperma Eng el m .; Scorpion Grass. Clearing s  and trails 
along the river. #8 1 Grainger. 
B RA S S IC A C E A E  
AJliaria p e tiolata ( M. B ieb. )  C av ara & G rande;  Garlic Mustard. 
Occasional. Roadside banks and other disturbed areas. [A. officinalis 
Andrz.] . # 1 3 ,  #2 3 5  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
Arab i s  l a e v i gata ( Mu h l . )  Poir . ;  Smooth Rock Cress. Frequent. Rich vvoods 
along the river. Often on rocky ledges. # 3 7 ,  #63 Grainger, Hancock. 
Barbarea v u l g aris  R. Br . ;  Winter Cress. Frequent. Fields and other open 
disturbed sites. Native to Eurasia. #3 8 Grainger.* 
Brassica n igra ( L. )  W. D. J .  Koc h; Black "Mustard. Infrequent. Fields , 
roadsides, and other open disturbed sites. Native to Europe. # 1 8 5 ,  #305 
G rainger, Hancock.* 
Cardamin e  rhomboidea ( Pers . )  DC.;  Bitter Cress. Occasional. Mesic \Voods 
along the river. Often on talus slopes. [C. bulbosa ( Shreb. ) Bri t ton . 
S terns & Poggenb.] . 5 Hancock.* 
D e n t a r i a  
h e t e ro p h y l l a  Nutt.;  Toothwort. Frequent. Ric h  \voods along the river. 
[ Cardamine angus tara 0. E. Schulz] . #4 1 Grainger. 
lac in iata Muhl .  ex Wil ld . ;  Toorhwort. Frequent. Rich wood s along 
the river. [Cardamin e conca tenata ( Michx.) H. E. Ahles; C. la.cinia Ul 
( �luhl. ex Willd. ) A. W. \Vood] . #'4 Grainger. 
Nas t u r ti u m  o ffic inale R .  B r  .; Water Cress. Occasional . \Vet roadside 
ditches, streams, and margins of the river. j\,"ative to Eurasia. [ r?orippd 
nasturtium-aq ua ficum (L.)  Hayek] . #56 Hancock.* 
Rorippa p alus tr is  ( L. )  Besser ssp. fernal diana ( B u t ters & Abbe)  
J o n s e l l; Yellow Cress. Occasional. \Vet banks of  the river. [R. 
islan dica, misapplied] . #3 1 1  Hancock.* 
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Thl aspi  perfol iatum L; Penny Cress. Frequent. Fields and other open 
disturbed sites. Native to Eurasia. # 1 6  Grainger. 
C A LYCANTHACEAE 
C a l y c a n  tb u s  
floridus L. var. floridus; Sweetshru b. Frequent. Banks of the Iiver 
near rich woods . # 1 5 9  Grainger.* 
floridus L v ar. g laucus  ( Wil ld . )  Torr. & A. Gray; Sweetshrub. 
Frequent. Banks of the river near rich woods. [C. floridus L var. 
laevigatus (\Villd. )  Torr. & A. Gray; C. floridus L var. oblongifolius 
( Nutt.) Boufford & Spongberg] .  # 1 60 Grainger. 
C A M PA N U LA C E A E  
C a m p an u l a  
americana L . ;  Tall Bellflower. Common. Mesic woods along the river. 
Partial to roadsides. #25 1 Claiborne.* 
divar i c a ta M i chx.;  Southern HarebelL Occasional . Roadruts a.nd 
rocky ledges near woodlands. #449 Hancock.* 
L o b e l i a  
c a rdinal i s  L . ; Cardinal Flower. Common. Low woods along the river's 
edge. #49 7 Grainger.* 
i nfla ta L . ;  Indian Tobacco. Occasional. Open woods and river banks. 
#208,  # 3 3 7  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
s i p h i li ti c a  L . ;  Great Blue Lobelia. Frequent. Mesic \voods. often on 
roadsides. #402 Grainger. 
sp icata Lam.; OccasionaL Low woodland borders along the river. 
#284 Hancock.* 
Tri odanis perfo li a ta ( L )  Nieuwl .; Venus' Looking Glass. Frequent. Fields 
and other disturbed sites along the river. [Specularia perfo!ia ta ( L)  
DC. ] .  #8 1 Grainger.* 
C A P RI FO L IAC E A E  
Lon i c e ra j aponica  Th u n b .; Japanese Honeysuckle. Common. Roadsides. 
fields, and other disturbed areas . .Native to East Asia. # 1 5 9  Hancock.* 
Sam b u c u s  canadensis  L; Common Elderberry. Common. Woodland 
margins and fields along the river. #2 20, # 2 5 8  Clai borne, Hancock.* 
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Symp h o r i c arpos o r b i c u l a t u s  M o e n c h; Coral Berry. Occasional. Open 
woods along roadsides. #507 Claiborne. 
Vi b u r n u m  
a c e rifo l i u m  L; Maple-leaf ArroV'.wood. Frequent. Rich woods along 
the river. #46 7 Grainger. 
p r u n if o l i u m  L; Black Haw. Frequent. Rich woods along the river. 
#97, #3 1 0  Claibon1e, Grainger. 
C A R Y O P H Y L LA C E A E  
Cerast i um semidecandrurn L. ;  �fouse-ear Chickweed. Occasional. Open 
disturbed sites next to the river. Native to Eurasia. #3 3 5  Grainger. 
Dian thus  armeria L.; Deptford Pink. Frequent. Fields and roadsides. Native 
to Europe. #23 2  Claiborne. 
Saponaria offi c inal i s  L; Bouncing Bet. OccasionaL Fields and other 
disturbed sites near the river. Old World Native. #22 1  Claiborne. 
S i l e n e  
stel lata ( L.)  W. T. Aiton; Starry Campion. OccasionaL Clearings 
near low woods along the river. #3 5 4  Grainger. 
v i r g i ni c a  L .; fire Pink. Frequent. Woodlands along the river. Often 
on roadsides. #48,  # 1 5 6  Grainger, Hancock.* 
S t e l l  a r i a  
c o  r e i  S h i n n ers;  Tennessee Chickweed. Occasional. Low woods along 
the river. Often on trails. [S. tennesseensis (C. Mohr) Straus b. & Core] . 
.'#62 Grainger."k 
media  ( L. )  Vil l . ;  Chickweed. Common. Open disturbed areas near the 
river. Old World Native. #3 8 Hancock.* 
C E LAST RAC EAE 
C el astrus  scan dens L.; Bittersweet. OccasionaL Old fields and woodland 
margins. #78 Grainger. 
Euo nymus americanus  L: Stravvberry Bush , Hearts-a- bustin' .  Common. 
Open woods along the nver. H" l 6 1  Grainger. 
C H ENOPODIACEA E  
Chenopodium a mbrosioides L. ;  Mexican Tea. Frequent. Muddy banks of 
the river. .\'ative to Tropical America. 89 Grainger.* 
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C L U SIAC EAE 
H y p e ri c u m  
p erforatum L. ;  St. john's-\vort. Frequent. Fields and roadsides 
throug hout the study area. 1\ative to Europe. #2 2 3  Claiborne.* 
p ro lificu m  L.; St . john's-\vort. Occ asional. Fields c:md banks of the 
river. #2 1 6  Grainger.* 
p u n c tatum Lam.;  St. John's-wort. Conunon. Fields, roadsides,  and 
woodland borders. #192  Grainger. 
CONVOLVULACEAE 
Calystegia sepium ( L . )  R. Br. ;  Hedge Bindweed. Frequent. Fields and open 
banks of the river. #3 1 8  Hancock .". 
C u s c u ta gronovii Wil ld.;  Dodder, I ove Vine. Frequent. River banks , smali 
islands, and mesic gravel bars. # 3 2 2 ,  #40 1  Grainger, Hancock.* 
I p o m oe a 
pand urata ( L. )  G .  Mey.;  Man Root. Frequent. Roadsides and other 
disturbed sites. #29 2 ,  #293 Grainger, Hanco ck.* 
purpurea ( L. )  Roth; Conunon Morning Glory . Frequent. Roadsides 
and other disturbed sites. Native to Tropical America. #4 1 5 ,  #45 3 
Claiborne,  Grainger. 
CORNACEA E 
C o r n  u s  
al ternifol ia  L .  f.; Alternate-leaved Dogwood. Frequent. Rich woods 
along the river. 2 1 3 2 ,  #2 1 9  C laiborne, Hancock.* 
amomum Mil l . ;  Silky Cornel. Frequent. Banks of the river. #205 
Grai nger. 
florida L.; Flowering Dogvvood. Common. Woodlands, fields, and 
roadsides throughout the s tudy area. #45 Grainger. 
CRA S SU LACEAE 
S e d u m  ternatum Mi chx . ;  Stonecrop . Common. �lesic rocky woods along 
the river. #44 Grainger. 
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C U C U R B ITAC F A E  
S i c y o s  a n g u l a t u s  L. ; Bur Cucumber. Occa.sional. Clearin gs along the river. 
#4-�6 Claiborne. 
D I PS AC A C EA E  
D i p s a c u s  ful l o n um L.; Wild Teasel. Occasional. Roadsides and fields. �ative 
to Europe. [D. sylves tris Hu ds.] . #2 5 1  Grainger.* 
ER I C A C E A E  
Chimaphil a  mac u l a ta ( L . )  P u rsh; Spotted Wintergreen, Pipsissewa. 
Common. Dry upland woods .  #6 7 Grainger.* 
Oxy d en d r um arboreum ( l .)  D C .; Sounvood. Common. Dry to mesic woods. 
2 9 ,  # 1 5 7  Grainger, Hancock.* 
V a c c i n i u m  
c o rym b o s um L.;  Highbush Blueberry. Frequent. Dry woodL.nld>; 
roadsides. ( V. consta blaei A. Gray: \�'. sim ula tum Small] . 
C l aiborne.* 
fu s c a t u m  Ai ton;  Blueberry. Occasional. Mesic woods i n  upslope 
locations. ( V. a trococcum (A. Gray) A. Heller] . #304 Grainger.* 
p a ll i d  urn Ai ton; Lowbush Blueberry. Common. Dry u pland woods. [ ',:. 
vacillans Kalm ex Torr.] . # 16 3 ,  # 3 2 9  Claiborne, Grain ger. 
s t am i n e u m  L.; Squaw H uckleberry·, Deerberry. Common. Dry upla11d 
woods. #283 Grainger. 
E UP H O R B I A C E A E  
A c a l y p h a  v i r g 1 n1 c a  L . ;  Three-seeded Mercury. Frequent. Disturbed areas 
along the river. #484 Grainger. 
C r o t o n  m o n a n th o g y n u s  M i c h x . ;  Occasional . Clearings and other open 
areas. #3 8 6  Grainger. 
E u p h o r b i a  
c o ro l l a ta L. ;  Flovvering Spurge. Common. Woodland margins and 
cleari ngs. #3 3 6 ,  #374 Grainger ,  Hancock. 
m ac u la ta L .; Wartweed, Milk Purslane. Common. Banks of th e river, 
roadsides, and other open disturbed sites. #286 Grainger.* 
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n u t a n s  Lag .;  OccasionaL Roadsides and other disrm bed areas. [E 
preslii Guss.; ChamaeSJlCe n u tans ( Lag.)  Small] . #45 1 Ih<ncock.* 
F A B A C E A E  
Alb i z i a  j u li b ri s s in D u ra z z .; Mimosa. Occasional .  Roadsides and clearings. 
).;ative to Tropical Asia. #5 2 9  Grainger.* 
Amorpha fru ti c o sa L; OccasionaL River banks and wet woods. # 198 
Claiborne.* 
Amphica rpaea b ra c teata ( L.) Fernald;  Hog Peanut. Occasional . 
Roadsides near woodland borders. #42 9  Claiborne. 
Api os  ame ricana Medik.; Groudnu t .  Occasional. Fields along L�e river. 
ii244 Hancock.* 
A s tr a g a lu s  canadensis  L. ;  Canada tvlilk Vetch. Occasional. Roadsides and 
;,voodland borders along the river. #4 10 Claiborne.* 
Cerc is  c anade nsis  L.; Redbud. Common. \Voodlands throughout the study 
area. # 1 1  Grainger. 
C h am ae c r i s ta n i c t i tan s ( L. )  Moench; Wild Sensitive Plant. Common. 
Roadsides, fields, and other disturbed areas. [Cassia nicti tans L.]. #3 8 8  
Grainger. 
De smod i u m  
c u spidatum ( Muhl .  e x  Willd . )  Lo udon; Beggar's Lice , Tick Trefoil .  
Occasional. Woodland trails along the river. #443 Hancock.* 
g lut ino s u m  ( Muhl .  ex Wil l d . )  A. W. Wood; Beggar's Lice. Tick 
Trefoil. Frequent. Rich woods along the river. #2 83 Hancock.* 
laevig atum (Nutt . )  DC. ; Beggar's Lice, Tick Trefoil. Frequent.  Fields. 
roadsides, and clearings along the river. #3 8 5  Grainger.* 
n u d i fl o r u m  ( L . )  DC.; Beggar's Lice, Tick Trefoil. Frequent. Rich 
woods along the river. Often on trails. #342 Grainger. 
panic ulatum ( L. )  D C .; Beggar's Lice, Tick TrefoiL Com mon. 
\\'oodlands throughout the study area. # 1 9 5 ,  ""4 20 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
p a u c i fl o r u m  ( Nu tt . )  D C.; Beggar's Tick TrefoiL OccasioruL 
Rich 'vvoods along the river. 5 5 ,  #42 8 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
Galact ia  v o l u b i l i s  ( L. )  Bri tton; �Hlk Pea. Infrequent. Open disturbed 
sites near the river. 1 7  Claiborne. 
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Lathyru s  l a ti fo l i u s  L. ;  Everlasting Pea. Frequent. Fields and other 
disturbed areas along the river. l':ative to Southern Europe. #23 6  
Claiborne. 
Le s p e d e z a  
c uneata ( Dum. Cours . )  G .  Don; Yellow Bush Clover. Common. Field s. 
roadsides, and waste areas. Native to East Asia. #3 78 Grainger.* 
p ro c u m b e n s  M i c hx. ;  Low Bush Clover. Scarce. Upland rock. 
outcrops. #270 Hancock.* 
v i r g i nica  ( L. )  B r i t ton ;  Bush Clover. Frequent. Roadsides, fiel ds, ar.C. 
other disturbed sites. #4 1 6  Claiborne.* 
Medicago lupu lina L.; Black Medic. Common. Fields, roadsides, and waste 
areas. Native to Eurasia. # 1 5 5  Hancock.* 
M e l i l o t u s  
a l ba Medik.;  White Sweet Clover. Common. Fields and roadsides. 
Native to Eurasia. # 144, #264 Grainger, Hancock.* 
o ffi c i nal i s  ( L . )  P a lL; Yellow Sweet Clover. Common. Fields and 
roadsides. Native to Eurasia. # 1 50 Hancock.* 
P ue raria l o bata ( Willd . )  O hwi; Kudzu. Common. Fields and roadsides. 
Native to Japan. #435 Claiborne. 
R o b i n i a  
hispida L.;  Bristly Locust. Occasional. Roadsides and other disturbed 
areas. # 108 Claiborne. 
pse u d oa c ac ia L.; Black. Locust. Frequent. Rich woods, rock outcrops. 
roadsides, and field margins. #8, # 1 09 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
S e n n a  
hebecarpa ( Fe rnald) H .  S .  Irwin & Barne by; Wild Senna. 
Frequent. Low fields and banks of the river. [Cassia hebecarpa 
Fernald] . #307 Hancock.* 
maril andica  ( L. )  L i n k; Wild Senna. Occasional. Roadsides, fields, 
and woodland margins. [Cassia marilandica L.] .  #409 Claiborne.* 
Stylosan thes b ifl ora ( L . )  B r i t ton,  Ste rn s  & P o g g e nb. ;  Pencil FlO\·ver. 
Scarce. Roadsides in  upland areas. [5. riparia Kearney-]. #42 1 
Hancock..*  
T r i f o l i u m  
prat e n s e  L. ;  Red Clover. Common. Fields, pastures, and ot11er open 
disturbed areas. Native to Europe. # 1 5 4 Hancock..* 
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V i  c i a  
repen s L; White Clover. Common. Fields, pastures, and other open 
disturbed areas. Native to Eurasia. #l.:J.3 Grainger. 
sativa L. ssp.  n i g ra ( L . )  Ehrend.;  Narrow-leaved Vetch. Freq uen:. 
Roadsides, fields, and waste places. Native to Southern Europe. [V. 
angustifolia L.] . #39 Grainger. 
vi l l o s a  Ro th; Hairy Vetch. Occasional. Roadsides, fields , and other 
disturbed sites. Native to Europe. # 1 53 Hancock.* 
F A G A C EAE 
C a s ta n e a  
d e nt a ta ( Ma rshal l )  B orkh. ;  American Chestnut. Infrequent. Only 
present as stump sprouts in mesic woods. #46 1 Grainger. 
pumil a  ( L.}  Mil l . ;  Allegheny C hinquapin. Frequent. Dry upland 
woods. #284 Grainger. 
Fagu s  grandifo l i a  Ehren d .; American Beech. Common. Rich mesic vvood'-. 
[F. grandifolia Ehrend. var. caroliniana ( London) Fernald & Rehder]. 
#43 8  Claiborne.* 
Que r c us  
alb a  L; White Oak. Common. Woodlands throughout the study area. 
#88 Grainger. 
fal c a t a  M i c h x . ;  Southern Red Oak .. Common. Dry upland forests and 
river bluffs. #.:J.G Grainger. 
mon tana W illd. ;  chestnut Oak. Common. Dry upland forests. (Q 
prin us L].  #8-J., #1 1 2  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
m u h l e n be r g i i  E ng e l m .; Chinquapin Oak. Frequent. River bluffs 
and dry upland forests. #.:J.8 Grainger. 
r u b ra L.; Northern Red Oak. Common. Rich woods along the rin'r. 
#82 , #108 Claibo rne, G rainger.* 
s h u ma rd i i  B u c k le y; Shumard Oak. Frequent. River bluffs and rich 
¥voods along the river. J:-107,  # 1 2 5  Claiborne, Hancock.* 
F U MA R I A C EA E  
D i c e n t r a  
c anad e n s is ( G o ldie ) Walp. :  Squirrel Corn. Frequent. Rich woods 
along the river. Often on talus slopes. ='='20 Hancock/. 
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c u c u llar ia  ( L . )  Bernh .; Dutchman 's Breeches. Frequent. Rich 
woods along the river. Often on talus slopes. #40 Hancock.* 
G ENTIA N A C E A E  
Sabatia  a n g ularis  ( L ) P u rsh;  Rose Pink. Occasional. Low woods along tl1e 
river. #2 2 9  Grainger.  
G ER A N IA C E A E  
G e r a n i u m  
c o l u m bi n u m  L .; Dovesfoot Cranesbill. Infrequent. Rock 
outcrops in upland fields. Native to Europe. # 1 78 Grainger.* 
mac u latum L.; Wild Geranium. Common. Rich woods along the river. 
#42 , # 149 Grainger, Hancock.* 
H A M A M E LI D A C EA E  
H am am e l i s  v irgm1an a  L; \Vith Hazel. Frequent. Woodlands along the 
river. #5 1 Hancock. 
L i q u i d a m ba r  s tyraci fl u a  L .; Sweet Gum. Common. Low woods along the 
river. # 1 84 Grainger. 
H I PPO CASTANACEAE 
Aesc ulus  flava Sol .; Yellow B uckeye. Common. Rich mesic woods along the 
river. [A octandra Marshall] . #2 9 ,  #109 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
H Y D R O P HY L L A C E A E  
H y d ro p h y l l u m  
canad e n s e  L. ;  \Va terleaf. Frequent. Low mesic woods along the river. 
# 2 7 3  Hancock.* 
m a c r ophyll u m  N utt .; Waterleaf. Occasional. Low mesic woods along 
the river. # 12 1  Hancock.* 
Pha c e l i a  b i p i nn a t i fi d a  M i c hx. ;  Common. Rich woods along the river. 
Often on talus slopes. #S 1 Grainger. 
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C a ry a 
J U G  LANDACEAE 
c o r d i formi s ( Wa ng e nh . )  K .  Koch; Bi tternut Hickory. Frequent. 
Dry woods on middle to upper slopes. #183 Hancock.* 
g la bra ( Mi ll . )  Sweet; Pignut Hickory. Frequent. Dry upland \voods. 
# 1 64, # 1 84 Grainger, Hancock.* 
ovata ( Mi l L )  K .  Koc h; Shagbark Hickory. Frequent. Rich 
\voodlands. Usually found mid-slope. # 1 79 Hancock.* 
tomentosa ( Poir . )  Nut t . ; Mockernut Hickory. Common. Dry upland 
woods. #83,  # 1 8 5  Grainger, Hancock.* 
j u g l a n s  
c i n e r e a  L.; Butternut, White Walnut. Infrequent. Rich woods along 
the river. Large stand of mature fruit-bearing trees near Posey Bend. 
[ Wallia cinerea (L) Alef.] . #2, # 147 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
n i g r a  L: Black Walnut. Common. Rich woods along the riv,;.'r. [Wallia 
nigra ( L.) Alef.] #369 Hancock.* 
LA M I AC EA E  
Blephi l ia  h ir s u ta ( Pu r s h )  B e n t h .; Wood Mint. Occasional. �Iesic woods. 
Often along roadsides. #2 7 2  Hancock.* 
Calam i n th a  nep e ta ( L )  Savi; Scarce. Rock outcrops in upland fields. 
Native to Europe. [Satureja calamin tha ( L. )  scheele; S. nepeta ( L. )  
Scheele] . #269 Hancock.* 
C ol l insonia cana d e n s i s  L.; Stoneroot. Occasional. Lmv mesic ·woods. -#466 
Grai n g e r . *  
C uni la  o r i g anoides  ( L )  Bri t ton;  Stone J\Hnt. Scarce. Dry rocky woods 
and roadcuts. #450 Hancock.* 
G lechoma hederacea L; Ground Ivy. Frequent. Roadsides and open 
disturbed areas. Native to Eurasia. # 10, # 1 62 Grainger, Hancock.*  
Lami u m  p ur p u r e u m  L. ;  Dead-nettle. Common. Open disturbed sites. );ative 
to Eurasia. # 1 7, #39 Grainger, Hancock.* 
M e ehania c o rd a t a  ( N u tt . )  Br i t to n; Rare. Rich mesic woods. Only seen in 
a couple of locations. # 1 7 9  Hancock. 
M e ntha x piperita L.; Peppermint. OccasionaL roadsides near wet woods. 
Also, found near seeps in upland rock outcrops. Native to Europe. "-'444, 
#509 Claiborne, H'mcock. 
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M o n a r d a  
c l i n o p o d i a  L. ;  Horsernint, Bee Balm. Roadsides and woodland margins. 
#1 40, #2 7 1  Grain ger, Hancock. 
fi s t u lo s a  L.; \Vild Bergamot. Occasional. Roadsides and open woods. 
#2 60 Hancock.* 
P h y s o s te g i a  v i r g in i a n a  ( L. )  B e n t h .  s u b s p .  p ra e mo r s a  ( S h i n n e r s )  
P .  D. Can tino; O bedient Plant. Occasional. River banks and mesk 
gravel bars . [P. praemorsa Shinners; Dracocephalum virginiarwm L] . 
# 3 1 9 Hancock.* 
Pru n e l l a  v u l g a r i s  L.; Self Heal. Common. Disturbed sites along tlJ e river. 
Cosmopolitan weed native to Europe. # 1 75 Hancock.* 
Pycnanthe m u m  i n c a n u m  ( L. )  M i ch x. s s p .  l o o m i s i i  ( N u t t . )  Hamer 
c o m b .  nov.,  i ned.;  Mountain Mint. Infrequent. Dry upland woods 
along roadsides. [P. loomisii Nutt.] . #377 Hancock. 
Salvia l y r a ta L.; LyTe-leaved Sage.  Common. Disturbed sites along the river. 
#76, # 8 2  Grainger, Hancock.* 
S a turej a v u lg a r i s  ( L . )  Fri t s c h; Infrequent. Moist woodland borders aad 
roadsides. #3 68 Hancock. 
S c  u t e ll a r i a  
e ll i p tica Muhl . var. h i r su ta ( Short  & P e t e r )  F e r n ald;  Skullcap. 
Occasional. Mesic woods along roadsides. # 143 Hancock.* 
l a t e r i fl o ra L . ; Skullcap. Scarce. Mesic woods on talus slopes near the 
river. #2 50 Hancock.* 
s e r r ata Andr .;  Skullcap. Very Rare. Only- a couple of individuals seen 
above a waterfall in a rich wooded area at Lawson Bend. More common 
in the Blue Ridge province. # 1 1 3  Hancock.* 
S ta c h y s  n u t ta ll i i  S h u t t l ew. ex B e n th.;  Hedge Nettle. Occasional. l\lesic 
woodland borders. [S. riddellii House] . #2 2 4  Claiborne.* 
T e u c r i u m  c an a d e n s e  L; Common. \Vet woods and roadsides. # 1 62,  1 3  
Grainger,  Hancock.* 
L A U R A C E A E  
L i n d e r a  b e n z o i n  ( L )  B l ume;  Spi cebush. Common. Lmv mesic woods along 
the river. #5 , #8 5 Grainger, Hancock.* 
S a s s afras a l b i d u m  ( N u t t . )  N e e s: Sassafra s. Comm_on. fields and other 
open d isturbed areas. 7 5  Hancock.* 
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L O G A N I A C E A E  
S p i g e l i a  m a r i lan d i c a  L. ;  Indian Pink. Occasional. Rich \Voods along the 
river. # 1 82 Hancock.* 
LYT H R A C E A E  
C u p h e a  v i s c o s i s s i m a  Jacq . ;  Blue \Va'\weed. Infrequent. Upland rock 
outcrops. [C. pedolata ( L. )  Koehne] .  #2 7 1  Hancock. 
Lyth r u m  s a l i c ar i a  L . :  Purple Loosestrife. Infreq uent. Muddy b�mk� th .=-
river. An invasive wetland species. Native to Eurasia. #249 Hancod . '' 
M A G N O LIA C E A E  
L i r i o d e n d r o n  t ul i p ifer a  L . ;  Tulip Poplar. Common . Rich v-ruC�ds. )d so a 
successional species i n  fields and other open areas. # 1 3  3 ;�in ger. 
M a g n o l i a  
ac u m i n a ta ( L ) L . ;  Cucumber Tree. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. #94, # 1 7 7 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
m a c r o p h y l l a  M i c h x .; Bigleaf �.'Iagnolia. Occasional. Low mesic woods 
near the river. #532 Grainger. 
tr i p e ta l a  L . ;  Umbrella Magnolia. Occasional. Rich woods along the 
river. #243 H ancock. 
M E N I S P E R M A C E A E  
C oc c u lu s  c ar o l i n u s  ( L. )  DC .; Coral beads. Occasional . Roadsides ne<tr 
woodland margins. #23 8 Claiborne .* 
M e n i s p e rm u m  c a n a d e n s e  L . ;  Moonseed. Common . Low woods along the 
river. Often on trails. #94 ,  # 1 6  7 Grainger, Hancock.* 
M O R A C E A E  
Maclura p o m i fera ( RaL)  C .  K .  S c h n e i d . ;  Osage Orange. OccasionaL 
Fields and open banks along the river. #506 Grainger. 
M o r u s  ru bra L. ;  Red Mulberry. Common. Low rich woods along the river. 
#200 G rainger. 
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N YS S A C E A E  
Ny s s a  s yl v a ti c a  Mar s h a l l; Black G um. Common. Woodlands along the 
river. # 1 5 6  Grainger. 
O L EA C E A E  
F o r s y th i a  v i r i d i s s i ma Lindl .; Golden Bells. Scarce. Roadsides and waste 
areas. Escaped from cultivation. Native to Eurasia. #36 Hancock. 
F r a x i n u s  
a m e r i c a n a  L; \Vhite Ash. Common. Rich \VOods along the river. [F. 
a mericana var. bil tmorean a (Beadle) ]. W. \Vright ex Fernald] .  #7 5 ,  87 
Grainger, H ancock. 
p e n n s y l v a n i c a  Ma r s h a l l ; Green Ash. Common. Flood plains 
banks of the river. [F. pennsylvanica Marshall var. s u bin tegerrhn.� 
(Valli) Fernald].  #203 Claiborne. 
q u a d r an g u l a ta M ic hx. ;  Blue Ash. Occasional. Rich woods aicng 
river. # 1 04 Grainger. 
L i g  us trum sin e n s e  Lou r.;  Privet. Scarce. Disturbed sites, roadsides,  and 
old homesteads. Old World Native. #167 H ancock.* 
O NA G RACEAE 
Circaea lute tiana ( L. )  Asch.  & Magnus ssp.  canadensis  ( L.)  Asch .  & 
M a g n u s; Enchanter's Nightshade. Frequent. Rich woodlands. 8 7 .  
# 2 9 0  Claiborne, Hancock.* 
Lu dwig i a  d e c u r r e n s  Wal t e r; Occasional. Muddy banks of the river. 
Uussiaea decurrens (Walter) DC.] . #2 94 Grainger. 
O e n o thera b i e n n i s  L.: Evening Primrose. Common. Roadsides and other 
disturbed sites. #4 1 1  Claiborne. 
O RO BA N C H A C EA E  
C o n o p h o l i s  ame ricana ( L .)  Wal l r . ;  Cancer Root. Squaw Root. Occasional . 
Dry upland \voods. Primarily a root parasite on oaks. 1 Grainger.·" 
Ep i fa g u s  v i r g in i a n a  ( L. ) B ar to n; Beech Drops. Common. Rich \voods. 
Parasitic on beech tree roots. #4 72 Grainger. 
OXALIDACEAE 
O x a l i s  
flo r i d a  Salis b.; Wood Sorrel. Common. Fields and o ther open 
disturbed areas. (0. dillenii Jacq. var. f1orida (Salisb. ) DC.J . #102, =i-3 26 
G rainger, Hancock.* 
fon tana B u nge; Wood Sorrel. Frequent. Fields, woodland margins,  
and other disturbed places. (0. stricca sensu auctt., non L.J .  #434 
Clai borne_.  .. 
v i olaceae  L;  Violet Wood Sorrel. Occasional. Rich woods along the 
river. #7 4 Grainger. 
P A P A V E R A C E A E  
Papaver d ubium L; Poppy. Very Rare. Only one small population scattered 
along the roadside at the U. S. Highway 25E bridge. Native to Europe. 
#43 Grainger.* 
San g u inaria  c an ad e n s i s  L; Bloodroot. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. #2 Grainger. 
S tylophorum d iphyllum ( Mi c h x . ) Nut t . ;  Celandine Poppy. OccasionaL 
Rich woods along the river. # 1 9  Hancock. 
P A S S I F L O R AC EA E  
Pass ifl o ra l u tea L; Yellow Passion Flower. Occasional. Woodland margms 
and disturbed sites along the river. 2 7 Grainger. 
P H RY M A C E A E  
Phryma l e p t o s tachya L; Lopseed. Common.  Mesic woods along the rh er. 
#26 5  Hancock. 
P H YTOLACC ACEA E 
Phytolacca a m e ricana L: Poke\veed. Common. Fields and open dist urbed 
sites. # 1 98 Grainger. 
P LA NT A G  INAC E A E  
P l a n t a g o  
r u g e l l i  D e c n e . ; Broadleaved Plantain. Comm on .  Roadsides . fields. and 
other waste areas. # 1 93,  # 305 , #439 Claiborne , Grainger, Hancock.* 
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v i r g 1 n 1 c a  L.; Plantain. Common. Roadsides, fields, and other waste 
areas . # 1 3 6  Grainger. 
P LA TA N A C EAE 
P l a tan u s  o c c i de n ta l i s  L. ;  Sycamore. Common . Flood plains, river banks, 
islands, and gravel bars. #1 76, #203 Grainger, Hancock: .. 
P h l o x 
P O L EMONIACEAE 
a mp l i fo l i a  B ri t ton;  Occasional. Mesic woods, often on roadsides. 
#408 Claiborne. *  
d i v a r i c a t a  L ;  Blue Phlox. Frequent.  Woodlands along the river. 
Often on talus slopes. [P. divaricata L. ssp . laph amii (A. W. Wood ) 
\Vherry] . #5 8 Grainger. 
o v a ta L. ;  Frequen t.  Rich mesic woods along the river. # 1 3 4  Hancock. 
p an ic u l a ta L.; OccasionaL River banks and mesic g ravel bars. 
C l ai bo rn e . *  
P O LYGONACEAE 
P o l y g o n u m  
c a e s p i to s u m  B l u m e  v a r .  l o n g i s e tu m  ( Br u ij n )  A. N. S teward; 
Smartweed, Knotweed. Frequent. \:Vet c learings along the river. Native 
to Southeast Asia. #43 3 ,  #492  Claiborne, Grainger.* 
c uspidatum S ie b o ld & Z u c c . : Mexican Bamboo. Very Rare. Only a 
single individual found along an upland roadside near woods. Native to 
japan. Escaped from cul tivation. -ti448 Hancock. � 
p e n s yl v a n i c u m  ( L . )  S ma l l; S martweed, Knotweed. Comm on. 
Disturbed areas along the river. #447, #47 1 Grainger, Hancock. '" 
p u n c ta t u m  E l l i o tt; Smartvveed, Knotweed. Common. \\'et areas along 
the ri ver. #43 2 ,  #445 Clai borne, Hancock.* 
s c a n d e n s  L.; Smartvveed, Knotweed. Common . Fields and open 
disturbed sites along the river. [P. cristatum Engelm. & A. Gray]. ;,q 2 :­
G rainger.  
v i r g 1 n 1 a n u m  L.;  jumpseed . Frequent. 'Mesic woods along the river. 
[An tenoron virginiana ( L. )  Roberty & Vau tier; Tm,ara virginiana ( L. )  
Raf.J .  #43 1 C laiborne.  
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R u m e x  
c o n g l o me r a t us M u r ray; Dock. Occasional. Open 1·ocky woods along 
the river. Native to Europe. # 1 5 3  Claiborne.* 
cr isp u s  L.: Curly Dock. Common. Roadsides, fields, and ot her d isturbed 
areas. # 1 69 Hancock.* 
PO RTULACA C EAE 
C l ay t on i a  
carol i ni ana M i c h x.: Spring Beauty. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. # 1 8  Hancoc k.* 
v i r g m 1 c a  L.; Spring Beauty. Common. Rich woods along the rivPr. 
#33 Hancock.* 
P R I M U L A C E A E  
Ly s i m a c h i a  
c i l i a t a  L.;  Loosestrife. Common. :\lesic woods along the river. #23 3 ,  
1 5 ,  #362 Claiborne, Grainger, Hancock. 
n u m m u l aria  L; Moneyv·,·ort. Frequent. Streams, roadside d i tches, and 
margins of the river. Native to Europe. # 3 1 7  Hancock.* 
tonsa (A.  W. Wood}  R. Knu th; Smooth Loosestrife. Infrequent.  
Rocky woods along the river. # 19 6  Hancock.* 
Samo l us parvifl o r u s  R a f.; Broobveed. Occasional. \Vet banks of the river. 
[5. valeran di L ssp. parvifloru s  ( Raf. ) HultenJ. #3 3 9  Grainger. 
RAN U N C U L A C E A E  
Anemone v i rg m 1 ana L . ; Thimble\veed. Common. Rich \voods. Often along 
roadsides. # 1 66 Hancock.* 
Aqui le g ia c anadensis  L.; Columbine. Frequent. Rich wooded slopes on 
cliffs and rocks. #26 Grainger. 
C i m i c i fu g a  
racemosa ( L . )  N u t t . ;  Black Cohosh. OccasionaL Rich rocky vvoods 
along the river. # 1 5-t,  £ 16 1  Claiborne, Kmcock. 
ru b i fo l i a  K e a r ney; Black Cohosh . Very Rare. Only a few individuals 
found along a rocky slope at Posey Bend. 1 8  Claiborne. 
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C l e ma t i s  
v i o r n a  L.;  Leatherflower. Common. Open woods along the river. # 1 1 8  
Hancock. 
v i r g i n i a n a  L . ; Virgin's Bower. C ommon. Low wood s along the river. 
#2-1-8,  #3 8 2  Grainger, Hancock.* 
D e l ph i n i u m  tric o r ne M i c hx.;  Dwarf Larkspur. Occasional. Rich woods 
along the river. Often on talus slopes. # 1 1 5 Hancock. 
H e p a t i c a 
a c u ti l o ba D C . ;  Liverleaf. Common. Rich rocky woods. [H. nobilis Mill .  
var. acuta ( Pursh) Steyerm.] .  Grainger.* 
americana ( DC . )  Ke r G awl. ;  Liverleaf. Occasional. Rich woods 
along the river. [H. nobilis Mill .  var. obtusa ( Pursh) Steyerm.J. # 1 44 
Hancock. *  
R a n  u n c u l  u s  
a b o r t i v u s  L. ;  Crovvfoot. Common. Woodland borders and roadsides. 
# 1 2 ,  #69 Grainger, Hancock.* 
b u l bo s u s  L . :  Bulbous Buttercup. Frequent. Low fields and pastures 
near the river. Native to Europe. #64 Hancock.* 
fas c ic u l aris  M u h l .  ex B i g e l ow; Northern Swamp Buttercup. 
Infrequent. Fields and roadsides along the river. #2 5 7  Hancock. 
r e c u r v a t u s  P o i r . ;  Hooked Buttercup. Common. Rich woods along the 
river. #70, #95 Grainger, Hancock.* 
T h a l i c t r u m  
d i o i c u m  L.;  Early Meadow Rue. Frequent. River banks in rich woods. 
#28 Grainger.* 
p u  b e sc e ns Pu r s h; Meadow Rue. Frequent. Low woods along the 
river. Often on trails. [T. polygalum Muhl. ] .  63 Grai ng er.* 
tha l i c tr o i d e s  ( L )  Eames & B o i v i n; Rue Anemone. Common. Rich 
woods along the river. [Anemon ella thalictroides ( L. )  SpachJ . #46 
G rain g e r. 
R H A M N' A C E A E  
R h a m n u s  c a r o l i n i a n a  W a l ter; Carolina Buckthorn. Frequent. Rich 
wooded slopes. #503 Grainger. 
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ROSAC EAE 
A g r i m o n i a  
p u b e s c e n s  Wall r .; Agrimony. Frequent. Dry fields and 
roadsides. #3 3 2 ,  #404 Claiborne, Grainger. 
r o s te l l a ta Wal l r .; Beaked Agrimony. Occasional. Clearings along the 
river. #35 9  Grainger.* 
Amelanchier  a r b o rea ( F. M i c h x . )  Fernald;  Serv iceberry, Shadbush.  
Frequent. Woods on middle to  upper slopes. [A. arborea ( f. :VHchx.)  
Fernald var. austromon tana (Ashe) H. E. Ahles] . #13 Grainger. 
Chaenomeles  l a ge nari a  ( Lo i s e l . )  K o i d z . ; Japanese Quince. Very Rare" 
Only a couple of individ uals found along a fence row on Manning Ferry 
Road. Escaped from cultivation. Native to China. #3 5 Hancock. 
Duch esnea i n d i c a  (Andr. )  Focke.; Indian Strawberry. Common. 
Disturbed areas along the river. Native to Asia. #1 1 ,  # 1 9  t Cl<libon:c, 
Grainger .  
G e um canadense Jac q .; White Avens. Frequent. Mesic wood s along che 
river. Often on roadsides. #209, #280 Claiborne, Hancock . ..  
Phy s o c ar p u s  o p u l ifol i u s  ( L. )  Max im.;  Ninebark. Frequent. Banks of 
river. #3 20 Hancock.* 
Pot e n t i l la 
c a na d e ns i s  L.; Cinquefoil, Five Finger. Common. Open disturbed sites. 
#69 Grainger. 
recta  L.; Sulphur Cinquefoil.  Frequent. Roadsides and other disturbed 
areas. Native to Europe. #225 ,  #248 Claiborne. Grainger.* 
Pru n u s  s e r o t i na Ehr e n d .; Wild Black Cherry. Common. Fields and 
woodlands throughout the study area. # 1 3 9  Grainger. 
R o s a  
m u lt ifl o r a  Thunb.  e x  M ur ray; Multiflora Rose. Occasional. 
Roadsides along the river. Native to East Asia. 3 1 5 1  Hancock.* 
s e ti g e r a  M i c h x .; Prairie Rose. Infrequent. Roadsides along the 
river. # 1 47 Clai borne. *  
R u b u s  
fla g e l l a r i s  Wil d . ; Northern Dewberry. Com mon. Fields, roadsides. 
and other disturbed sites. [R. enslen ii Tratt.] . it 1 1 2 Claiborne: .. 
o c c i d e n ta l i s  L; Black Raspberry. Common. Fields. road side s. �md 
other dis turbed sites. #40 Grainger. 
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p h o e n i c ol a s i u s  M a x i m .; Winebe rry. OccasionaL Disturbed areas 
along the river. Native to East Asia. # 1 1 1 , 24 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
Wal d s t e i n i a  fra g a ri o i d e s  ( M ichx . )  Tra t t . ;  Barren Strawberry. Frequen t. 
Dry \Voodlands. [ W. donniana Tratt.;  H/, parviflora Small] . #5 4 
G rain g e r .  
R U B I A C E A E  
C e ph a l a n t h u s  o c ci de n ta l i s  L. ;  Button Bush. Common. River banks, 
islands, and gravel bars. #299 Hancock.* 
D i o d i a  v i r g i ni an a  L; Buttonweed. Frequent. Wet areas along the river. 
# 3 1 0 Hancock:"' 
G a l i um 
a p a r i n e  L; BedstTaw. Common. Roadsides and other disturbed areas. 
# 1 00, # 1 7 1  Grainger, Hancock.* 
l a n c e ol a t u m  Torr. ;  Bedstraw. Very Rare. Only a few indiv iduals seen 
in rich woods at Lawson Bend. # 1 2 1  Hancock.* 
t r i fl o r u m  M i c h x .: Bedstraw. Occasional. Roadsides near mesic vvoods.  
#2 9 1  Claiborne.* 
Hedyo tis  purpurea ( L. )  Torr . & A. G r ay; Occasional. Rich woods along 
the river. [Houstonia purp urea L.] . # 1 8 0  Hancock.* 
S a l i x  
S A L I C A C E A E  
c a r o l i n i a n a  M i c h x . ; Swamp Willow. Occasional. River banks, 
islands, and g ravel bars. #206 Claiborne:.�: 
n i g ra M a r s h a ll ;  Black Willow. Common. River banks, islands , and 
g ravel bars. #34 7 Grainger.* 
S AN T A LA C E A E  
Pyr u l ar i a  p u b e r a  M i c h x . : Buffalo Nut .  Frequen t. Woodlands along the 
river. #4 82 Grainger.* 
S A U R U R A C E A E  
S a u r u r u s  c e r n uus L ;  Lizard's TaiL Common. Shore lines of the river. 96 
Hancock . *  
1 3 1  
S AX I F RA G A C E A E  
A s t i l b e  b i te r n a t a  ( Ve n t . ) B ri tton; False Goatsbeard. Occasional. Rich 
woods. Often on rocky ledges. # 1 8 3 Hancock. 
H e u c h e r a  
a m e r i c a n a  L. ;  Alumroot. OccasionaL Rich woods, often on roadsides . 
[H. americana L. var. hispida ( Pursh ) Wells] .  # 102 Grainger. 
v i l l o s a  M i c h x.; Alumroot. Frequent. Rich rocky \voods along the 
river. #2 8 5  Hancock. 
H y d r an g e a  a r b o r e s c e n s  L.; Common. Rich wooded slopes. Often along 
trails and roadsides. #36i Hancock. 
M i te l l a  d ip h y l l a  L.; Bishop's Cap , Mitenvort. Frequent. ;\lesic woods alon g 
the river. # 16 Grainger. 
Ph i l ad e l p h u s  h i r s u t u s  N u t t. ;  Mock Orange. Occasi onal. Banks of the 
river. [P. sharpian us S. Y. Hu] . #300 Hancock/' 
R i b e s  c y n o s b a t i  L.; Goose berry. Occasional. River banks near rich woods . 
=*2 1 i Grainger.* 
T i ar e l l a  c o r d ifol ia L.; Foamflower. Common. Rich woods along the river. 
Often on talus slopes. [ T. wh erryi Lakela].  #30 Hancock.* 
S C R O P H U LA R IA C E A E  
A u r e o l a r i a  v i rg m 1c a  ( L . )  P e n n e ll;  Downy Fal se Foxglove. Infrequent. 
Open woodlands. [Gerardia t·irginiGl ( L. )  Britton, Sten1s & Poggen b.] . 
.::t3 7 5 C laiborne .* 
Da systoma m a c r o phyll a  ( N utt. ) R a f. ;  Iviullein Foxglove. Infrequent.  
Rich woods near the river. Often along roadsides. [Se.vmeria 
macrophylla �utt.] . #233 Claiborne.* 
M i m u l u s  a l atus A it o n; Monkey Flower. Occasional. River banks and mesic 
gravel bars. #294 Hancoc k. * 
Pa uwlonia tomen tosa ( Th u n b . )  S t e u d . ; Pri ncess Tree. Empress Tree. 
Occasional. Roadsides and other disturbed sites. �ative to Ea st :\sia. 
2 Clai borne. 
P e n s t e m o n  
c a n e s c e n s  ( B ri t to n )  B ri t t o n ;  Beard Tongue. OccasionaL Woodland 
margins and roadsides. [P. brevisepalus Pennell; P. bri ttonorum 
Pennell] . #2 5 6  Hancock.* 
l a ev i g atus ( L. )  Aiton;  Beard Tongue. Occasional. �1esic woods along 
the river. # 1 1 9 Hancock.* 
Seraph u l a r i a  mari landica  L.; Figvvort. Occasional. Koadsides near rich 
woods. #43 7 Claiborne. 
V e r b a s c u m  
blattar i a  L. ;  Moth Mullein. Common. Roadsides and other disturbed 
sites. Native to Eurasia. # 1 3 5  Grainger.* 
thaps u s  L .; Woolly ).fullein. Common. Roadsides and other disturbed 
sites.  #234 Claiborne.* 
Vero n i c a  pers i c a  P oi r .; Speedwell. Frequent. Disturbed areas along the 
river. Native to Southwest Asia. #3 7 Hancock.* 
S O LANAC E A E  
S o l a n u m  c arol inense L . ;  Horse Nettle. Frequent. Fields, roadsides, .. md 
other waste areas. #193 Grainger. 
S T  A P H Y L E A C E A E  
S ta phylea trifo l i a  L.; Bladdernut. Frequent. Rich woods along the river. 
#SO, # 1 3 2  Grainger, Hancock."*" 
T H Y ME LA E A C E A E  
Dirca palus tr i s  L.; Leatherwood. Occasional. Rich woods along the river. 
# 1 03 Grainger.* 
T I L I A C E A E  
T i l i a  h e t e r ophylla Vent.; Basswood. Common. Rich woods along the river. 
#52 Hancock.* 
C e l ti s  
U LM A C E A E  
laev i g a ta W i l ld. ;  Sugarberry. Infrequent. Wet fields and banks of 
the river. #S·-1- Hancock.* 
o c c i d ental is  L.; Hackberry. Occasional. Low wet woods along the 
river. #307 Gr<.tinger. 
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tenuifo l i a  Nutt . ;  Georgia Hackberry. Infrequent. Open woods along 
the river. [C. georgiana Small] . #98 Grainger. 
U l m u s  
alata Mich x .; Winged Elm. Occasional. Roadsides, fields, and dry 
woods. #50 1 Grainger. 
a me r i c an a  L; American Elm. frequent. Mesic woods along the river. 
# 3 1  Hancock.* 
r u b ra Muhl . ;  Slippery Elm. Common. Banks of the river. #74. #3 2 1  
Claiborne ,  Hancock.*  
U RT I CAC EAE 
B o ehmeria cyl ind rica  (L . )  Sw.; False Nettle. Common. Low woods along 
the river. Often on roadsides. #236 Claiborne.* 
Laportea c an adensis  ( L )  Wedd. ;  \Vood Nettle. Common. Rich woods a!ong 
the river. #267 Hancock.* 
Parietaria pensylvanica M u h l .  e x  Will d .; Pennsylvania Pellitory. 
Infrequent. Gravel bars and other open disturbed areas. 1 4  
Claiborne.* 
Pilea pumila ( L) A. Gray; Cleanveed. Frequent. Low mesic woods along 
the river. #5 1 7  Hancock. 
VA L E R I ANAC E A E  
Valerianella radia ta ( L )  D ufr.; Corn Salad. Occasional. Open disturbed 
sites along the river. # 100, # 1 10 Claiborne, Grainger.* 
V E R B E NA C E A E  
Phyla lance o l a ta ( Mi c h x . )  G re e n e; Fog Fruit. Occasional. Open river 
banks and gravel bars. [Lippia lanceolata Michx.J. #309, #3 3 3  
Grainger, H ancock.* 
V e r b e n a 
s implex  Lehm. ;  Verbain. Common. Roadsides and other open 
disturbed sites. #259 Hancock.* 
u r t i c i fo l i a  L.; White Verbain. frequent. Low fields and banks of  the 
river. [V. urticifolia L. var. leiocarpa L. M. Perry & Fernald} . 10 ,  #308 
Claiborne, Hancock.* 
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VIOLAC E A E  
Hybanthus c o ncolor ( T .  F .  Fors t . )  S p reng . ;  Green Violet. Occasional. 
V i o l a  
Rich woods along the river. JJ2 75  Hancock.* 
canadensis  L . ;  Canada Violet. Occasional. Low mesic woodlands. # 1 2 3  
Hancock.*  
c uc u ll a t a  A i ton; Bog Violet, Blue �Iarsh Violet. Occasional. Flood 
plains and other wet areas near the river. #30 Grainger. 
palmata L; Three-lobed 'liolet. Frequent. Rich \vooded slopes. [ \ r. 
triloba Schwein.] . #5 8 ,  #60 Grainger, Hancock.* 
p ub e s c e n s  A iton;  Downy Yellow Violet. Occasional. Low mesic woods. 
[ V. eriocarpa Schwein. ;  V. pensylvanica Michx.; V. pu bescens Alton var. 
leiocarpa ( Fernald & Wiegand) B. Boivin] . #6 1 Grainger. 
rafi n e squii  G r e e n e; Wild Pansy. Common. Open disturbed areas 
along the river. [ V. kitaibeliana Roem. & Schult. var. rafinesq uii 
( Greene) Fernald] . #3 , # 1 1 6  Grainger, Hancock.* 
ro strata Pursh; Long Spurred Violet. Occasional. Rich vvooded slopes. 
#3 Grainger.* 
sororia Willd.; Woolly Blue Violet. Common. Open disturbed sites 
along the river. [ V. papilionaceae Pursh] . #4 Grainger. 
striata Aiton; Pale Violet. Frequent. Low mesic \VOods. Often along 
trails and muddy areas. # 1 5 ,  # 1 1 7  Grainger, Hancock.* 
V ITA C EA E  
Ampe l o p s i s  c o rdata ( Michx . ) ;  Pepper Vine. Occasional. Low woods along 
the river. Also on Grissom Island. #205,  #243 Claiborne, Hancock.* 
Parth e n o c i s s u s  quinquefol i a  ( L. )  Planc h .; Virginia Creeper. Common. 
V i  t i s  
Woods and disturbed areas along the river. #79 Grainger. 
a e s t ival i s  M i c h x . ;  Summer Grape. Common. Low \VOods along the 
river. #78 Grainger. 
cinerea ( En g elm. in A.  Gray) Engelm.  ex Mil larde t var.  
baileyana ( Munso n )  C omeaux; Winter Grape. Occasional. Open 
woods along the river. [ V. baileyana Munson] . #86 Grainger. 
r o t u n difo l i a  M i c hx. ;  l\fuscadine. Occasional. Low mesic woods. :f 1 3 9  
Grainger. 
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v ulpina L. ;  Frost Grape. Common. Mesic woods along the river. # 1 5 0  
Claiborne. 
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APPENDIX B.  
RARE PLANT STATUS REPORTS 
STATU S REPORT FOR Carcx g ra vi da L. H. Bailey 
I .  Classification and Nomenc l ature 
A. Species or Intraspecific Tc.1....:on 
1 .  Scientific N ame 
a. B inomial 
Carex gravida L. H. B ailey 
b. Full Bibliographic Cit ation 
Mem. Torrev B ot. Club, i. ( 1 889)  5 . - Am. bor. 
2. Pertinent Sy nonmy 
( N one) 
3. Common Name( s)  
Heavy Sedge 
B .  Family Name 
Cyperaceae ( Sedge Family) 
I I .  Present Legal or Other Formal Statu s  
A. Global 
Listed as GS . 
B .  Federal 
( � on e) 
C. State 
Listed as Special Concern by the Tennessee Department of 
Environment and Conservati on ( 19 9 7 ) .  
I I I .  Geographic Dis tribution 
A. Geogr aphic Range 
Heavy sedge occurs from Ohio and SW. Ontario to :'-I innesota, South 
Dakota, and Wyoming, s outh to Kentucky and Texas. The taxon has 
been documented in only on e other county in Tennessee, Hardeman. 
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B .  Precise Occurrences in the UCR Study Area 
1. Populations currently knm\11 extant: 
a. Site One: Howard Quarter Quadrangle ( 3 60 2-4'00":\ 83U26' 2 5 "W �  
Description: Site on e is the only knovvn location for thi s  taxon 
in the study area. It was found along the river bank in 
Grainger Count)'' at the e nd of a gravel drive just  before the 
U. S.  Highway 25 E bridge. The sedge was in an open area near 
the wood.s not far from the water's edge. Associated taxa 
consisted mostly of various grasses and other sedges. 
Population \/igor. Only a couple of plants were found and 
were not seen a g ain the following year. 
Evidence of Threa ts to Survival: Flooding is a possible threat 
to this taxon. Also, human disturbance is likely as many 
peopl e fish along the banks cf the river at this site. There is a 
chance that the two individuals have already been extirpared. 
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STATUS REPO RT FOR Cimicifuga ru bifolia K e a r n ey 
I .  C lassification and Nomenclature 
.-\. Spec ies or Intraspec ific Taxon 
1 .  Scientific Name 
a. B ino mial 
Cimicifuga ru bifolia Kearney 
b. Full Bibliographic Citation 
B ull. Torr. Bot. Club, 1 897,  5 6 1 . - i\m. bor. 
Pertinent Synonymy 
( None)  
3 .  Common Name( s) 
Appalachian B ug bane 
B. Family Name 
Ranunc ulaceae ( B utterc up Family) 
I I .  Present Legal or Other Formal S tatus 
A. G lobal 
Listed as G3 . 
B .  Federal 
( None)  
C. S tate 
Listed as Threatened by the Tennessee Department of 
Environment and Conservation ( 1 9 9 7 ) .  
I I I .  Geographic Distri bution 
A. G eographic Rang e  
Ap palachcian bug ba.ne occ urs i n  cool mountain \Voods from SW. 
Virginia to North Carolina and Tennessee. It is knovvu as a disjunct 
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in W. Kentucky and S. Illinois. The taxon has been documented in 
sLxteen counties in Tennessee, including Claiborne, Grainger, and 
Hancock Counties. 
B. Precise Occurrences in the UCR Study Area 
1. Populations c urrently knovvn extant: 
a. Site One: Howard Quarter Quadrangle ( 36024'45 "N 83026'25"\V) 
Description: Site one is the only known location for this taxon 
in the study area. The plants were found along a lmv, rocky 
wooded slope facing northeast at Posey Bend in Claiborne 
County. Overstory taxa include: Acer saccharum, Fag us 
grandifolia, Carpin us caroliniana, and Pla tan us occidentalis. 
Also, Acer spicatum was found nearby. 
Popula tion Vigor: Only a few scattered plants were found, but 
all appeared to be healthy. Likewise, all of the plants were 
floweri n g .  
Evidence of Threa ts to Survival: The plants appear t o  be 
secure in their location. However, a private dirt road passes 
above the plants upslope. Potential threats could come 
from such access in the future. 
1-H 
I .  
I I .  
STATUS REPORT FOR ]uglan s  cin erea L .  
C lassification and Nomenclature 
A. Species or Intraspeci fic Taxon 
L Scientific Name 
a. Bi nomial 
]uglans cinerea L .  
b. Full Bibliographic Citation 
Linn. Syst. ed. x., 1 272. - Am. bor. 
2. Pertinent Synonymy 
a. Wallia cinerea ( L.) Aief. 
3 .  Common Name( s)  
Butternut, \Vhite Walnut 
B. Family Name 
Juglandaceae ( Waln ut Family \ 
Presen t Legal or O ther Formal Status 
A. Global 
Listed as G3,  G4. 
B .  Federal 
( None) 
C.  S tate 
Listed as Threatened by the Tennessee Department of 
Environment and Conservation ( 1 997 ) .  
I I I .  Geographic Di s tribution 
A. Geographic Range 
Butternut occurs from Ne\v Brunswick to Minnesota, south w South 
Carolina, Georgia, and Arkansas. The ta.xon has been collected i n  30 
1 -+2 
counties  throughout Tennessee, inc l uding Hancock County. 
B. Precise Occ urrences in the lTR Study Area 
l. Populations currently known extant: 
a. Site One: Hmvard Quarter Quadrangle ( 3 6025 '05"� 8302--t'3 S "W) 
Description: The trees were found clustered in a low open 
field close to the river just before Posey Bend in Claiborne 
County. The only associated tcL'<On in dose proximity is black 
walnut, J. nigra. 
Pop ula tion Vigor. Approximately 1 0  mature trees were 
discovered. All appeared to be healthy, and several were 
bearing fruit .  
Evidence of Threa ts to Survi,.:al: The trees seem t o  be secure in 
this location. However, their proximity t o  the river may make 
them susceptible to flooding. Also, the trees are located near a 
field which increases the l ikelihood for human disturbance. 
b .  Site Two: Howard Quarter Quadrangle ( 3 6CI 24'05 ''N 83il26'20"W) 
Descrip tion: The trees were found at the base of a rock.Y slope 
in rich woods almost at mid-point of First Bend in Grainger 
County. Associated overstory taxa include 1·agus grandifolia, 
A.cer saet::harum, and Fraxin us americana.  
Pop ula tion Vigor. Only a couple of j uvenile trees were found. 
Both were approximately 1 0  feet tall and appeared to be 
healt hy and growing. 
E:idence of Threa ts to Survi•·aJ: Competi tion from o ther trees 
appear to be the only threat to the survival of these saplings. 
The location is remote and rugged. 
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STATUS REPORT FOR Lili um canadense L. 
I .  Classification and J\om e nclature 
A. Species or Intraspecific Taxon 
1. Scientific Name 
a. Binomial 
Lilium canadense L 
b. Full Bibliographic Citation 
Linn. Sp. Pl.  3 0 3 . - Am. bor. 
2. Perti nent Synonymy 
( �o ne )  
3 .  Common :\ame ( s )  
Canada Lily, Wild Yellow Lily 
B .  Family Name 
Lil iaceae ( Lily Family)  
I I .  Present Legal or Other Formal Status 
A. Global 
Listed as G S .  
B .  Federal 
( No n e )  
C Sta te 
U s  ted as Threatened by the Tenn essee Depar tmen t of 
Environmen t and Conserv a tion ( 1 99 7 ) .  
I I  I .  Geographic Distrib u tion 
A. Geographic Ran g e  
Canada lily occ urs from Quebec a n d  \Iaine to \faryla nd, in the 
mountains to \ ·irginia, \vest to Ohio, Kentucky, southern Indiana, 
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and Alabama. The taxon has been documented in 1 8  counties in 
Niiddle and East Tennessee including Claiborne County. 
B .  Precise Occurrences in the UCR Study Area 
1. Populations currently kno'A-n extant: 
a. Site One: Swan Island Quadrangle ( 3 6028'05 "N 830 l6'50"W) 
Description: Site one is the only known location for t.�is 
taxon. The taxon occurs in rich woods midslope on a 
roadside bank on Lawson Bend Road in H ancock County. 
Popula tion Vigor. Only a few plants were fo und at this 
location. Two of the plants were in flower, with the third 
being immature. All of the plants were located again during 
the second growing season as well .  
Evidence of Threats to Survival: There is  a strong possibility 
that these plants may be extirpated given their proximity 
along a roadside. While Lawson Bend Road is seldom traveled. 
i t  i s  mowed and maintained by the county. The plants were 
not mowed during the tvvo years of this study, but may be in 
the near future .  
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STATUS REPORT FOR Meehania corda ta B ri tt o n  
I .  Classification and i'omenclature 
A. Species or Intraspecific Taxon 
1. Scientific �arne 
a. Binomial 
Meehania corda ta Britton 
b.  Full Bibliographic Citation 
Meehania, Britton ex Small & Vail, in Mem. Torrey Bot. Club, 
iv. ( 1 893)  1 47; et in B ulL Torrey Bot. Club, xxi. ( 1 894) 32 t. 1 7.3 
= Cedronella, Riv. ( Labiat. ) .  
cordata. Britton, ll. cc.  = C. cordata, Benth.  
2. Pertinent Synonymy 
Cedronella corda ta Benth. 
3. Common Same(s)  
Heartleaf :\Ieehania 
B. Family Name 
Lamiaceae C �lint Family) 
I I .  Present Legal or Other Formal Status 
A. Global 
Listed as GS.  
B .  Federal 
( None ) 
C. S tate 
Listed as Threatened by the Tennessee Department of 
Environment and Conservation ( 1 997 ) .  
I I I .  Geographic Distribution 
1� 
A .  Geographic Range 
Heartleaf !v[eehania occurs in rich moun tain woods from SW. 
Pennsylvania and S. Ohio to Tennessee and �orth Carolina. It 
is also reported from Illinois. The taxon has been documented in 
only five counties in Te1messee. All of these counties are in East 
Tennessee and include Claiborne, Grainger, and Hancoc k Counties. 
B. Precise Occurrences in the UCR Study Area 
1 .  Populations c urren tly known extan t: 
a. Site One: Swan Island Quadrangle ( 360 28'00".\" 830 1 7' 30"W) 
Descrip tion: Site one i s  located near the end of Lawson Bend 
Road at the base of a waterfall on a trail close to the river in 
Hancock County. Overstory taxa include Tilia h e terophylla, 
Acer saccharum, Fagus grandifolia, and Aescul u s  fla1-·a. Other 
associated taxa include: Trillium grandiflorum, Smila cina 
racemosa, Polygona rum biflorum, Adian tum pedatum, Micella 
diphylla and Geranium maculatum. 
Pop u.Iation \ligor: Approximately 50 plants \Vere found 
scattered along the traiL Many of the plants were flowering . 
Evidence of Threats to Sunli·vaJ: Many of these plants are in 
danger of being trampled, as they are located along a popular 
trail that leads to a waterfall. People often camp and fish i n  
this area and climb the trail. 
b. Site Two: Howard Quarter Quadrangle ( 3 60 24'40"N 83'! 2 5 '00"\\') 
Descrip tion: Site two is located in low rich woods near the 
river in the deepest part of Posey Bend in Grainger County. 
Overstory taxa consist entirely of a grove of hemlock, Ts uga 
canadensis. 
Popula tion Vigor: Fewer than 1 0  plants were found scattered 
on the ground under the hemlock. Only a few were 
floweri n g .  
Evidence of Threa ts co Swvival: The location o f  these plan ts is  
very remote. The only threat is flooding of the low ground. 
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STATUS REPORT FOR Pan ax q ui n q u efoli u s  L .  
I .  Classification and �omenclature 
A. Species or Intraspecific Taxon 
1 .  Scientific �arne 
a. Binomial 
Pan a.x q uinq uefoli us L .  
b .  F ull  Bibliographic Citation 
linn. Sp. Pl. ( 17 5 3 ) . 1 05 8  = Aralia q uinq uefolia 
2. Pertinent Synonymy 
a. Pan ax q uinq uefolia Decai sn e  & Planchon 
b. Ginseng q uinq uefoli um \Vood 
c .  Pan ax american um Raf. 
d. Panax q uin q uefolium L. 
3. Common Name ( s )  
Gin seng , Sang 
B. Family Name 
Araliaceae ( Cashew Family·) 
I L  Present Legal or O ther Formal Status 
A.  Glo bal 
listed as G4. 
B. Federal 
( None ) 
C. State 
Li sted by the Tennessee Department of Environment and 
Conservat ion ( 1 9 9 7 )  as Special Concern due to Commercial 
Exploitation. 
1-tS 
I I I .  Geographic Dis tribution 
A. Geographic Range 
Ginseng occurs in rich woods from Quebec t o  \linnesuta a11d South 
Dakota, south to Georgia, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. The taxon has 
been doc umented in 47 counties thro ughout Tennessee. 
B. Precise Occurrences in the UCR Study· Area 
1. Populations c urren tly knm,vn extan t :  
a. Site One: Swan Islan d Quadrangle ( 3 60 27'4S"N 830 1 7' 1 5 "\\/) 
Description: Site one is the only knmvn location for this 
taxon. The taxon occurs in rich woods about mid slope a t  
La\\I'SOn Bend in Han cock Coun ty. The site Gm be reached 
easily from an a bandoned road that i s  now a trail whic h splits 
from Lawson Bend Road. Associated taxa include many small 
sapling s  of buckeye, Aesculus fla va. 
Pop ula tion Vigor. Onl_y a couple of plants wen' fou nd '-'- �  G'li�; 
location. Both plants were 111 flower and appeared ih•althy. 
E•idence of Threa ts to Survival: There i s  sorne chan ce that 
these plants could be g athered by collectors , a� they occ11 r 
close to a large trail.  
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V I T A  
Bobby Christopher B ullington was born to Bobby and J;�ne Builing tort in 
Lafayette, Tennessee on Sep tember 1 8 ,  1 96 7. He attended both elemernary 
school and high school in the county of hi<. l;irtl1 . Tn 1 9 8 5 , he was accepted 
into \'anderbilt University in :\ashville. Te n nessee . rour y e ars later,  he 
received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics . 
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left to \vork in Japan in 1 990. For two and a half years, Chr is taught l!ngli sh as 
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field botany. He received a Graduate Teaching Assi stantship in 1 09 - L  In 1 ()C)(, , 
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C urrently, he i s  married with one son. His many hobbies i nclude 
karate, hiking, gardening, and canoeing. In the fu ture , he hopes to conrinu;::: 
the study of plants, and to work in some ca pacity as a botanist. 
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